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Abstract
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Despite decades of development of high-speed motors, challenges and limitations concerning
high-speed powertrains and motors in industrial applications remain. Improved reliability and a
smaller footprint together with lower maintenance needs while delivering compressor modules
with a high pressure ratio can be offered by an integrated solution where the compressor wheels
are directly coupled with a high-speed motor on the same shaft. The solution omits the gearbox
and eliminates the ancillary support system and the need for a lubricant as benefits of the
magnetically supported powertrain technology.

High-speed powertrains, using active magnetic bearings (AMBs) or a bearingless motor (BLM), 
are highly sought after not only in centrifugal compressors but also in high precision machine 
tools, flywheels, and heat pumps. When high-speed, maintenance-free electrical machines are 
intended for an application of this kind, multidisciplinary know-how and in-depth analyses of the 
application are essential from the earliest stage of design. Nevertheless, the design process of a 
magnetically supported high-speed powertrain for a centrifugal compressor of a high-temperature 
heat pump (HTHP), incorporating various multidisciplinary challenges in the design of 
magnetically supported rotors, has not yet been reported in the literature. In this doctoral 
dissertation, a multidisciplinary design process and the challenges involved in the design of a 
powertrain in an HTHP are presented. Various design aspects, such as mechanical, 
electromagnetic especially with suspension force analyses, thermal, and cooling constraints are 
also investigated by finite element analysis (FEA). In this dissertation, a powertrain is defined as 
a system that includes a magnetically supported rotor, its actuating components, e.g., BLMs, 
AMBs, and backup bearings, and furthermore, the sensors, the inverters, and other mechanical 
parts, where the actuators are investigated through the thesis. The compressor powertrain includes 
the compressor wheels in addition to the powertrain.

Before a compressor powertrain for an industrial application can be manufactured, an accurate 
design and a multidisciplinary FEA are required. The design of the rotor, comprising the motor 
and the compressor wheels, commences with the requirements set by the application, i.e., speed, 
power, and force capacity, that together with electromagnetic, mechanical, and thermal 
constraints outline a suitable structure for the motor and compressor wheels. A subsequent study 
of the initial rotor dynamics defines the feasibility of the proposed structure. Next, its 
electromechanical and suspension performance are addressed, and the system losses analyzed. 
The losses, acting as thermal loads, are the starting point for the thermal assessment and the 
subsequent cooling design.

The design of a high-speed actuator for a high-pressure compressor (HPC), intended for an HTHP, 
involves various interlinked challenges, such as choosing suitable materials that will guarantee 
structural strength, suitable speed range for the compressor and the actuator, allowing for high



speed with good performance in terms of rotor dynamics, cooling, and control. Through case
studies of a permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) powertrain with AMBs and a
bearingless PMSM (BLPMSM), the performance of the powertrains is investigated and compared
by analyzing electromechanical, rotor dynamics, and thermal simulation results. The challenges
and differences of the designs are deliberated. In conclusion, a summary of the satisfactory
simulation results, fulfilling the speed range with good structural strength and electromagnetic
performance and a well-designed way of removing heat, leads to a suitable design for the
powertrain of the compressor for a heat pump application. As a conclusion to the multidisciplinary
design process, the upcoming manufacturability challenges are elaborated. The efficiencies of the
powertrain with AMBs and BLMs for an HTHP application are compared.

Keywords: high-speed motors, bearingless motor, compressor application, heat pump application,
multiphysics, electromagnetic, mechanical, thermal, cooling, rotor dynamics analyses, loss
analyses, efficiency, design procedure, FEA.
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Nomenclature

In the present work, variables and constants are denoted using slanted style, vectors are denoted
using bold regular style, and abbreviations are denoted using regular style.

Latin alphabet

a1 magnetic flux density coefficient –
A area m2

A’ fraction of the area –
Acb cross-sectional area of a bodies in contact m2

Aex heat extraction area m2

Aslot slot cross-sectional area m2

b1 magnetic flux density coefficient –
Bvb variable bounds –
Bth thickness of carbon fiber bandage mm
B magnetic flux density T
B* complex conjugate number of magnetic flux density B T
c1 cooling coefficient –
cp specific heat capacity at constant pressure J/(kg∙K)
cv specific heat capacity at constant volume J/(kg∙K)
Cf friction coeffient –
Cp isobaric heat capacity J/(kg∙K)
dins insulation distance m
d direct axis –
dh hydraulic diameter of the channel m
Dduct duct diameter m
Dr rotor outer diameter mm
Dso stator outer diameter mm
E internal energy of the coolant (m2∙kg)/s2

EVA force vector amplitude error %
Frad, Fx mean radial suspension force capacity N
Fy mean tangential suspension force N
F suspension force amplitude N
F coolant volumetric force vector –
fkfHz

frequency at the kth order Hz
f0 refrence frequency Hz
hpm permanent magnet height mm
I current A
im, Immax, Im rated motoring current, rms value A
is, Ismax, Is rated suspension current, rms value A
Iden current density A/mm2

kf slot fill factor –
kfHz order of frequency –
h heat transfer coefficient W/(m2∙K)
k1 surface roughness coefficient –
K thermal conductivity W/(m∙K)
l the air gap axial length m
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laxial permanent magnet axial length m
lbth inter-magnet lamination thickness mm
ltang tangential length of permanent magnet mm, °
Lcore the axial length of the stator core with contact to copper winding m
Lst stator stack iron length mm
Lth lamination bridge thickness mm
nths number of segments –
N neutral point of the connection –
Nkf highest order of frequency –
Ne number of elements –
Ns stator coil turns in series per phase –
p number of poles –
Pc pressure bar
Pe electrical power kW
Pfl air gap flow losses kW
r rotor radius m
rinS radial mechanical air gap radius m
r1 inner radius of the rotor end surface m
r2 outer radius of the rotor end surface m
rδ radial location in the air gap m
Rseg resistance of the segmented magnet Ω
Rsolid resistance of the solid magnet Ω
Rte thermal contact resistance K/W
s entropy J/K
Sop slot opening °
qf heat flux W/m2

q the heat flux vector –
q quadrature axes –
qv volumetric heat source –
Qslot stator slot count –
Q exchange heat W
T temperature K
Tel electromagnetic torque Nm
Trip torque ripple %
W required work (related to enthalpy) KJ/kg
U voltage V
ups peripheral (surface) speed of the rotor m/s
Uph phase u –
t time s
T0 explicit temperature of the coolant K
u velocity vector of the coolant m/s
uaxial mean axial velocity of the working fluid/coolant m/s
ucl velocity of the cooling liquid in the cooling jacket m/s
uf working fluid velocity as a coolant m/s
utang mean tangential velocity of the working fluid/coolant m/s
v kinematic viscosity of the working fluid/coolant m2/s
ured velocity of the coolant in the helical direction of the air gap region m/s
Ve volume of elements m3
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Vph phase v –
WJ Joule losses W
Wh hysteresis losses W
Wex excess eddy current losses at the reference frequency W
Wph phase w –
x x-coordinate m
xb boundary layer parameter –
xop variables of optimization –
yrad characteristic radial length m
y y-coordinate m
z z-coordinate m
zdis displacment in the rotor air gap m

Greek alphabet

αA,B phase angle rad
α1 scaling factor –
α2 correction factor of scaling –
βair coefficient of thermal expansion of air 1/K
Δ change in value –
Δ divergance –
∂ partial differential –
δ radial mechnical air gap length m
εcl working cooling liquid friction factor –
εss duct surface roughness factor m
εM eddy diffusivity of momentum m2/s
θ1 position of phase UphA with respect to the direct axis rad
θ2 position of phase UphB with respect to the direct axis rad
μ dynamic viscosity of the working fluid/coolant kg/(m∙s)
μoref dynamic viscosity of the working fluid at a reference temperature kg/(m∙s)
μo permability of the vacuum H/m
ρ density of the working fluid kg/m3

ρM resistivity of the non–segmented magnet Ω∙m
ρMseg resistivity of the segmented magnet Ω∙m
τ coolant stress tensor vector –
τ normalized time constant –
τshear rotor surface shear stress Pa
σ stress vector Pa
σB von Mises stresses on the reatining band Pa
σL von Mises stresses on the lamination Pa
σM von Mises stresses on the magnets Pa
σS von Mises stresses on the lamination bridge Pa
Φerror force error angle °
ω rotational speed rpm
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Dimensionless numbers

Nu Nusselt number
Pr Prandtl number
Re Reynolds number
Ta Taylor number

Subscripts

A first 3-phase winding in a multiplex winding system
air air
axial axial
B second 3-phase winding in a multiplex winding system
cb contacting bodies
cl cooling liquid
CM cooling mode
con convection
cu,lam between copper winding and the lamination
den denisty
DC direct current
e elements
el electromagnetic
end rotor end surfaces
end_w end windings
endcap end cap of the motor
fr frame
fr/air from the machine frame to the outer, ambient air
HM heating mode
ins insulating material
kfHZ the order of the frequency
m motoring
N rated
net, in input in the net form
rad radial
rd radiation
rot rotor
s suspension
st stator
δ related to mechnical radial length of the air gap
t_CFD turbulent at wall, for the working fluid in CFD
PM permanent magnet
te thermal
u phase u
v phase v
va vapor
w phase w
wa wall
wf working fluid/coolant
x the component in x direction
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y the component in y direction
z the component in z direction

Abbreviations

2D two-dimensional
3D three-dimensional
AC alternating current
AMB active magnetic bearing
BLM bearingless motor
BLPMSM bearingless PMSM
BW backward whirling mode
CFD computational fluid dynamics
COP coefficient of performance
CTE coefficient of thermal expansion
DC direct current
EMF electromotive force
EU European Union
FE finite element
FEA finite element analysis
FEM finite element method
FFT fast Fourier transform
FPGA field programmable gate array
FW forward whirling mode
GA genetic algorithm
GaN gallium nitride
GWP global warming potential
HE heat exchanger
HP high-pressure
HPC high-pressure compressor
HTHP high-temperature heat pump
IPM interior permanent magnet
JMAG FEA simulation software for the development and design of electric devices
LP low-pressure
LPC low-pressure compressor
MOF multiobjective function
ODP ozone depleting potential
PM permanent magnet
PMSM permanent magnet synchronous motor
PoC proof of concept
PT100 platinum resistance thermometer sensor
PTC positive temperature coefficient sensor
SPM surface permanent magnet
SiC silicon carbide
SST shear-stress-transport
UMP unbalance magnetic pull
VFD variable frequency drive
κ-ω kinetic energy as variant of turbulent frequency
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Introduction
In recent years, the global trend of reducing pollution and producing green energy by means of
decarbonization encourages the development of efficient and environmentally friendly industrial
applications. The emissions of greenhouse gases all over the world have significantly contributed
to the climate change. According to [1], 30.4 % of the emissions come from the energy sector; in
particular, electricity and heat for residential buildings account for 10.9 % and electricity and
heating of commercial buildings 6.6 % of the emissions.

The CO2 emissions arising from heating buildings account for 36 % of the total emissions in the
European Union (EU), whereas the heating and cooling sector corresponds to half of the energy
consumption, three quarters of the energy being supplied by fossil fuels. Furthermore, the largest
share of the final energy consumption in the EU comes from buildings, currently accounting for
40 % of the total consumption, service sectors and residential buildings included. The largest
share of the heating and cooling consumption is taken up by residential buildings alone, industries
and services coming behind, with shares of 24 % and 21 %, respectively. To achieve the
decarbonization targets set for the European energy sector, the heating and cooling sector has
been recognized as a priority, with its share of the EU energy consumption being nearly half of
the total. With its low efficiencies, great amounts of waste heat, and fossil-based production,
characteristic of the heating and cooling sector, the supply of heat to buildings and industries has
been recognized as a vital support in the European energy policy, aiming for endemic climate
neutrality by 2050 [2].

Two North European countries, namely Sweden and Finland, have built cleaner heating
technologies, where 95 % and 90 % of the heat in buildings come from district heating, electricity,
and renewables, respectively. It can be said that district heating is very popular in the northern
EU, while renewables, on account of more favorable biomass production factors, are leading
among Eastern European Member States. The Baltic countries in the crossroads have combined
both methods and show a share of approximately 80 % of low-carbon emission fuels. On the other
hand, in the western and central EU, heat is supplied predominantly by burning gas, whereas in
Poland residential heating by coal is common. A review of the heating methods in Europe by
country is presented in [2], [3].

Six among the most populous states in the EU or formerly in the EU, namely Germany, France,
Italy, the Netherlands, Poland, and the United Kingdom, account for 77 % of the gross heating
sector emissions, not factoring in district heat and the heat produced by using electricity. It is
notable that low levels of district heat and heat generation using electricity are characteristic of
these countries. Therefore, a fuel shift there can result in a potentially large effect on the
decarbonization of the European heating sector. Renovation of buildings and other energy
efficiency actions are expected to decrease the final consumption of energy in the residential and
tertiary sectors by more than 25 % by 2050. A massive reduction in the use of oil, gas, and coal
for heating is targeted while moving the emphasis of consumption toward district heating and
electricity [2].

Highly efficient technological solutions, such as combined heat and power, heat pumps, or even
condensing boilers, and higher efficiencies in heat production may be expected. Although old
equipment in energy generation hampers achieving higher efficiencies, on the other hand, that
same old equipment leaves much space for decarbonization of the energy sector. As opposed to
direct (resistive) electrification of heat, geothermal-, water-, or air-based heat pumps offer much
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higher conversion efficiencies. As such, heat pumps seem to be the most encouraging electricity-
based technology—its operating concept relying chiefly on the thermodynamic vapor
compression cycle. Not only can heat pumps be supplied from the grid, boosting a high level of
local cleanliness, but the technology has an inherently high efficiency in comparison with other
technologies [2].

Should all fossil-fuel-based heat production technologies be changed over to heat pumps
overnight, the total emissions arising from the heat and power sector would be cut by 16 %. Even
though the actual percentages vary by Member State, among which the greatest potential was
found in France with a 65 % available rate of replacement and the lowest in Poland and Estonia
with a 4 % rate, in the context of a decarbonized power system of the future, the joint heat and
power emissions would be slashed by 25 % [2]. According to the scenario introduced in [2], the
heat pumps would increase the total electricity demand, amounting to 26 % of the total, which
would correspond to 526 TWh of additional electricity consumption in comparison with the final
electricity consumption of 2910 TWh. The unequal seasonal distribution of electricity demand
would peak in the winter, where the increment is expected to be 20–70 % of today’s values with
an average of 41 %. In absolute terms, the largest changes would be observed in Germany (+108
GW), Poland (+ 47GW), and France (+26 GW) [2].

As residential heat and heating of commercial buildings contribute so heavily to CO2 emissions,
there is an urgent need to develop environmentally friendly solutions for heating buildings.
Demands in terms of increased, efficient, and clean heat production and reduction in energy
consumption by recovery of heat can be answered at the same time by heat pumps [4], [5]. High-
temperature heat generated for the requirements of industrial processes in the manufacture of
goods [6], [7] can be further utilized for the delivery of heat to homes by district heating.

As it stands, the heat pump—a chief technology for electricity powered heating—is 3–5 times
more efficient than a normal boiler when compared with other sources of primary energy. This is
made possible by upgrading energy with low enthalpy, e.g., ambient or geothermal, to useful
energy, allowing lower end user costs as less final energy is needed to satisfy thermal comfort.
From the viewpoint of primary energy, even when factoring in the conversion of primary fuel to
electricity, heat pumps are superior when compared with other technologies [2].

On the road to a carbon-neutral future, heat pumps seem like a promising solution. An electric
heat pump serves as a predominant solution of very efficient utilization of energy, its
configuration varying by heat extraction source, e.g., ground, groundwater, or air, and by its
purpose, e.g., heating of space or water, ventilation, or cooling. Furthermore, there are hybrid heat
pumps, which combine an electric heat pump with a condensing boiler, enabling powering from
alternative sources under one controller. As an alternative, thermally driven heat pumps take
advantage of renewable energy stored in the environment, the soil or groundwater for heating
purposes. The fuel that powers such a heat pump, such as natural gas or green gases, is used as
the source of energy to shift heat to the interior of buildings from the environment by compression,
adsorption, and absorption technologies [3].

The functional schematic of a residual heat pump system, an electric heat pump, is presented in
Fig. 1.1 where the main components are the heat exchangers (HEs), the compressor, and the
expansion valve. In simple terms, a HE unit, working as an evaporator in winter, is located outside
the building, whereas the second HE unit, acting as a condenser, is located inside the facility.
When the system is intended for heating, the working fluid of the cycle absorbs thermal energy
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from the outdoor environment (phase 1), i.e., the evaporator works as an accumulator of thermal
energy, which is next passed through the pipes and throttling valves to the compressor. As the
main component of the cycle, the compressor increases the pressure of the working fluid and its
temperature. Furthermore, the working fluid of the stage of the superheated vapor flows through
the condenser (phase 2), where the carried thermal energy is released to the indoor environment
by cooling down the coils of the indoor HE (condenser) by a chosen medium, thereby transferring
heat to it and the surrounding space, i.e., providing indoor heating. After giving up the thermal
energy, the working fluid is condensed to a liquid form. The working fluid leaves as a slightly
cooled, high-pressure liquid. Further on, when the working fluid passes through the pipes and
through the expansion valve (phase 3), it turns into a mixture of vapor and liquid; expanded, its
pressure and temperature decrease (phase 4). Then, the working fluid returns to the evaporator,
where thermal energy is collected from the outside environment again, and the process keeps on
repeating in the same way.

Fig. 1.1 Functional schematic of a heat pump.

Consumption for heating and cooling is governed by three key sectors: residential, industrial, and
tertiary, where the residential sector constitutes the greatest share. As a generalization, it can be
said that low efficiencies with large amounts of waste heat from fossil heat sources are
characteristic of the heating and cooling sector [2]. The most economically sound heat pump
solution is achieved when the heat pump works not only in the heating but also in the cooling
mode. As heat pumps and air conditioners have the same mechanical components, having two
individual systems, one for heating and one for cooling, is not a cost-effective approach to meet
the demands of a building in terms of heating or cooling. A more economically viable option
would be to use a single system that works as a heat pump in the winter and as an air conditioner
in the summer, which requires that the evaporator functions as an outdoor coil in the heating mode
and vice versa, as an indoor coil in the cooling mode. In the heat pump working also as a chiller,
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a reversing valve for switching between the heating and cooling modes is incorporated in the
system. An overview of the heat pump system and its operation principle is addressed in more
detail in Section 1.1.2.

The compressor, a crucial component in a heat pump, has the highest failure rate among the
components. In the field of compressors, most of the currently manufactured machines use grease
or oil as a lubricant to enable rotation, where oil also seals the gaps between the screw elements
and acts as a medium for heat removal. Typically, in a heat pump system, different types of
positive displacement compressors are used, e.g., reciprocating, rotary, or scroll compressors.
The main operating principle of the reciprocating compressor involves cycles of suction,
compression aiming to increase the pressure, and discharge. A change in the volume of the
working fluid can be observed because of the reciprocating movement performed by the piston in
a confined cylinder space. As concerns the rotary compressor, however, the working fluid is
compressed by the rotational movement of the eccentrically mounted piston in the cylinder. In a
scroll compressor, on the other hand, the compression is performed by two scrolls, its working
principle being presented in [8]. The major structural elements of rotary screw compressors, a
type of positive displacement compressor, are two helical rotors, varying by the number of
notches and teeth, arranged parallel to each other in the closed body with two lids. It is necessary
to maintain backlash between the frame and the rotors, and during operation, seal it with a
lubricant film. The working fluid passes through the suction chamber and is extruded through the
pressure side at the opposite cover. Rotary screw compressors, used until recently in heat pumps
with a high output, can be classified as single or multistage machines, multistage ones being used
when high pressure ratios are required. The optimization of such a multistage compressor is
challenging, as the operating conditions, geometrical parameters, and the interstage pressures, all
have to be optimized.

Dynamic compressor types, characterized by continuous flow, such as kinetic compressors, can
be classified as centrifugal or axial compressors, depending on the flow direction of the
refrigerant, adjustable with the help of guide vanes. As concerns the centrifugal compressor, the
discharge of the refrigerant is brought about by the influence of centrifugal force, whereas an
increase in static pressure can be achieved with the help of a diffuser, which decreases the flow
rate of the working fluid. Radial compressors are commonly preferred in the construction of heat
pumps, whereas axial compressors are predominant in heat pumps with high power. A summary
of the performance characteristics of compressors used in heat pumps is presented in [8]. For
applications, such as heat pumps, the search for compact, highly efficient, environmentally
friendly, and maintenance-free compressors [9], [10] continues. Most commonly, the compressor
wheels are powered by gear motors, which results in a large system with a need for unclean
lubricants to enable rotation. An integrated solution where the compressor wheels are directly
coupled with a high-speed motor on the same shaft offers improved reliability and a smaller
footprint as well as decreased maintenance needs, allowing the delivery of compressor modules
with a HP ratio. Omission of the gearbox, elimination of the ancillary support system, and no
need for a lubricant are all benefits that come with the solution that involves magnetically
supported powertrain technology. The integrated solution with a heat pump system can offer
cooling of the motor by using the same fluid that is also employed as the working fluid of the heat
pump system. However, the resulting hermetic design calls for an understanding of the operational
principles of a heat pump and its process cycle, with special importance in the selection of the
working fluid, addressed further in Section 1.1.2.
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Over the past decades, oil-free high-efficiency motors have attracted increasing interest in
environmentally friendly applications. However, when it comes to electric motor research, a lot
of effort since F. T. Holmes in 1937 [11] has been dedicated to the active magnetic bearing (AMB)
technology with the aim to eliminate oil as a lubricant. Electric motors in industrial applications
take up a quarter of the global electric motor sales, the market totaling $142.7 billion in 2020.
Market growth is forecasted in the coming years, with the compound annual growth rate for
electric motor sales from 2021 to 2028 expected to be 6.4 % [12].

The bearingless motor (BLM), a concept patented in 1989 [9], [10], [13], has been investigated
as a competitive solution to rotors supported by AMBs. With this technology, disusing traditional
lubricated bearings, high-speed and low-maintenance applications can be implemented if either
of the two magnetic levitation technologies become commercially available and competitive in
terms of costs. Even though oil-free compressor applications are challenging, the market has
interest in them.

Against this backdrop, the bearingless solution can be deployed in a heat pump application, where
a high-speed, high-efficiency, and oil-free compressor with a long lifespan is required to produce
clean heat. Despite the challenging application, a kinetic compressor incorporated into a heat
pump can be achieved through thorough multidisciplinary analyses of the system performance
from the earliest stage of design

1.1 Industrial high-speed powertrain—design choices and challenges

1.1.1 Industrial applications and involved design challenges

Heat pump applications integrating a high-speed compressor drivetrain are not widely reported in
the literature [14] – [19]. Therefore, high-speed powertrain technology with its design challenges
is reviewed through a wide array of potential applications in this doctoral dissertation.

In the literature, various design challenges as well as multidisciplinary analysis of high-speed
powertrains are reported. High-speed electrical machinery, outlined from the application
perspective, is reviewed in [20]. The applications described in the review include a turbine and a
compressor on the same shaft, a turbine operating based on the organic Rankine cycle, a flywheel
energy storage, a spindle, turbomolecular pumps, microturbines, and an industrial gas
compressor, all involving high-speed motors. Furthermore, extensive literature reviews on
materials suitable for high-speed electrical machines and high-speed motor technologies suited to
different powers and speeds are presented in [21]. Electrical and mechanical aspects and trade-
offs in high-speed motor design, especially concerning spindle applications, are highlighted in
[22]. Challenges in the design of a motor with a high surface speed, are elaborated on in terms of
electromagnetics, losses, rotor dynamics, mechanical structure, thermodynamics, cooling, and
power electronics in [23], where also a comparison of different bearing technologies is provided.

Considering high-speed rotors whose surface speed exceeds 100 m/s [24], magnetically supported
rotors associated with magnetic bearing technology have recently been of high interest, not only
to the scientific community developing prototypes but also to the industry. Overviews and
principles of the technology are reported, e.g., in [25], [26], [27]. Among bearing types, AMBs,
increasingly gaining attention, are regarded as an advanced technology that can be deployed in
high-speed applications requiring oil-free operation. The multidisciplinary design aspects of
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AMBs are also discussed in the literature—in particular, examples of the technology with
multidomain analyses are given in [20], [28] providing a design perspective involving
electromagnetics, thermodynamics, rotor dynamics, and fluid dynamics for gas production plants
that employ either a cryogenic or noncryogenic process where the shaft is supported by magnetic
bearings. Electromechanical challenges in the design of a high-speed, high-power permanent
magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) rotor for an aerospace application are addressed in [29], and
a coupled thermal and structural analysis of a permanent magnet (PM) motor with magnetic
bearings is studied in [30]. Prototype examples that use AMB technology can be found in [31],
[32], and a manufacturer providing commercial end products on an industrial scale in [33].

The search for improving energy efficiency in industrial compressed air systems has continued
for decades [34]. A basic guide for choosing electric motors for the powertrain of a centrifugal
compressor was published by J. C. Moore already in 1974 [35]. The advantages and challenges
of a compressor with an electric powertrain, meeting stringent noise and vibration requirements,
are discussed in [21]. An alternative in the form of a centrifugal (radial) compressor can provide
high pressure lift and temperature rise. Such an application requires high rotational velocity,
which can be achieved by designing a high-speed powertrain. In particular, the design of such a
compressor is addressed in [36], [37], whereas detailed design principles of a centrifugal
compressor can be found in [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43]. On the other hand, designs and
methodologies of compressors suitable for high-speed operation are widely discussed in the
literature, e.g., in [41], [42], [43], [44]. The design of such a compressor within the confines of
an application is presented in [37], [41], [42], where thermodynamic analyses, electronics, and
control of the electric motor are studied, bearing in mind the rotor dynamics and thermal
constraints. A design of a high-speed motor of 70 000 rpm and 50 kW for a compressor
application is provided in [45]. The electromagnetic design and loss calculations of a PM motor
for compressor prototype with a power of 1.12 MW, tested experimentally, is presented in [46].
Using induction motor technology, an 8 MW, 6.6 kV, 12 000 rpm motor with a solid rotor
structure is reported in [47]; moreover, the electromagnetic calculation and design of a solid-rotor
induction motor can be found in [48].

Considering the compressor application and the improvement of its reliability, a gearless directly
coupled structure of the motor and compressor wheels, which reduces maintenance time and
footprint and enables oil-free operation, is of great interest. A solution where the gearbox is no
longer necessary, and lubricants are omitted can be offered by levitated rotor technologies.
A solution of this kind, featuring a centrifugal compressor with AMBs supporting the rotor, is
reported in [45], [49], [50], [51], [52], whereas industrial applications deploying such
technologies are documented in [33], [53], [54]. As the high-speed technology with AMBs can
be utilized in the industry on the application level, an example of a compressor application
supported by AMBs, where the focus is on the power limits of high-speed PM electrical motors,
can be found in [50], including aspects of electromagnetic, thermal, and mechanical design, and
losses and stresses determined by the presented empirical equations. Multiobjective optimization
of a combined radial-axial magnetic bearing for a compressor is reported in [51]. Further, the
multidisciplinary design process of a high-speed electrical machine with AMBs for a blower and
the design perspectives of a high-speed compressor application are reported in [52], [55], [56].
The control aspects of compressor surge using the axial AMB are discussed, and the effectiveness
of the control is evaluated experimentally in [49].

However, a technology that could offer a still more compact structure, a lower need for
maintenance, a smaller footprint, and a better compatibility can be offered by a bearingless
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powertrain, which has not been featured extensively in the literature so far. The principles of the
technology can be found in [27]. As the BLM combines torque and suspension force production,
it can be considered a competitive solution to AMBs, a comparison of the two technologies for
an industrial heat pump being given in [Publication V]. A review of BLM technologies for
applications of significant power is provided in [52] in which among the listed motor types, the
PM, flux-switching, reluctance, homopolar, consequent pole, and the induction motor can be
found. However, surface permanent magnet (SPM) motors being dominant in cases where
prototypes of higher power are considered. Moreover, an interior permanent magnet (IPM) BLM
with a power of 100 kW is studied in [57], and an induction motor of the same power is verified
experimentally in [58]. Finally, a motor of 60 kW and 37 000 r/min is verified experimentally in
[44].

The design of high-speed applications with a levitated rotor is a process that covers various
domains of physics, such as electromagnetics, mechanics, rotor dynamics, and thermodynamics,
to achieve a feasible solution [59], [60]. The electromagnetic and thermal analyses of a 1.5 kW,
5 000 rpm BLM are reported in [59]. In [60] ultrahigh speed BLMs with multiphysical design and
optimization are obtained with simplified thermal and rotor dynamic models. The design of a
BLM specifically for a compressor application in the kW range, has only been documented, to
the author’s knowledge, in [Publication III] with aspects of thermal analysis and positioning of
the motor — either vertically or horizontally — and in [Publication IV] with aspects of
interdisciplinary design of a high-speed compressor powertrain for an HTHP (high-temperature
heat pump).

Multidomain analyses with a multitude of challenges, regarding levitated rotors as parts of a heat
pump system within an oil-free compressor, are not widely reported and prototypes of such a
system not manufactured with the aim of industrial application. These challenges include
integration of the powertrain of hermetic design into the heat pump system, the electromechanical
and thermal designs of the powertrain requiring completion before the motor can be
manufactured. The heat pump process and the choice of the heat pump working fluid are of high
significance when a hermetic compressor powertrain design is chosen. With this approach, the
working fluid circulating in the heat pump system and acting as the medium for compressor
operation passes through the powertrain, simultaneously dissipating heat. An overview of the heat
pump along with elaboration on the circulation of the working fluid and the related design
challenges is given in Section 1.1.2. Furthermore, the controllability of a BLM, defined as the
ability to control the suspension force produced by the BLM, has to be assessed prior to the
completion of the design. To ensure a long lifespan for the motor and the application, the
importance of cooling at the high surface speed cannot be ignored.

1.1.2 Heat pump application integrated with hermetically designed compressor
powertrain

Currently, pumps designed to be powered by machines with AMBs or BLMs are small in terms
of power, a few kW at the most. Active magnetic damper (like AMB) technology with gas
bearings for a potential industrial application, e.g., a heat pump, with a high rotational speed of
200 000–1 000 000 r/min is verified experimentally in [14], the focus of the paper being on the
machine design, hardware implementation, control and measurements, and electronics. In [15], a
study of an axial-flow blood pump whose rotor is levitated by two radial PM magnetic bearings
and an axial AMB is conducted, focusing on the control of the rotor by an axial AMB. The design
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of a centrifugal micropump for an active liquid cooling system operating at 20 000 rpm is
described in [16], featuring the journal bearing and axial hydro-dynamically levitated bearings to
suspend the rotor, the motor of which was verified experimentally with a dedicated test rig. A
sodium pump, employing AMB technology, is reviewed in [17]. The paper focuses on the
development of active radial and axial magnetic bearings with the aim to replace the angular
contact ball bearings of the test rotor while providing information on the control system and
testing of the setup.

Bearingless and AMB technology used in an ultrahigh-temperature pump is reported in [18].
However, the operational power and speed of the system is capped at 2 kW and 8 000 rpm,
respectively. A new method of control without a Hall sensor for a PM motor in a bearingless
pump operating at high temperatures, including experimental results is presented as well as the
thermal, electrical, and mechanical design of bearingless pump. The control approach, especially
concerning the low- and high-speed observer structure is elaborated.

However, use of bearingless technology for an HTHP exceeding 100 kW is not presented. As the
hermetic design of a magnetically levitated rotor with AMBs or BLMs is directly coupled with a
centrifugal compressor of an HTHP, the design of the actuators falls in the scope of this
dissertation. The boundaries of the powertrain design are coming from the heat pump process and
compressor simulations [Publication IV]. The principles of the heat pump process, an overview
of its components, and the selection of the working fluid, also acting as coolant of the powertrain,
are elaborated on in this section with the related challenges.

The main components of a heat pump are the HEs, viz. the condenser and the evaporator, the
expansion valves, and the compressor. The heat pump involves a chosen vapor compression
refrigeration cycle [19], which differs according to the requirements of the application and the
components included in the process. The requirements are specified for the heat pump process
cycle and the heat pump components. Typically, the condenser heat rate as well as the evaporating
and condensing temperatures are important design parameters.

The selection of the working fluid is based on the temperature of the confines it flows in, and the
surroundings with which the working fluid interacts when it comes to heat transfer. Other
properties worth considering include chemical stability, noncorrosiveness, nontoxicity,
incombustibility, a high value of enthalpy to decrease the mass flow rate, and low cost. In heat
pump applications, the minimum temperature and pressure can be much greater than those met in
refrigeration systems, as heat is often drawn from a fluid of higher temperature.

The application, as a whole, poses various challenges:

First, the greatest possible achievable efficiency and minimization of the complexity of the system
should be the guiding principles in deciding upon the heat pump arrangement. Such
considerations narrow down the options to two viable ones: a two-stage cycle using a flash
intercooler and a two-stage cascade cycle [62], i.e., either the low- and high-pressure cycles are
connected by a common shaft or two different compressors, low- and high-pressure ones, are
employed. An intermediate HE is used in the cascade cycle to provide separation between the
low- and high-pressure loops, whereas in the two-stage cycle with the flash intercooler, the two
circulation loops exchange fluid with one another. The benefit of the cascade cycle is that
dissimilar working fluids can be used in the separate cycles while also making it possible to
control the low- and high-pressure compressors individually. The downside is giving up the
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higher efficiency provided by the cascade HE at the design point, to the benefit of the two-stage
cycle with a flash intercooler. Constructing only a single compressor can be considered preferable.
Along with the promise of high efficiency, using the two-stage compressor with the flash
intercooler, a single compressor, which allows the rotors of the low- and high-pressure
compressors and the rotor of the electric motor all to be connected on the same shaft, tips the scale
in the favor of the two-stage compressor with the flash intercooler.

Secondly, typically the condenser heat rate and evaporating and condensing temperatures are
important design parameters. A wide operating range for the temperature levels of the heat source
in the evaporator and that of the heat sink in the condenser are beneficial, allowing the heat pump
to be operated in various conditions. High efficiency for the heat pump can be achieved if there
is no significant gap in the temperatures between the low- and high-temperature sources. The
performance of the heat pump is described by the coefficient of performance (COP), which is
given in the heating mode as in [63] by

COPHM=
Heating effect

Work input
=

QHM
Wnet,in

=
QCM+Wnet,in

Wnet,in
=

THM

THM-TCM 1.1

where QHM is the heat expelled to the warm space at the temperature THM, QCM is the magnitude
of the heat extracted from the cool space at the temperature TCM, and Wnet,in is the work input in
the net form to the working fluid, which is defined as QHM − QCM.

Thus, the COP in the cooling mode (COPCM) is expressed as in [63] by

COPCM=
Cooling effect

Work input
=

QCM
Wnet,in

=
TCM

THM-TCM

1.2

Thirdly, concerning the selection of the working fluid, several factors come into play: chiefly the
power range and the operating conditions, such as the evaporating and condensing temperatures.
The thermodynamic and thermophysical properties of the fluid are also of great significance, in
addition to which the environmental impacts of the coolant, in terms of its ozone depleting
potential (ODP) and global warming potential (GWP), as well as potential risk factors, such as
toxicity or flammability, should be considered. From the viewpoint of production, cost and
availability are key factors [62]. Furthermore, considering the components, the piping from the
compressor to the evaporator can be extensive. In such an event, the fluid friction losses and heat
absorption from the surroundings of the coolant can cause a considerable pressure drop. The
pressure drop is not unique to the evaporator lines, however. In reality there is always a pressure
drop of certain magnitude that affects any pipeline, including the lines from the compressor to the
condenser and further on to the throttling valve.

Moreover, the process of the working fluid itself brings various challenges. Condensing the fluid
entirely to a saturated liquid is not an easy task, and as it is not advisable to lead the coolant to the
throttling valve until it is entirely condensed, the coolant should undergo subcooling before
entering the valve. Additionally, the coolant should be entirely in a liquid state when passing
through the throttling valve. Subcooling before entry can be a useful means to reach that goal. To
minimize the pressure drop in the pipeline, the throttling valve is often placed in the proximity of
the evaporator.
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Fourthly, from the perspective of compressor design, there are leakage flows at the impeller
outlets heading toward a lower pressure level that have to be managed, as well as the residual
axial force of the compressor shaft [64] that has to be minimized when designing the labyrinth
seals and the layout.  Selection of the configuration of the compressor, housing a powertrain,
depends on the chosen orientation, either vertical or horizontal. Investigations of rotor dynamics,
vibration, and the suspension force required to support the magnetically levitated rotor should be
carried out so that a comprehensive decision can be made. Alternative component placements can
be contemplated when observing the entire design of the compressor structure. The locations of
the key parts, e.g., compressor wheels, motors, and AMBs, should be decided based on the
application requirements, paying heed especially to the rotor dynamics and cooling.

Fifthly, the powertrain employed in the compressor can have different cooling arrangements,
either under the umbrella of external cooling or hermetic cooling, which entails the working fluid
of the heat pump cooling the powertrain. Either way, the dissipation of losses has to be ensured
with the chosen cooling arrangement, bearing in mind the fluid flow and friction losses of the
chosen coolant.

The overall schematic of a two-stage vapor compression refrigeration cycle with a flash
intercooler, considered in this dissertation, a heat pump process, involving a magnetically
supported rotor is presented in Fig. 1.2a. In general, the compressor maintains the proper phase
of the temperature change by regulating the pressure drop between the evaporator and the
condenser. An exemplary working fluid in the process cycle of the heat pump changes states as
presented in Fig. 1.2b, the cycle starting at the evaporator.

After exiting the evaporator as saturated vapor (phase 1), the working fluid goes in the low-
pressure compressor (LPC) in its gaseous form superheated at the compressor intake to a certain
extent. Exiting the LPC superheated, the circulating fluid (phase 2) mixes in the flash
intercooler—the high- and low-pressure cycles meeting in an environment governed by the
vapor–liquid equilibrium—with the saturated fluid of the high-pressure cycle (phase 6), resulting
in specific amounts of gas and liquid within the flash intercooler. Then, the mixture of saturated
and superheated vapors enters the high-pressure compressor (HPC) (phase 9), after which the
vaporous fluid enters the condenser at an increased pressure (phase 4). The condenser is the site
where heat exchange from the working fluid to the chosen medium takes place. The saturated
fluid of the high-pressure cycle exiting the condenser (phase 5) flows to the flash intercooler after
passing through the high-pressure cycle expansion valve (phase 6). In the low-pressure cycle, the
saturated liquid (phase 7) leaves the flash intercooler and is then throttled, passing through the
expansion valve of the low-pressure cycle before entering the evaporator with a reduced pressure
(phase 8). After entering the evaporator—a device where heat is absorbed from the surrounding
space to turn liquid into vapor—the fluid in a saturated or a superheated state flows into the LPC
again, restarting the cycle. In most cases, a liquid separator is necessary, because the working
fluid should not enter the compressor in its liquid form. Superheating helps in preventing liquid
fluid from passing into the compressor. Low-pressure (LP) and high-pressure (HP) suction HEs,
useful for superheating the vapor and improving efficiency, could be used as an option in the
process cycle; however, they are not shown in Fig. 1.2a.

The motor and the AMB are at the core of the powertrain, enabling the oil-free operation of the
compressor. The working principles of the above-mentioned technologies are elaborated on, and
a comparison of their properties is shown in the next section.
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Fig. 1.2 a) Schematic of a vapor compression refrigeration cycle with a two-stage cycle using a flash
intercooler, a heat pump process, including a magnetically supported rotor and b) the states of the exemplary
working fluid of the process cycle of the heat pump presented on the T-s diagram, where the property
diagram for the phase-change process of the exemplary working fluid is defined by the black curve, whereas
T represents temperature, and s the specific entropy.
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1.1.3 Powertrain with AMBs and bearingless technology

The bearings mounted on the rotor shaft act as a support that allows free rotation of the rotor.
Traditionally rolling or ball element bearings are used to support the rotor. For AMB-supported
rotors, auxiliary bearings [65], called back up bearings or safety bearings, are used to support the
rotor of the powertrain in the stationary position before liftoff, when the machine accommodates
overloads or even in the event of a system fault [25]. However, the solution where rolling or ball
bearings are used is not always applicable at high rotational speeds, e.g., when the rotor surface
speed exceeds 100 m/s. In applications where rolling bearings are out of the question, journal
bearings, which come with a thin layer of liquid or gas that supports the rotor, or AMBs are
preferred. The AMB, in short, uses the position of the rotor measured by sensors as a feedback
signal to actively control the electromagnetic force levitating the rotor [24].

Nowadays, AMBs are becoming increasingly popular, being available for industrial applications.
Example rotor structures both with compressor wheels, one with a traditional motor and radial
and axial AMBs, the other with a bearingless configuration and an axial AMB, are presented in
Fig. 1.3. The BLM lacks the need for radial bearings, which makes the configuration more
compact. A compressor assembly that comes with a rotor suspended by bearingless technology is
depicted in Fig. 1.4. The working principles of AMBs are described in [25] and those of the BLM
in [27]. Simply, a BLM combines the torque-producing capabilities of a traditional motor and the
suspension force capabilities of AMBs. In more exact terms, BLMs are electrical machines that
can adjust the magnetic fields they generate to provide both torque and suspension using the same
windings and steel core. An illustration of suspension force generation by both, an AMB
[Publication V] and a BLM, when only suspension current flows through the windings, is shown
in Fig. 1.5. Furthermore, the figure presents the saturation of the iron stacks when the rated
suspension current is applied.

An overview of the design challenges from the perspectives of multiple different fields of
engineering for an example heat pump application, featuring a conventional motor and AMBs
and a bearingless powertrain, is presented in Table 1.1. The Table 1.1, showing a comparison of
the magnetic levitation technologies in a heat pump application, lists the various design challenges
that are discussed throughout the dissertation.

Fig. 1.3 A rotor with compressor wheels, a) a traditional motor, and radial and axial AMBs
b) a bearingless configuration with an axial AMB.
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Fig. 1.4  Compressor assembly, the rotor suspended by bearingless technology.

Fig. 1.5   a) AMB producing suspension force [Publication V], and b) BLM producing suspension force,
when no motoring but rated suspension current is applied. As the cross sections, not in scale, are examples
only.
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Table 1.1  Comparison of the heat pump application-specific design challenges, using either the AMB
or BLM technology.

Design challenges Motor application with AMBs BLM application

Electromagnetic Depending on the motor type Depending on the motor type

Lower suspension force can be achieved
when two AMBs units are employed

(limited surface area)

Higher suspension force can be achieved
when two bearingless units are employed

(because of the larger surface area)

Independence of suspension force from
torque production

Suspension force dependent on torque
production

Linear suspension force is an objective
of the design

Minimization of force error angle and force
amplitude error are objectives of the design

Separate actuators for torque and
suspension force production

The same actuator for torque and
suspension force production

Lower motor core losses no
suspension current flowing through the

winding of the motor

Higher motor core losses  suspension
current flowing through the winding of the

motor
Mechanical

Rotor dynamics

Long rotor Short rotor
Low critical speed High critical speed

Thermal
&

Cooling

Potentially high friction losses because
of many components (three AMBs, two

more than in the bearingless system)

Possible to achieve lower friction losses
fewer components fewer thermal sources

Cooling of the motor windings and rotor
less demanding no suspension force

Cooling of the motor windings and rotor
can be more demanding suspension
force acts as a source of higher winding

losses and rotor losses
Axial bearing creates asymmetry Can be made symmetric

Symmetry simplifies cooling calculations

Control Separate control of torque and
suspension force (AMBs)

Interaction between suspension control and
motor torque control is present

Decoupling of torque and suspension force
necessary to achieve stable control

UMP (unbalance magnetic pull) affects
the position control of the AMBs

Linearization of suspension force Linearization of suspension force

Electronics Separate inverters for AMBs and motor Separate inverters for AMBs and motor

Manufacturability Many components Few components

Possible to achieve lower overall
component cost

Longer assembly process in prototype stage
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1.2 Motivation of the study

Demands in terms of increased, efficient, and clean heat production and reduction in energy
consumption by recovery of heat can be satisfied at the same time by high temperature heat pumps
[4], [5]. For such applications, the search for compact, highly efficient, environmentally friendly,
and maintenance-free compressors [9], [10] continues.

The efficiency and reliability  of a heat pump system is directly connected to the longevity of the
system and the faults that can occur; in the long-term use, the system can operate with a lower
efficiency than intended owing to possible maintenance and component faults. The most common
faults with the highest costs are associated with to the control unit of compressor and electronics
of air/air, air/water, brine/water, and exhaust air heat pumps [66]. These faults are mainly related
to the control unit, soft starter, motor protection, and overcurrent. Furthermore, a report on faults
published by heat pump manufacturers, that is, original equipment manufacturers, and insurance
companies [66] indicates that the compressor is one of the most expensive and commonly failing
parts in any type of heat pump.

The compressor of the heat pump can be considered the core of the system. As such, its
appropriate design is crucial for ensuring a long lifespan for the system. Among different types
of compressors [67], rotary screw and dynamic centrifugal compressors are mostly used in
applications where refrigeration, cooling, and heating comes into question.   In particular, well-
designed centrifugal compressors can offer high efficiency [26], [53], [54], [68], [69], [70], and
still, their performance can be further improved, provided there is no need to use oil as a lubricant
for enabling rotation, i.e., magnetic bearings or a BLM can be used [54], [71] with the added
benefit of the lack of oil unable to contaminate the working fluid and degrade the heat transfer
performance [72].

A heat pump for an industrial application with a compressor supported by AMBs or powertrain
by a BLM requires an accurate and systematic approach throughout the design, starting with
analyses from the earliest stage of design. The design of such a system is highly interdisciplinary
and requires specialists from many fields of engineering. Such a system in all its complexity,
along with its comprehensive analysis, has received limited attention in the literature so far.

The design can be divided into three main tasks, which are iterated until the performance of the
system satisfies the requirements depicted in Fig. 1.6. Challenges in the design of the system
along with solutions are elaborated on throughout the dissertation. The powertrain design
progresses through multidomain analyses that comprise electromechanics, structural integrity,
rotor dynamics, and thermal aspects, including cooling arrangements, which are all discussed in
the dissertation. The design and multidisciplinary analysis of a motor with a magnetically
supported rotor, suitable for a heat pump system is in the scope of the dissertation, whereas the
detailed design of the heat pump process and the compressor is not addressed in this work.

Simultaneously tracking the design changes while systematically proceeding with the design
constitutes a methodology for designing a powertrain for a centrifugal compressor in an HTHP.
The decision-making approach based on the developed design procedure can save time for future
generations and enable manufacturing of high-efficiency heat pumps for a clean and habitable
environment.
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Fig. 1.6 Outline of the heat pump design.

1.3 Objectives and scope of the dissertation

The main objective of the presented study is to analyze the applicability of magnetically supported
rotors, i.e., support provided only by AMBs and support implemented by a combination of an
AMB and a bearingless powertrain, for a centrifugal compressor applied in a HTHP. The design
procedure of the powertrain involved is addressed based on the industrial application and
considered from a multidomain perspective, comprising electromechanical, thermal and cooling.
Adhering to these targets, the objectives and scope of the study can be expressed as follows:

 Optimization of the PM rotor and stator structures suitable for torque and suspension force
production. Comparison of different PM rotor and stator structures, both with various stack
materials.

 Investigation of horizontal and vertical positioning of the powertrain and its capability to
magnetically suspend the rotor in a centrifugal compressor.

 Examination of the losses of the powertrain hermetically integrated into a heat pump
application, i.e., stack losses, AC/DC winding losses, eddy current losses in the magnets and
the retaining sleeve, as well as friction losses when using different coolants.

 Simulation of eddy current losses, which are a three-dimensional (3D) phenomenon,
accurately enough by using the two-dimensional (2D) finite element analysis (FEA).
Validation of the simulation results of the selected simplified approach by means of
comparison.

 Thermal analysis using different coolants by a combination of analytical methods and the
FEA.

 Design investigation of a BLM intended for use in an industrial heat pump application with
models from various fields of engineering, e.g., electromechanics, thermodynamics, cooling.

 Comparison of powertrain designs of the centrifugal compressor of the HTHP implemented
with AMBs or by using bearingless technology.
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1.4 Scientific contribution

In this dissertation, a multidisciplinary design approach for the powertrain of a centrifugal
compressor powering an HTHP application is developed. After conducting a series of case studies
of PM motor topologies that involve multidomain analyses, a design of the prototype powertrain
for an HTHP is established. The research covered in Publications I–V contributes to the end
design of the prototype. The scientific contributions of this doctoral dissertation that is based on
these studies can be summarized as follows.

 Design of an optimum motor structure with the help of a multiobjective genetic algorithm
(GA) for both mechanical and electromagnetic design, the best performance of the HTHP in
mind. The design procedure includes the analysis of the influence of the geometric variables
of the PM motor, e.g., magnet thickness and arc angle, slot shape and opening, including
different stacks, on minimizing the force error angle, magnitude of the force vector angle, and
torque ripple, obtained as simulation results by using the GA. The results are mainly reported
in Publications II and IV, the latter continuing the research conducted in the former.

 Modeling and analysis of the losses of a rotor supported by bearingless technology by using
the 2D and 3D FEA. The study includes the core losses of different stack materials and the
eddy current losses in the magnets and the sleeve obtained by converting 3D phenomena into
2D, the AC/DC copper losses, factoring in the temperature dependence, and friction losses
with different cooling arrangements. The models and approaches are presented in
Publications I and III.

 Dimensioning guidelines for a BLM in a centrifugal compressor used in a heat pump. The
scaling procedure, aiming to achieve greater power, is reported in Publication II, serving as
a basis for Publication IV that presents the dimensioning principles.

 Thermal study with different cooling arrangements, the powertrain placed either vertically or
horizontally in the heat pump system, the working fluid of which also acts as the cooling
medium of the BLM. In other words, the design of the powertrain in the compressor can be
considered hermetic. The analytical methods used in the study are combined with FEM
simulations. First, an analysis of the losses of a non-salient PM motor structure is reported in
Publication I. Next, Publication III presents the thermal analysis of a cylindrical rotor with
inset poles as part of a powertrain, which is investigated thermally with different methods of
cooling.

 Multidomain study with electromechanics, thermal aspects, and cooling of a bearingless
powertrain applied in an HTHP. Based on the knowledge obtained from the study, a flowchart
is developed for the design of a heat pump of industrial size, the centrifugal compressor, and
the powertrain within it. The flowchart, showing the interdisciplinary design procedure that
combines the experience of the research team and information gathered from various
multidomain analyses, is presented in Publication IV, along with different sensitivity studies.

 Multidomain study with comparisons of a powertrain system with a magnetically suspended
rotor, implemented with AMBs or BLM technology, working in a heat pump intended for
industrial or residential heating, is shown in Publication V.
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Comparison of AMB- and bearingless-motor-supported rotors

2.1 Interdisciplinary design of motors for an industrial kinetic compressor
integrated into a heat pump

When it comes to the design of a heat pump system with AMBs or a BLM, there are many
correlations between the heat pump process design and the compressor and motor design. When
the interrelated issues are considered in the earliest stage of the heat pump design, the design
iterations of the system can be shortened, and the resulting structure can achieve a better overall
efficiency.

The electromechanical challenges, structural integrity, rotor dynamics, and thermal challenges
with cooling arrangements for a heat pump system are discussed in the following sections. A chart
of the heat pump, compressor, and motor design covering the system that incorporates a
magnetically supported powertrain is presented in Fig. 2.1 with descriptions of the challenges and
objectives in the interdisciplinary design process.

The working fluid of the heat pump process has a significant influence on the boundary conditions
of the compressor and motor design. Furthermore, the compressor design, assuming a coupled
shaft with the motor, can be iterated based on the required speed range, pressure rise, and fluid
properties. The acceptable mechanical stresses, temperature of compressor wheels, and pressure
drop can limit the design choices as regards the type of compressor applicable to the design. The
cooling arrangement can be considered in terms of the path of flow through the powertrain; if the
working fluid passes through the motor, the properties of the fluid should be considered carefully.
There are losses in the cooling fluid passing through the rotating parts of the powertrain. The
friction, and in addition, gas flow losses are highly dependent on the rotational speed. These losses
have to be considered in advance based on the physical properties of the fluid, such as density or
kinematic or dynamic viscosity. Whereas in the process design, the estimation of the heat rates is
based on the properties of the working fluid, resulting in the predicted mass flow rates that, in
turn, influence the compressor design. As such, the design process is highly iterative and involves
other analogous interconnections: e.g., speed limits that are based on the heat pump process
design; weight of the impeller wheels and rotor mass as regards the rotor dynamics; the strength
of the structure in terms of mechanical stresses and thermal stresses; the motor performance when
either vertically or horizontally oriented; controllability—possibility to reach stable control—of
the compressor powertrain and the heat pump process, all these examples demonstrating the
complexity of the system.
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2.2 Design of actuators—AMBs and a bearingless machine

2.2.1 Overview of the design

The objective of the BLM, unlike a conventional motor, is to produce both torque and suspension
force with the same windings and iron core. A common solution for producing torque and
suspension force with a BLM is to use separate sets of windings for torque and force production
[73], leading to a longer flux path, greater iron losses, and increased slot area [61]. However, the
same (shared) windings for both the torque and force production when the current injection
method is used with the duplex 3-phase winding, as in Fig. 2c of [61], can be employed. The
BLM configuration studied in this dissertation is presented in Fig. 2.2, featuring common
windings for torque and suspension force production. The voltage supply of the motor is provided
by 3-phase inverters, the connections of which for torque and suspension force production for
phases UphA, VphA, WphA and UphB, VphB, WphB are shown in Fig. 2.3 [61], [74]. In Fig. 2.2a the
distribution of the windings of a BLM is presented, and  Fig. 2.2b shows its suspension force

Fig. 2.1  Challenges and objectives in the interdisciplinary design process of a heat pump with a
magnetically suspended rotor.
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production when only suspension current flows through the windings (at the same time in Fig. 2.3,
two 3-phase inverters providing suspension current are active but opposite in sign). Even though
the main component of force, useful in suspension, is produced in the x-direction, some force is
produced in the y-direction, which results in a force angle, i.e., an angle between the force vector
sum and its x-directional component. Subsequently, because of disturbing forces, some force is
produced in the y-direction. The force error angle designates the amount of disturbing forces and
furthermore the controllability of the motor. The force error angle can also be defined as the
angular variation of the force vector during one revolution. To counterinfluence the axial
displacement, an axial AMB is employed in the powertrain. The force error angle is expressed as
follows [73]

where Fx is the produced suspension force (radial direction) and Fy the disturbing, crosswise force
(tangential direction).

When designing a BLM, objectives related to torque and suspension force production have to be
carefully analyzed; e.g., torque ripple, force error angle, and the force vector amplitude error [73]
can be minimized at the earliest stage of the design by optimizing the geometry. Optimization is
covered in Publication II and Publication IV, whose methods and findings are summarized in
the subsections of this work.

Publication IV presents the interdisciplinary design and challenges involved in the design of a
BLM for a centrifugal compressor in a heat pump application. Even though only some aspects of
the application design are presented, detailed analyses of bearingless topologies and various
multidomain challenges associated with their design are given. The dimensioning rules of the
powertrain are introduced, and an overview of the rules is presented in Section 2.3. Further details
of the bearingless design by the multidomain analyses are given in Sections 2.4–2.6.

An alternative design to a bearingless topology is presented in Fig. 2.5, showing a PM with
distributed windings and a radial AMB. The torque production is handled by a motor fed by a
standard 3-phase inverter. Two AMBs along with one axial AMB are used with the aim of
suspending the rotor and balancing out its axial displacement. The rotor topologies and different
design aspects are presented and compared in Publication V. When comparing the powertrain
structures, the main difference between the bearingless design and the one with AMBs is that the
rotor design based on bearingless technology can be made symmetric unlike the design employing
AMBs. Considering the topology with AMBs and a traditional motor, the cooling arrangement
requires more consideration because of the lack of symmetry. The cooling arrangements are
discussed in Section 2.5. The length of the rotor structure has a significant influence on rotor
dynamics (covered in detail in Section 2.6). Other aspects, such as the estimation and distribution
of losses in Section 2.4, structural rigidity (Section 2.3.1) are discussed in the following sections.
The mathematical representation of the motor torque presented in this dissertation, when
suspension force is considered not to influence the torque production, can be derived based on the
equations applied for the 3-phase duplex winding, as presented on p.481-493 in [75], and the d-q
reference frame representation shown in Fig. 2.4. The suspension force model, where the mutual
coupling between the multiplex windings is neglected, can be established based on the magnetic
energy equation and the displacement of the rotor presented in [27]. In short, the procedure starts

Φerror = tan-1 Fy

Fx
,

2.1
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by deriving the flux linkage model. The stored magnetic energy (equal to the stored magnetic
coenergy) can be derived based on the flux linkage model with relation to the winding currents.
As there is only movement in terms of rotation, the levitation force can be found as a partial
derivative of the stored magnetic energy in relation to displacement in the radial direction.
However, the derivation of the mathematical model of the BLM is not a main objective of this
dissertation.

Fig. 2.2   a) Distribution of the 3-phase duplex winding of the BLM and b) suspension force production
with a BLM when 100 % of the suspension current capacity is used but no motoring current is utilized (not
in scale).

Fig. 2.3  Circuit diagram, depicting the connection of the inverters, acting as voltage sources and supplying
the motor phases: UphA, VphA, WphA, UphB, VphB, WphB, where I stands for phase current, N for the neutral
point of the connection,  UDC for the DC link voltage, and the subscripts A and B for the two sets of
windings, aka duplex-windings [61].
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Fig. 2.5  Alternative to a bearingless design, consisting of a) a surface PM motor and
b) radial AMB units, [Publication V].

2.3 Dimensioning of the powertrain

Through the cycle of iterations, changes to the dimensions and materials can arise for various
reasons, e.g., if the electromechanical performance of the preliminary design is not satisfactory,
the rotor topology could be retuned or changed, or the materials could be changed. Provided that
the performance in terms of rotor dynamics is not satisfactory, the motors can be made shorter
and increased in diameter, and the materials of the impellers can be changed in order to decrease
their masses. Several factors need to be considered here, such as friction losses, tangential stress,
suspension, and motor performance, and to arrive at a satisfactory result, proper scaling of the

Fig. 2.4 Generalized double 3-phase system, corresponding to the phases of the multiplex windings of the
motor in the rotor reference frame where αA,B represents the phase angle, the angular displacement between
the two sets of windings, and θ1 and θ2 are the relative positions of phases UphA and UphB with respect to the
direct axes, respectively [75].
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motor dimensions, e.g., ratio of the motor length to its diameter, is required. Fig. 2.6 presents
significant structural design choices, which can be used to scale the powertrain for compressor
applications with the aim to achieve a better electromechanical, rotodynamic and thermal
performance.

The dimensioning of the powertrain, intended in particular for a BLM, with compressor wheels
attached at the ends of the shaft, is elaborated on in Publication IV, where three rules of scaling
are introduced. When scaling the stator, the rotor and shaft diameters by the desired factor 𝛼1, the
dimensions of the magnets will determine the magnetic flux distribution in the air gap. The
magnet angle has a significant effect on the resulting suspension force parameters, such as the
force error angle (the variation of the force vector during one revolution), force magnitude ripple,
and torque ripple. Therefore, it is more convenient to adjust the magnet height instead of its arc
length, which allows retaining a similar distribution of flux density in the air gap. These rules are
summarized in Table 2.1.

Fig. 2.6  Some design choices about the dimensioning of the powertrain in case of unsatisfactory
electromechanical performance [Publication IV].

In Publication IV, the rules of scaling are verified with the rated motoring current and various
suspension currents, and with an additional sensitivity study, including impeller wheels of
different weights. The influences on the suspension and motoring performance, surface velocity,
tangential stress, and friction losses of the BLM are analyzed. The geometrical dimensions and
parameters of the preliminary design, to which the rules of scaling are applied, are presented in
Table 2.2, whereas the results of the first scaling rule with respect to the percentage factor 𝛼1 are
presented in Fig. 2.7-2.8. The scaling rules are studied with the rated motoring current and 20 %
of the rated suspension current by case studies associated with surface SPM and IPM rotor
structures, based on the preliminary design. The second and third rules are tested with 𝛼1=10 %
for different stack materials. The cases are presented in Table 2.3, and the results, pertaining to
the investigated behavior in terms of power density, force capacity, torque, and force error angle,
are shown in Figs. 17–18 of Publication IV.
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The electromagnetic performance of the motors pertaining to the cases listed in Table 2.3 as well
as other performance related factors — mechanical stresses, temperature distribution, and
suspension force control associated quantities —are studied in detail in Publication IV.

A sensitivity study, aiming to assess different materials and impeller shapes, related to Rules I– II,
shows the influence of increasing the masses of the impeller wheels on the decrease in critical
speed. The study takes into account the change of the shaft diameter in accordance with the scaling
of the powertrain. A detailed analysis of the rotor dynamics is presented in Section  2.6.

Table 2.1 Dimensioning principles of a bearingless powertrain in a compressor application
[Publication IV].

Rules of
scaling

Re-
dimensioning

Reason

Scaling aim & principles

I Unsatisfactory
rotor dynamic
performance
(e.g., critical
speed lower
than rated

operational
speed).

Aim:
Keeping the volume constant, achieving similar power density (W/kg) and
force capacity per volume, and improving dynamical performance.

Principles:
Based on the preliminary geometry, the length of the motor is shortened
by a desired factor 𝛼1, and the shaft, rotor, stator yoke diameters, magnet
and the rotor sleeve height are increased by the same factor while the
magnet angle remains constant as the stack materials remain the same. The
magnet height is further scaled by the correction factor 𝛼2, which results
in a decrease in the rotor yoke height, the magnet and rotor volume,
however, remaining constant.

The factor α2 is expressed as follows:

α2 =
1

1-α1
2  ∙

1
α1 +1

2.2

II Design of a
motor of

greater power

Aim: Increasing the produced power without a significant increase in
friction losses and surface velocity.

Principles:
Based on the preliminary geometry, the shaft, rotor, and stator yoke
diameters, the rotor sleeve height, and the rotor length are increased by a
desired percentage factor 𝛼1. The magnets are scaled by the factor 𝛼2.

III Design of a
motor of

greater power
than according

to Rule II.

Aim: Increasing the produced power density by using different stack
materials. Retaining good suspension and motoring performance while
avoiding high saturation of the stack materials and keeping the current
density of the windings below 5 A/mm2.

Principles:
Based on the second rule of scaling, but in addition, the stator and rotor
stack materials are changed. The current can be increased if the saturation
of the stacks allows; the current density has to be kept below 5 A/mm2

[75].
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Table 2.2  Main operating parameters and dimensions of the BLM at the start of the optimization.
An optimized design of the BLM is presented by case 3 in Table 12 of Publication IV.

Symbol Value unit
Rated speed ωN 30 000 rpm
Number of poles p 4 -
Rated motor current Immax 83 A
Rated electric power Pe, N 80 kW
Rated torque Tel, N 25.4 Nm
Maximum rated current density Iden 5 A/mm2

Maximum levitating current Ismax 83 A
Maximum mean force capacity of the
radial force at the nominal rotor
position

Frad 800 N

Stator slot count Qslot 6 -
Stack iron length Lst 90 mm
Stator and rotor core material SURA NO20
Stator outer diameter Dso 265 mm
Mechanical air gap length δ 1.5 mm
Rotor outer diameter Dr 91 mm
PM height* hpm 5 mm
PM tangential length* ltang 69.7 °
Slot opening* Sop 4.6 °
Stator coil turns in series per phase Ns 15 -

* parameters used in this dissertation as geometrical variables in the optimization of the BLM later.

Table 2.3 Cases of SPM and IPM BLMs under study.
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 Case 7 Case 8 Case 9 Case 10

Motor
type

SPM IPM SPM IPM SPM IPM SPM IPM SPM IPM

Scaling
rule

Preliminary
design

I I II II III III III III
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Fig. 2.7   a) Suspension force at the rated motoring current and various suspension current conditions and
b) Surface velocity, relative friction losses, tangential stress, and torque. All simulations are carried out at
30 000 rpm and pertain to the design changes carried out according to Rule I [Publication IV].

Fig. 2.8  Suspension performance at 30 000 rpm, where the design changes are implemented according to
Rule I, where a) presents suspension force amplitude with 20 % and 100 % of suspension current in use
and b) force error angle in the same conditions [Publication IV].
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Fig. 2.9  Mechanical performance and design adjustments according to Rules I and II, where a) depicts the
decrease in critical speed with respect to the increase in the impeller mass and b) the relative decrease in
critical speed, with respect to the increase in impeller mass. Relative in this context means with respect to
the previous step (e.g., in b) the relative decrease in the critical speed is calculated as percentual difference
from the previous step when the impeller mass is increased first by 10 %, then from 10 % to
20 %, and so on with steps of 10 %). The reference weights of the impellers are 0.45 kg and 1.148 kg,
respectively [Publication IV].

Based on the analyzed electromechanical performance presented in Figs. 2.7–2.9, the first of the
dimensioning rules can be applied, e.g., when the rotor has to be shortened to satisfy the rotor
dynamical performance. The first rule allows achieving a similar motoring and suspension
performance with improved rotor dynamics. However, as can be seen in Fig. 2.7b, increasing the
rotor diameter and shortening the rotor by more than 15 % increases the surface velocity
significantly and consequently, also the friction losses. The dimensioning of the powertrain leads
to compromises in performance so that a design that is satisfactory from multiple perspectives
associated with the multidomain approach can be achieved.

The second and third rules can be used to increase the power density of the bearingless powertrain.
However, changing the stack materials (according to rule III) is far more effective than increasing
the motor length (as per rule II). The electromagnetic power density of the motor is proportional
to a ratio of the produced torque to its volume. Even though torque and volume are directly
proportional to the stack length, the power density is also proportional to the airgap shear stress,
which is proportional to the air gap flux density and the current flowing through the windings. By
changing the stack material to one with a higher knee point on the BH curve, further increasing
the flux density in the air gap becomes possible and greater power can be achieved.

2.3.1 Optimization of the motor structure

In Publication II and Publication IV, an optimization approach for bearingless PM motor
structures is presented. However, the presented electromechanical routine that uses a
multiobjective GA (Publication IV) can also be used to optimize motor structures that involve a
rotor supported by AMBs. Publication I, on the other hand, investigates losses of different stack
materials, contributing to the decision-making as regards the final design. Publication V suggests
a set of suitable designs with different rotor structures for a heat pump application.
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Electromagnetic investigation of different stator builds, presented in Fig. 2.10, is carried out in
Publication II, whereas in Publication I, a study of different stack materials is conducted. The
optimization of the construction is carried out using JMAG [76], a FEM software suitable for
electromechanical, thermal, control and even a rotor dynamic analyses, where different rotor
topologies with interior and surface permanent magnets are analyzed. The rotor structures under
study are presented in Fig. 2.11.

In Publication IV, the optimization of the rotor builds is carried out with a multi-objective GA.
However, to avoid a very long optimization time resulting from the introduction of many objective
functions at the same time, the optimization routine is implemented in two stages;
electromechanical and electromagnetic. The first stage involves optimization of the rotor structure
with the focus on finding the mechanical limits of the structure. The second stage of the
optimization concentrates on tuning the structure for the best control and electromagnetic
performance by using the same strategy. High torque and acceptable von Mises stresses, i.e.,
deviatoric strain energy per unit volume, or the resistance of material to a loading, serve as the
objectives of the first stage of the optimization, the completion of which allows progression to the
second stage. Furthermore, a mathematical representation of von Mises stresses can be found in
[77]. The completion of the second stage, in turn, hinges on minimization of the force error angle,
maintaining a high torque while keeping the force vector amplitude error and the torque ripple
within a permissible range.

A parametrized geometry is used in the JMAG software, and the geometric variables and their
bounds are presented in Table 2.4. The objective functions used in the multiobjective GA first in
the electromechanical and next in the electromagnetic optimization are shown in Table 2.5. The
mechanical properties of the materials used in the optimization are presented in Table 2.6.

Fig. 2.10   Stator builds investigated in the process of optimizing the structure of the BLM: a) shoe-shaped
tooth, b) trapezoidal teeth with triangular slot shape, and c) parallel teeth with a triangular slot shape.
Sop denotes the slot opening.
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Fig. 2.11  Rotor structures investigated in the electromechanical optimization procedure, where a) depicts
the structure with nonsegmented interior magnets and b) shows the structure with inset surface PMs,
whereas c) the structure with the segmented interior magnet. The geometric variables are defined in
Table 2.4.

Table 2.5 Objective functions used in the optimization.
Components of the multiobjective

function vector
Symbol Design variables

(xop)
unit

Electromechanical

Torque (rms value) Tel, N ltang, hpm, Bth, Lth, lbth Nm
von Mises stresses on the retaining
band

𝜎B Pa

von Mises stresses on the magnets 𝜎M Pa
von Mises stresses on the lamination 𝜎L Pa
von Mises stresses on the lamination
bridge

𝜎S Pa

Electromagnetic

Torque (rms value) Tel, N ltang, hpm, Sop Nm
force error angle Φerror °
torque ripple Trip %
force vector amplitude error       EVA %

Table 2.4 Variables of the geometry and their bounds.
Parameter of the geometry Symbols (xop)  Bounds (Bvb) unit
Magnet arc angle ltang [30, 44] °
PM height hpm [4, 7] mm
Carbon fiber bandage thickness Bth [1, 3] mm
Lamination bridge thickness Lth [1, 2.5] mm
Lamination thickness between magnets lbth [1, 3] mm
Slot opening Sop [4, 20] °
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CTE*- coefficient of thermal expansion

In the design, the rotor builds have carbon fiber sleeves shrink fitted on the constructions so that
the strength of the structure rotating at a high velocity can be ensured. A similar shrink fit of the
rotor stack on the shaft is incorporated in the plans to convey the torque. A 2D FEA model with
an ideal sinusoidal current supply, mesh sizing of 0.5 mm for the air gap, 1 mm for the magnets
and the retaining sleeve, and 2 mm for the stator and rotor cores, is used. The skin effect is
included in the model for the magnets, the retaining band, and the shaft.

A multiobjective function MOF(x), a vector comprising the candidate solutions of the optimization,
whose variables are defined in Table 2.5, pertaining to the rotor structures whose mechanical limits
are sought, is defined as

With the objective of limiting von Mises stresses and maximizing torque, the GA is repeated for 30
generations. The candidates with acceptable stress level including the safety margin of 2, are
compared with the maximum material strengths of the specific parts, based on which and on the
best torque production facilities the most suitable design is selected, thereby completing the first,
the mechanical stage of the optimization.

The optimization of the electromagnetics follows the same principles as the optimization of the
mechanical limits but with different objectives, the variables of the function defined in Table 2.5.
As such, it can be expressed as

MOF (xop) =
1

Tel, N
Φerror Trip EVA 2.4

The aim of the second stage of the optimization is to minimize the force error angle while
maximizing the torque and maintaining Trip < 15 % and EVA < 30 %, where the limits are based
on maintaining the possibility of achieving good electromagnetic performance.

The electromagnetic performance of the overall structure depends not only on the rotor build but
also on the stator construction, the geometry of which has to be selected, i.e., the
electromechanical performance is further augmented by selecting the most suitable slot opening

Table 2.6  Material properties used in mechanical analysis [Publication IV].
Density Young´s

modulu
Poisson´s

Ratio
CTE*,
radial
1·10-6

CTE*,
tangential

1·10-6

CTE*,
axial
1·10-6

Yield
strength

unit kg/m3 GPa - 1/K 1/K 1/K MPa

C
or

e
m

at
er

ia
l Sura NO20 7650 210 0.3 12 12 12 370

Vacoflux 50 8120 185 0.3 9.44 9.44 9.44 250
10JNEX900 7490 185 0.3 12 12 12 604

L Type (magnets) 7600 160 0.24 7 -1 -1 285
Carbon fiber (bandage) 1790 141 0.3 30 -0.063 30 1400

42CrMo4 (shaft) 7850 210 0.3 11.15 11.15 11.15 500

MOF (xop) = 1
Tel,N

σB σM σL σS
2.3
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of the stator structures presented in Fig. 2. 10. Different core materials, investigated in
Publication I and Publication II and presented in Table 2.6, can be chosen.

The results of the electromagnetic and electromechnical simulations are presented mainly in
Publication IV and Appendix A. The effect of the different stator geometries by optimizing the
slot openings shown in Fig. A-1 and different stack materials on the force error angle is presented
in Fig. A-2 in Appendix A. Correlation between the electromagnetic performance of the rotor
structures and the geometrical variables are presented in Publication IV, as additional results of
the electromechanical optimization are presented in Fig. A-3. The motor performance in terms of
suspension force and motoring torque are presented in Fig. A-4 – A-15 in Appendix A.

Verification of the strength of the powertrain by means of stress analyses is conducted in
Ansys [77], reported in Publication IV. Stress can be considered to be a force influencing a body,
bringing about changes in it, e.g., deformation. Equations contributing to the calculation of the
von Mises stresses in the FEA software are elaborated in [77]. In the analyses, in order to be able
to detach the parts in the normal direction, frictionless contacts are used between these parts
[Publication IV]. Movement or rotation in the tangential direction is permitted for the parts,
allowing shrink fitting and estimation of PM stresses under every condition (hot, cold, full speed,
no speed). Unrealistic stress values are avoided by neglecting singularities in single nodes. To
that end, a fine mesh is used. The results of the analyses indicate peak stress under worst-case
conditions.

The rotor structures (Fig. 2.11) and the stator constructions (Fig. 2.10) can be combined in
competitive designs with, e.g., parallel teeth and a rotor with segmented interior or surface-
mounted PMs, the designs reported in Publication IV. The segmentation of the interior PMs is
necessary on account of high stresses on the lamination. The minimum lamination and bandage
thickness, in the case of IPMs, have to be compromised to achieve a rigid structure also under
thermal load. On the other hand, as regards the SPM structure, a sleeve of at least 1.5 mm is
required to withstand the mechanical stresses and thermal stresses at 30 000 rpm.

AMBs combined with a traditional motor can be used as an alternative solution to a bearingless
topology. However, differences in the stator constructions and rotor magnet arrangements result
in further differences in the dimensions and performance, which are reported in Publication V.
A comparison of the dimensions and performance of the BLM and the traditional motor with
AMBs is presented in Table IV of Publication V
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2.4 Estimation of losses

As power losses are the main source of heat in electrical machines, significantly contributing to
shorter machine lifespans, their prediction is of high importance in the design phase. The loss
components of different PM motor structures, operating at a high speed, a high frequency, and
with a high power density, are reported in Publications I–II and Publication IV. The reported
loss components according to the positioning of the powertrain, either vertically or horizontally,
are extensively elaborated on in Publication III. In Publication V, losses of bearingless and
traditional PM motors in a heat pump application are compared.

The losses of the powertrain can be attributed to different motor parts, e.g., the stator with its
stack and winding; the rotor, comprising the stack, PMs, and the retaining sleeve; and the axial
AMB with its stack and winding. Losses also occur on the rotor surface because the gas
surrounding it causes traction, i.e., there are friction losses in the air gap. The various loss
components are as shown in Fig. 2.12. In Publications I–III, the methods of loss estimation are
presented, a summary of which is provided in this section.

Fig. 2.12  Losses of the powertrain comprising two BLM units and an axial AMB.

Friction losses in the air gap

The friction losses in the air gap are caused by the traction of the fast-spinning rotor in the gas
surrounding it. Thus, the definition of the fluid friction losses relies on the velocity fields in the
air gap and the fluid characteristics.

The distribution of velocity in the air gap is determined by the flow of the gaseous fluid
surrounding the rotor; this flow can be viewed as either tangential or axial flow. The rotor in
motion affects the coolant in the air gap, causing a tangential velocity component. Furthermore,
should the gas be blown through the air gap, it also has an axial velocity component. Taylor
vortices, which are circular velocity fluctuations caused by the effect of a centrifugal force on the
fluid properties, can appear in the air gap.

The contribution of each flow depends on the surface speed of the rotor, the flow rate of the
coolant, its properties, and the geometry of the air gap [78]. In the considered BLM application,
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where the working fluid, e.g., R1233zd(E), whose properties are shown in Table 2.7 acts as a
coolant for the motor, the Mach number is smaller than 1 when the peripheral speed of the rotor
is ups=156 m/s. This fact indicates that the flow can be treated as an incompressible flow, and it
is in the end range of the subsonic region (transonic region).

When the fluid travels smoothly, i.e., the fluid particles advance in the same direction, the flow is
considered laminar. However, if the fluid velocity increases, so does the Reynolds number,
leading to velocity fluctuation in the flow. The direction of movement of the fluid particles starts
to diverge from the common direction, and the flow can be described as chaotic. This type of flow
is called turbulent. Turbulent flow can also appear at lower velocities if the surface of the fluid
path leads through rough surfaces (e.g., the slotted surface of the rotor or the many slots in the
stator).

The flow type (laminar or turbulent) can be approximated based on the Reynolds number equation
provided below. When considering high-speed electrical machines, the Reynolds numbers in the
axial and tangential direction are commonly above 103 and 104, respectively, which suggests that
high-speed electrical machines fall in the turbulent flow zone.

The nature of the gas flow is determined by the Reynolds number, i.e., the ratio of inertia to
viscous forces, and can be calculated by [79]

Re =
υf ∙yrad
ν 2.5

where ν is the kinematic viscosity of fluid, υf is its velocity, yrad is the characteristic radial length.

If there is tangential flow through the air gap, turbulence is described by the Couette Reynolds
number, expressed as [80]:

Reδ =
ρupsδ
μ

2.6

where ρ is the density of the working fluid, 𝜇 is its dynamic viscosity, ups is the surface speed of
the rotor, and δ is the radial length of the air gap.

In the case of axial gas flow, i.e., Hagen–Poiseuille flow, the Reynolds number is defined by [80]

Reaxial =
ρuaxial2δ

μ
2.7

where uaxial is the axial velocity of the fluid, i.e., the quotient of the volumetric flow rate and the
cross-sectional area of the air gap.

At the rotor ends, the Reynolds number is defined by

Reend =
ρω (r2

2 - r1
2)

μ
2.8
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where ω  denotes angular velocity, and r2 and r1  are the outer and inner radii of the rotor,
respectively.

The occurrence of the Taylor vortices is related to the radial length of the air gap and can be
observed if the Taylor number exceeds 1.7 ∙ 103 [78]. The Taylor number is expressed as [80]

Ta = Reδ2 δ
r

=
ρ2ω2rδ3

μ2

2.9

The tangential and axial velocity distributions of the air gap flow are shown in Fig. 2 in [80],
whereas four flow schemes that are distinguished in terms of the turbulence of the axial flow and
the Taylor vortices are given in Fig. 3 of [80].

An estimate for the air gap friction losses can be calculated by [80]

P = k1Cf ρπω3r4l 2.10

where k1 is the roughness coefficient of the surface along which the fluid flows, Cf is the friction
coefficient, l is the air gap length in the axial direction, and r is the rotor radius.

The roughness coefficient k1 can be assumed 1 when the surface is smooth (e.g., no slotting).
When the surface is rough, but the roughness is enough to penetrate the viscous layers, the
roughness coefficient can be expected to increase when the Reynolds number increases. The
roughness coefficient, including the rotor or the stator unevennesses, can be assumed to be more
than 1, even 2.5 [81]. In general, the friction coefficient Cf is expressed as

Cf =
τshear

1
2 ρups

2
2.11

where τshear is the rotor surface shear stress.

Considering entirely turbulent flow, the tangential force per area, i.e., shear stress, in the air gap
of an electrical machine is defined as [81]

τshear= ρ(v+εM)rδ
∂
∂rδ

utang

rδ
2.12

where εM is the eddy diffusivity of momentum, rδ is the radial location in the air gap, and utang is
the velocity of the fluid in the tangential direction. As it can be seen in Eq. (2.12) shear stress in
the air gap varies by location. To be able to estimate the shear stress, the velocity distribution and
eddy diffusivity of the flow must be known.

The shear stress can be defined by the general expression of Eq. (2.12) or by using the CFD
(computational fluid dynamics) software, involving the stress tensors expressed
by Eqs. (B. 12)–(B. 14) in Appendix B.
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To estimate the friction losses, the roughness coefficient can be assumed based on the Reynolds
number and experience, e.g., according to [40]. The friction coefficient Cf  can be calculated by
Eqs. (2.13)–(2.14) [82] for axially flowing gas and based on Eqs. (2.15)–(2.16) [83] for the rotor
ends as follow

Cf =
0.515 δ

r
0.3

Reaxial
0.5 500< Reaxial <104 2.13

Cf =
0.0325 δ

r
0.3

Reaxial
0.2 104 < Reaxial 2.14

Cf =
3.87

Reend
0.5 Reend < 3 ∙105

2.15

Cf =
0.146

Reend
0.2 3∙105 < Reend 2.16

The friction drag (friction coefficient) and the roughness coefficient can be estimated based on
the stress tensor, having normal and shear stress components (defined by Eqs. (B. 9)–(B. 14) in
Appendix B).

Flow losses in the air gap

In addition, if there is flow through the air gap, the gas losses increase. As the rotor forces the
coolant into tangential movement, some power is absorbed to accelerate the gas. The losses
equaling the power required by the acceleration can be calculated by

Pfl =
2
3
πρ(rinS

3 -r3) uaxialutangω
2.17

where uaxial and utang denote the mean axial and tangential velocities of the coolant in the air gap,
respectively, rinS is the inner radius of stator core [80].

The friction losses are first calculated for different working fluids, with their inherent gas
properties. As an example, overall friction losses for the air and the fluid R1233zd(E) at different
rotational speeds as the fluid enters the machine at 60 ℃ and leaves at 112.5 ℃ are depicted in
Fig. 2.13, taken from Publication III. These temperatures are based on the process simulation
reported in Publication IV, whereas the properties of the coolant are presented in Table 2.7.

It can be seen from Fig. 2.13 that the coolant with a much higher density, i.e., the vapor
R1233zd(E), causes very significant friction losses compared with the air. However, the fluid is
far more convenient when considering a hermetic motor design, the same working fluid flowing
in the heat pump process and through the motor.

With a comparison in mind, the friction losses of a rotor suspended by means of a BLM and,
correspondingly, a rotor supported by AMBs is given in Fig. 2.15 and 2.16, respectively.
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The temperature and dynamic viscosity profiles of the BLM are shown in Fig. 2.14. More details
can be found in Publication V.

Fig. 2.13.  Friction losses of the rotor that is supported with the help of a BLM as either air or R1233zd (E)
is used for cooling of the BLM; where Scenario 1 (S1) involves a model where the rotor is enclosed by a
stator and the rotor ends act like axial discs. The second scenario (S2) corresponds to forced cooling with
axial velocity; again, the rotor ends act like axial discs [Publication III].

Table 2.7 Properties of R1233zd(E).
Parameter Pressure Density Dynamic

viscosity
Thermal

conductivity
Isobaric heat

capacity
Symbol Pc ρ μ K Cp

unit bar kg/m3 µPa∙s W/(m∙K) J/(kg∙K)

R1233zd(E) at 60 ℃ 2.923 14.98 11.56 0.0135 902.2
R1233zd(E) at 112.5 ℃ 2.724 11.59 13.40 0.0175 943.9

Fig. 2.14.  Density and dynamic viscosity profile with the dependence of the temperature of the working
fluid in the air gap [Publication V].
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Fig. 2.15.  Friction losses along the rotor length supported with the help of a BLM, R1233ZD(E) used for
motor cooling [Publication V].

Fig. 2.16.  Friction losses of the rotor supported by AMBs, R1233ZD(E) used for motor cooling
[Publication V].
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Iron losses

The iron losses of the electrical powertrain were calculated by the FEM. The methods used in the
calculations are described in detail in Publications I–III.

The losses of the investigated stack materials are computed with loss data in the frequency range
of 50 Hz –10 kHz and with 27 peak magnetic flux density values, corresponding to which the loss
densities for each applied frequency are obtained. The iron losses are broken down in the software
into classic eddy-current losses (WJ), hysteresis losses (Wh) and excess losses (Wex ).

The Joule losses WJ are estimated by:

WJ = a1 BkfHz ∙fkfHz
∙fkfHz

2

Nkf

kfHz=1

×Ve

Ne

e =1

2.18

 and the hysteresis losses Wh by:

Wh = b1 BkfHz ∙fkfHz

Nkf

kfHz=1

×Ve ,
Ne

e =1

2.19

where Ne is the number of elements and Nkf  is the highest order of frequency, a1 and b1 are
magnetic flux density coefficients calculated by the frequency separation method [84],
kfhz is the order of frequency, fkfHz

 is frequency at the kfHz
 th order, and 𝑉e denotes the volume of

the elements [m3] used in the FEM calculations. The magnetic flux density BkfHz  [T] at the kfHz
th

order of frequency determines the losses for each component of frequency, where BkfHz
is a value (complex number) in a chosen coordinate system after the FFT (fast Fourier transform),
and BkfHz

∗  is the complex conjugate number of BkfHz:

BkfHz = BkfHz ∙BkfHz
*. 2.20

The excess eddy current losses are obtained after subtracting the hysteresis losses and the Joule
losses from the iron losses [84] by

Wex fkfHz
=

fkfHz

f0

1
5
∙Wex0

2.21

where Wex refers to the excess eddy current losses to be calculated, fkfHz
 is the frequency, f0 is the

reference frequency, and Wex0  is the excess eddy current loss at the reference frequency.

2D and 3D analyses are carried out to compare the losses of different stack materials, namely the
silicon steels Sura NO20 and 10JNEX900, and the cobalt iron Vacoflux 48, all studied in
Publication II. The comparison, aiming to estimate the differences in the core losses of one BLM,
unit with different stack materials and varying suspension current, is presented in Fig. 2.17.
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The analysis is carried out so that eddy currents are allowed to flow through the stacks of steel
sheets. In the analysis of iron losses, where the FFT is carried out, the internal distribution of eddy
currents in the stacks is factored in. This method, applicable to the 2D analysis, allows the
inclusion of the lamination thickness, the skin depth, and the fill factors of the stacks in the
calculation of eddy currents to take into account the internal eddy current distribution.
Considering the 3D modeling, however, the individual steel sheets of the stack are split into
meshes in succession, providing results of high precision.

Owing to the manufacturing process, as a result of stresses acting on the stack when it is cut, the
iron losses could differ from the estimates. As data pertaining to the lamination stresses are often
difficult to obtain on account of confidentiality, the influence of stress on iron losses can only be
approximated in most cases. When assembling by shrink fitting, only compressive stresses, which
tend to have a reducing effect on permeability and an increasing effect on iron losses, are of
relevance. The effect of stress on the relative permeability and the associated losses could be
estimated by examining a similar material of matching grade. In principle, this influence ought to
be smaller at high frequencies, as hysteresis losses are, relatively speaking, smaller than at the
network, supply frequency, because compressive stress, a force that causes a material to deform
to occupy a smaller volume, mainly affects hysteresis losses but not eddy current losses.

Hysteresis losses are influenced by material properties, such as the grain size and impurities; the
construction, i.e., the sheet thickness and internal stress; and the manufacturing process, e.g.,
cutting, punching, or welding. Classical eddy current losses vary mainly with lamination
thickness and the way the pressing is carried out. Taking the SiAl composite Sura NO20 as an
example, the rich silicon alloy content has a decreasing effect on classical eddy current losses.
The excess eddy current losses tend to increase with the grain size of the stack material.

Different materials are considered in Publications I–II. 10JNEX900 tends to have very small
losses, but Sura NO20, because of its better availability, is chosen for the prototype presented in
Publications III–IV as the stack material with the lamination thickness of 0.2 mm. The iron
losses estimated in Publications I–II, serving as a base study of different stack materials, differ
because of the changed prototype dimensions.

A comparison of the iron losses of a rotor supported by AMBs and a rotor supported with BLM
technology is reported in Publication V.
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Fig. 2.17  Losses of different stack materials at a) no load, b) im= 51 A and is= 0 A, c) im= 51 A and is= 8.5 A
d) im= 51 A and is= 51 A, all cases simulated at 30 000 rpm [Publication I].
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Magnet losses

As eddy currents are a 3D phenomenon, the magnet losses are estimated first with a 3D FEM
analysis, the magnets being divided into a total of 4, 5, 8, 10, 12, 16, and 20 pieces in turn. In the
calculations, the temperature of the magnets was 120 °C, and their resistivity was considered
uniform. Secondly, simulations with the rendered 2D geometry were carried out using a
recalculated value of resistivity to take into account the segmentation of the magnets. The
difference between the results of the 2D and 3D simulations is in the range of 6–8 %.

The derivation of the resistivity of the segmented magnets is based on a simplified geometry,
presented in Fig. 2.18, and on the ratio of the resistance of the segmented magnets to that of the
magnet as a solid piece. The method is reported in Publication I and Publication III.

Fig. 2.18. Simplified model of an undivided PM used to derive the resistivity of a segmented magnet
[Publication III].

The resistance in the path that the eddy current traverses through the solid magnet (Rsolid) and the
resistance of the segmented magnet Rseg, with the assumption that the resistance of the segmented
magnet is a sum of the resistances of the magnet segments, which are connected in series, is
expressed by Eqs. (12) and (13) in [Publication III].

Finally, the resistivity of the segmented magnet ρMseg is calculated by adjusting the material
resistivity with the ratio of the two, i.e., by [Publication III]

ρMseg= ρM∙
Rseg

Rsolid
 = ρM∙

nths
2-1 ltang

2

laxial
2+ ltang

2 +1 , 2.22

where ρM is the resistivity of the magnet, the value of which is based on the material properties
given by the manufacturer, hpm is the magnet height, ltang is the tangential length, and laxial is the
axial depth, nths is the number of segments.

Fig. 2.19 shows how much the eddy current losses of an SPM motor can be decreased if the
magnets are segmented. A significant reduction in eddy current losses can be achieved if the
magnets are laminated into four pieces or fewer.
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Fig. 2.19   Influence of the segmentation of the magnet on the eddy current losses. The study results in
a decision to segment the magnets of the BLM prototype into 76 pieces in the axial direction
[Publication III].

Losses in the carbon fiber bandage

The conductivity of the carbon fiber bandage can vary depending on the material content. Carbon
fiber itself has excellent conductivity; however, if wound, an epoxy resin insulation takes shape
between the fibers. Therefore, the actual composite behaves anisotropically and has a low bulk
conductivity [85], ranging between 300 S/m and 15 000 S/m [86], [85], depending on the material
composition.

Winding losses

The current flowing in the windings of a BLM is a sum of the supplied motor and suspension
currents, which define the winding losses. Litz wire is considered to be used for the windings, and
in the calculations of the DC and AC resistances, temperature rise and its increasing effect on
resistivity is included. Figure 2.20 shows the increase in resistivity in proportion to temperature.
Furthermore, the DC resistance at the frequency of 1kHz is multiplied by a factor of 10 to obtain
the AC resistance based on measurements conducted by the manufacturer. The measurement data,
however, is confidential and therefore not presented in the dissertation.

Fig. 2.20 DC resistivity of copper with respect to temperature.
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Publication III presents the losses of the powertrain — comprising two BLMs — at different
speeds with respect to the motor current and the required suspension force, which depend on
whether the powertrain is placed vertically or horizontally in the compressor.

There is great significance in the positioning of the BLM on the suspension force required, both
during the motor operation and the initial elevation of the rotor; horizontal placement requires the
UMP and gravity to be overcome when the rotor is raised, whereas the vertical orientation of a
PM motor removes the need to overcome the gravitational force. When compared with the vertical
placement, in the horizontal configuration the increase in the levitating current, when operating
the motor, contributes to both higher rotor iron losses and stator copper losses. As concerns the
designed rotor, weighing 24 kg (as designated in Table 2.16), to overcome the gravitational force,
the suspension force of 240 N will be required, which corresponds to suspension current of
roughly 0.1 ∙ Ismax (see Fig. 2.21a). During the lift-up, the UMP of a PM motor with respect to the
distance to the safety bearing is presented in Fig. 2.21b [Publication V]. To overcome the UMP
of the PMs when raising the rotor from the safety bearings to the central position — corresponding
to a distance of 0.8 mm — without accounting for the effect of gravity, a force of roughly 400 N
(see Fig. 2.21b) is required per BLM, which corresponds to 0.34 ∙ Ismax. A portion of the
suspension force capacity should be reserved for centering the rotor when the motor is operating.
Furthermore, radial suspension force capacity should be dimensioned such that enough capacity
for compensating for possible eccentricities, e.g., the UMP, manufacturing imperfections, or
external forces acting on the system, e.g., arising from the compressor wheels.

Fig. A-8a of Appendix A shows the UMP of the PM motor when the rotor deviates from the
centric position as the motoring current flows through the windings, and Fig. A-8b the same with
the difference that also the suspension current flows through the windings. The UMP could be
caused by, e.g., possible eccentricity in the air gap. The produced suspension force as a function
of rotor angular position with respect to suspension current is also shown in Fig. A-6 in
Appendix A. Furthermore, under rated operating conditions, displacement from the central
position can occur, e.g., as a result of disturbance or external forces from the impeller wheels. In
comparison, the UMP of an SPM motor and the suspension force production capability of a radial
AMB is presented in Publication V.

Cases pertaining to the operational conditions of the BLM with different orientations are
presented in Table 2.8. Furthermore, Fig. 2.22 presents the loss distribution by component for
those cases, whereas Table 2.9 presents the estimation of the efficiency of the BLM based on the
loss calculation with various speeds and current conditions.
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Fig. 2.21 a) Amplitude of suspension force of a single BLM unit as a function of the control current
(Ismax ) at 30 000 rpm, when the motoring current Im is in the range of 0 to Immax. b) UMP of a single BLM
unit.

Table 2.8 Operational scenarios for horizontal and vertical powertrain positioning.
Case number Supply current Unit Orientation of the powertrain

Case 1 “c1” Im=83 & Is=0 A vertical position
Case 2 “c2” Im=83 & Is=0.2 ∙ Im A horizontal position (**)

Case 3 “c3” Im=83 & Is=0.4 ∙ Im A horizontal position
Case 4 “c4” Im=83 & Is=0.6 ∙ Im A external forces from the

compressor wheels are consideredCase 5 “c5” Im=83 & Is=0.8 ∙ Im A
* a rms value of the current is use
** vertical position if disturbances in the system (e.g., eccentricity) have to be compensated for
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Fig. 2.22 Losses of a bearingless powertrain, including, e.g., stator and rotor stacks, windings, magnets,
carbon fiber bandage, and friction losses at different speeds when the powertrain is positioned either
horizontally or vertically. The iron and copper losses in the magnetic bearings, however, are neglected
[Publication III].

Publication IV reports the losses of SPM and IPM motor structures that have different
dimensions and lamination materials, the BLM being scaled according to the dimensioning
principles discussed in Section 2.3.1 of this dissertation.

Publication V presents a comparison of losses in a BLM powertrain and a powertrain with SPM
motor and AMBs at 17 000 and 30 000 rpm. The studied cases are presented in Table 2.10,
whereas the loss comparison of those cases is found in Fig. 2.23.

Publications III–V show that the friction losses are the main component when considering the
overall losses. These losses can be minimized by changing the conditions of the cooling or
decreasing the density of the coolant. Furthermore, the use of a high suspension current causes
significant losses in the rotor, e.g., iron losses and eddy current losses in the magnets and bandage.
Based on the distribution of losses, minimal use of suspension current is preferred; as reported in
Publication III, vertical positioning of the powertrain is more convenient.
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Table 2.9 Efficiencies of the configurations— the BLM and the alternative SPM motor—at various speeds.
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0
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*    assumed conductivity 1000 S/m
**   assumed conductivity 500 S/m
*** R1233zd(E)=107.5° at 2.721 bar / R1233zd(E)= at 60° at 2.923 bar
**** The values of the electric current correspond to the rms values given in Table V of Publication V
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Table 2.10 Exemplary operational scenarios for the vertical positioning of the powertrain with AMBs
and an SPM in contrast to a BLM-based powertrain.

Case number Applied current unit Orientation of the powertrain
Case 1 Im=83 & Is=0 A vertical position

30 000 rpmCase 2 Im=83 & Is=0.2 ∙ Im A
Case 3 Im=83 & Is=0 A vertical position

17 000 rpmCase 4 Im=83 & Is=0.2 ∙ Im A

Fig. 2.23  Comparison of losses of a) bearingless powertrain at different speeds and b) SPM motor when
the powertrain is supported by AMBs [Publication V].

2.5 Cooling approach and thermal analysis

The discussion on cooling approaches and the selection of the working fluid is mainly presented
in Publication IV, where also the challenges of the design are addressed. Publication III
elaborates on the cooling arrangement, loss estimation, and thermal analysis of the BLM, placed
either horizontally or vertically. The loss estimation procedure is reported in Section 2.4 of this
dissertation. After the estimation of temperatures, Publication IV presents the estimation of the
thermal stresses of different designs, where the thermal stresses of the design reported in
Publication III are also evaluated. Publication V, on the other hand, comments on the
differences between possible cooling arrangements of bearingless rotor topologies and those
supported by AMBs, powertrain with SPM topologies.

As the powertrain is intended to work in an HTHP application, different cooling approaches are
considered in the design process: an external cooling fan, a simple internal radial or axial fan, the
ambient air coming in from one end of the powertrain, an internal cooling fan, the flow entering
from the middle of each BLM, or the use of suction from the evaporator of the compressor of the
heat pump. Motor cooling taking advantage of the compressor suction is a feasible alternative.
The gaseous coolant enters each motor from the inlets close to the ends of the motors and exits
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from the middle of the compressor, having passed through the motors and cooling them. The 
temperature of the cooling medium is defined by the evaporator outlet flow. The coolant from the 
outlet of the motors is then directed to the inlet of the LPC. A principle drawing of the process is 
presented in Fig. 2.24. Akin to a heat sink, the condenser acts with a heat rate of 0.5 MW. The 
flow of the process is indicated by a sequence of numbers ranging from 1 to 9, as described in 
Section 1.1.2. With this approach, further cooling for the stator, e.g., a water jacket, is considered 
necessary.

The coolant in the case of hermetic cooling, which means that the same fluid circulates in the heat
pump process and cools the motor, is determined by the process design of the heat pump. As the
flow of the coolant brings about friction losses that are proportional to fluid density and dynamic
viscosity, the properties of the cooling medium must be considered in detail. The thermophysical
and thermodynamical characteristics are parameters worth considering along with aspects
pertaining to climate health, such as GWP and ODP, and environmental risk factors, such as
flammability and toxicity, and also production-related factors, e.g., price, availability, and
compatibility with materials [Publication III], [62].

To be able to select the most suitable working fluid, potential candidates were assessed by 
carrying out thermodynamic cycle computations. The computations comprised the working fluids 
R1336mzz(Z), R1233zd(E), R1234ze(Z), and R1224yd(Z), and a set of natural working fluids, 
namely, pentane (R601), isopentane (R601a), butane (R600), and isobutane (R600a). The 
characteristics of the assessed working fluids are given in

Table 2.11. It was found that R1233zd(E) performed adequately in the heat pump application, 
and as a fluid commonly used in the industry, it is easily procurable. For these reasons and also 
because the other natural working fluids are highly flammable while requiring high rotational 
speeds for the compressor stages, R1233zd(E) was selected.

Fig. 2.24  Process cycle, including the cooling of the hermetic motor. The cooling is arranged so that the
flow of the working fluid from the evaporator passes through the powertrain [Publication III].
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Based on the process simulation, the initial conditions of the working fluid entering the LPC and
exiting the HPC are established, as well the properties of the working fluid entering the motor
from the LPC side: the inlet coolant at 60 ℃ and 2.923 bar, and the mass flow rate of the cooling
gas 0.08 kg/s in the air gap.

Next, based on the initial temperature of the working fluid and its properties, thermal analysis is
carried out with a combination of analytical methods and FEM analysis to obtain the temperature
distribution.

Table 2.11  Properties of the working fluids under study [Publication V].
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Properties unit

Molar mass g/mol 134.05 164.06 130.50 114.04 148.49 72.15 72.15 58.12 58.12

Critical
temperature

°C 153.86 171.35 166.45 150.12 155.54 196.55 187.20 151.98 134.66

Critical
pressure

bar 36.51 29.03 36.24 35.31 33.37 33.68 33.78 37.96 36.29

Triple point
temperature

°C -103.15 -90.50 -78.00 - -10.15 -129.68 -160.50 -138.26 -159.42

Triple point
pressure

kPa 0.0119 0.0181 0.2733 - 35.16 7.8 ∙10-5 9 ∙10-8 6.7 ∙10-4 2 ∙10-5

Normal
boiling point
temperature

°C 15.05 33.45 18.26 9.73 14.62 36.06 27.83 -0.49 -11.75

Vapor
pressure at 20

°C

bar 1.23 0.60 1.08 1.49 1.24 0.57 0.77 2.08 3.02

Freezing
point

temperature

°C -107 -90.5 -107 N/A -115 -130 -160 -138 -159

GWP - 1030 2 1 <1 <1 4 ± 2 4 ± 2 4 3

 ODP - 0 0 3.4 ∙10-4 0 1.2 ∙10-4 0 0 0 0

Flammability - *N-f  *N-f  *N-f  **L-f *N-f  ***H-f ***H-f ***H-f ***H-f
ASHRAE

Safety Group
- B1 A1 A1 A2L A1 A3 A3 A3 A3

*N-f – non-flammable
**L-f – low flammability
***H-f – highly flammable
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Heat transfer in the machine parts is caused by temperature differences between the various parts
and the surroundings, the direction of heat transfer being in the opposite direction of the
temperature gradient. The main phenomena associated with heat removal are conduction,
convection, and radiation [87]. Convection is a chief means of heat dissipation when an axially
flowing gas is used as a coolant. If the thermal calculations provide sufficient cooling with
convection only, inclusion of thermal radiation in the modeling is unnecessary. Convection-based
heat transfer estimation requires assessment of the heat transfer coefficient h, which is given by
an equation that, in practice, refers to the dimensionless heat transfer coefficient that is based on
the Nusselt number, i.e., the heat transfer ratio by convection to that by conduction

h =
NuK
dh

, 2.23

where K is the thermal conductivity of the coolant, and dh is the hydraulic diameter of the channel,
which is obtained by division of the cross-sectional area of the flow in contact (multiplied by four)
by the wetted perimeter, i.e., the cross-sectional length of each surface in contact with the cooling
flow.

The Nusselt number Nu is defined by the surface geometry and roughness, the flow regime of the
fluid, its thermophysical properties, internal or external flow, and other related characteristics
[87]:

Nu = f (xb, Re, Pr), 2.24

where xb is the boundary layer parameter, Re is the Reynolds number, and Pr is the Prandtl
number. The Reynolds number is useful for distinguishing between laminar, transitional, or
turbulent flow regimes [88] (see Section 2.4 on Reynolds numbers), whereas the Prandtl number
can be used to describe the properties of the fluid. In general, the Reynolds number can be defined
as in Eq. (2.5) and Prandtl number can be calculated by

Pr =
cp∙μ

K
 , 2.25

where cp is its specific heat capacity, K is its thermal conductivity, and μ is its dynamic viscosity.

The search for the convection coefficient begins by obtaining the Reynolds number [79], [87] of
the fluid used as a coolant in the electric motor. A Nusselt number suitable for the motor
application can be found as in [79], using the correct Reynolds number range.

The Nusselt numbers of the convection coefficients are estimated based on the equations given in
[79] for the following boundaries: the surfaces of the electrical machine, i.e., the rotor, the stator,
the axial AMB, the end windings, the shaft end, the machine frame, and the cooling liquid jacket.
The equations for the above-mentioned boundaries are presented in Appendix C.

Thermal contact resistances and thermal resistances that involve forced convection, thermal
resistance between the external frame and ambient air, and the thermal resistance between the
copper winding and the lamination are taken into account in the model. Equations for the
parameters are also given in Appendix C.
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The various heat transfer convection coefficients, the calculation of which is presented in
Appendix C, are executed in JMAG, a FEM software, as heat transfer boundaries. A total of 400
steps are performed at steps of 10 s when running a transient 3D thermal analysis, where the
power losses occurring in different motor parts shown in Fig. 2.12 are incorporated into the model
as heat sources. The friction losses at 30 000 rpm are attributed to the outer surface of the rotor
and the inner surface of the stator as additional heat sources, whereas the AMB is seen as an
independent heat source, producing 40 W of heat. The temperature of the coolant surrounding the
rotor and stator is assumed to be 60 °C, i.e., the temperature of the cooling medium in the air gap
is 60 °C, whereas the water jacket remains at 30 °C and the ambient air around the frame at 20 °C.
The thermal properties of the materials are provided in Table 2.12.

Table 2.12 Thermal properties of materials.

   Properties
Symbol Unit 42CrM4

(Shaft)
Sura

NO20
(Stator
rotor)

Copper/Litz
wire

(Windings)

NU42H
(Magnets)

HexTow
AS4

(rotor
sleeve)

Specific heat cp J/kg∙K 467 440 380 430 177

Thermal
conductivity

ra
di

al Krad W/(m∙K) 16 28 1.93 (2) 9 6

Thermal
conductivity ax

ia
l Kaxial W/(m∙K) (1) 0.37 1.93 (2) (1) 0.6

(1) The properties of the materials were not available, therefore Kaxial = Krad is assumed.
(2) The thermal conductivity of Litz wire is assumed to be isotropic based on [90], in which effective thermal conductivity is treated
and measurements of Litz wire are reported. No specific data is given by the manufacturer [Publication III]

Analytical methods encounter limitations on accuracy when the flow of the cooling medium has
to pass through a geometry of such complexity, in particular, the clearances and the air gap of the
motor. CFD can be used to obtain results of greater accuracy than those achieved by using the
FEM if axial cooling and an auxiliary liquid cooling jacket for the stator are employed. This is
due to the fact that CFD allows determining the machine internal temperature distribution,
especially of the parts in the rotor, while simulating the convection coefficients of the air gap and
the end surfaces of the machine more precisely than the FEM owing to the inclusion of the
movement of the fluid. A common approach for the thermal analysis of electrical machines is to
use the energy equations and a flow model that is based on the Navier–Stokes equations, a
comprehensive description of which can be found in [79] described by Eqs. (1.33)–(1.67), and
Appendix B.

As an overview, in the simulations adhering to the methodology, the energy equation and the
turbulence kinetic energy as variant of the turbulent frequency Shear-Stress-Transport turbulence
model (κ-ω SST) are used. As the equations act accordingly in both the far-field and near-wall
zones, the κ-ω SST turbulence model is used with default constant values in Ansys CFX software.
In the model, the cross-diffusion derivative term and the blending function are implemented so as
to deal with two models. Cooling of the stator, using a liquid jacket, is carried out with the same
model. As CFD simulations of the cooling jacket do not allow concurrent flow of two different
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fluids, a single mixture of cooling liquid and vapor (as working fluid) is used, the ratio of which
is adjusted depending on the type of cooling: 0:1 for liquid cooling and 1:0 for vapor cooling.
The turbulent convection heat transfer coefficients for the working fluid ht_CFD depend on the
turbulence level, the velocity profile, and the temperature, and are based on the convection heat
flux to the working fluid and described as [89]:

ht_CFD =
qf,va

A'wa(Twa-Tva)  , 2.26

where qf,va is the convection heat flux to the vapor, Twa represents the temperature of the solid
wall, Tva is the temperature of the vapor on the wall, and A'wa is the fraction of the wall.

The results of the analysis based on analytical methods combined with the FEA aim to assess the
performance of the motor, oriented either horizontally or vertically. Fig. 2.25 presents the
temperature distribution of a BLM oriented vertically and horizontally. The vertical position of
the motor results in much lower utilization of the suspension current, and thereby a lower
temperature distribution than for the horizontally oriented rotor, as shown in Fig. 2.26.

A comparison of the heat transfer coefficients calculated analytically and with CFD is given in
Table 2.13, and the wall heat transfer coefficients based on a simplified geometry are presented
in Fig. 2.27.
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Fig. 2.25  Motor temperature distribution, including different parts of the motor, the motor itself placed
vertically (left; c1 in Fig. 2.22), and horizontally (right; c3 in Fig. 2.22). The simulations are carried out at
30 000 rpm and under currents of Im= 83 A & Is= 0 A, and Im= 83 A & Is= 0.4 Ismax for the vertically and
horizontally placed motors, respectively [Publication III].

Fig. 2.26  Results of the transient simulation of the temperature distribution of the components of
a) a vertically oriented bearingless powertrain and b) a horizontally oriented bearingless powertrain
[Publication III].
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Fig. 2.27  Wall heat transfer coefficients of a bearingless powertrain with the rated motoring current
and 20 % of suspension current at 30 000 rpm.

Table 2.13  Heat transfer coefficients on particular surfaces.

Convection heat transfer coefficients Surfaces Analytical
calculation

CFD

unit W/(m2∙K) W/(m2∙K)
Air gap of high-speed rotating machines with

forced gas cooling
rotor

stator

2266

461

1980–2200

400–600
Rotor and stator end surfaces

(direct cooling solution)
rotor

stator

149

188

<268

Cooling jacket (indirect cooling solution) cooling jacket 1721 <2420

Machine frame to outer ambient air (can be used for
direct and indirect cooling)

machine outer
frame

1.89 not estimated*

End windings end windings 1106 660–1100
*because only working fluid and water jacket were used for heat removal

In conclusion, the convection heat transfer coefficients of the walls differ throughout the length
of the wall, even though the coefficients obtained with the analytical calculations are uniform for
the entire surface. The coefficients obtained analytically are in the range of those calculated with
CFD. However, the CFD values, with the lack of uniformity, show a more detailed temperature
distribution. The CFD model tends to give 20 % lower temperature values than the thermal FE
(finite element) model, into which the analytically estimated convection heat transfer coefficients
were passed.

The vertically oriented motor has lower overall losses, which can be seen in the lower temperature
distribution. The temperature of the rotor core stays below 125 °C when no levitation current is
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supplied in the windings. The relatively low temperature in the magnets requires less from the
magnets in terms of thermal performance, at the same time allowing the magnets to produce a
greater field strength. On the other hand, when the motor is placed horizontally, the temperature
of the rotor core exceeds 160 °C and the temperature of the magnets 135 °C. The temperature
difference can be explained by the injection of levitation current, which is not always required for
the vertical orientation. Considering the magnetic flux given by the magnets, the flux is 7 % lower,
resulting in a lower capacity for torque. The injection of suspension current causes hot spots in
the windings, increasing the stator temperature by 14 %. The sensors, if placed on the end of the
rotor, will have to cope with the shaft temperature of 165 °C.

After computing the temperature distribution, thermal stresses are assessed to take into account
thermal expansion. In the assessment, it is assumed that the shrink fits stay in compression in all
conditions, which ensures the strength and balance of the motor. In order to study the thermal
expansion of the thermally loaded construction, the thermal forces interacting with the rotor are
calculated both at the zero and rated speed. The BLM structure positioned vertically without and
under thermal loading is presented in Fig. 2.28 the motor rotating at 30 000 rpm with rated
motoring current and 20 % of suspension current.

Fig. 2.28  Von Mises stress distribution of the bearingless rotor while employing the rated motoring current
and 20 % of the suspension current capacity at 30 000 rpm, a) without thermal load, b) under thermal load.

The analysis of thermal stresses shows that the bandage of the structure experiences high stresses,
which is related to the thermal expansion coefficients given in Table 2.6. It should be noted,
however, that the stresses on the motor parts are in an allowable range.

A detailed thermal analysis of the SPM powertrain with AMBs was not conducted. Nevertheless,
the same set of equations, i.e., the approach as a whole, can be used. It is expected that the
temperature of the rotor surface is roughly in the same range and that there are lower magnet
losses, a more sinusoidal distribution in the air gap for the distributed windings, and thereby lower
eddy current losses. This is further coupled with the fact that suspension current is not utilized in
the motor windings, which causes lower rotor and winding losses, all offsetting the increased
rotor diameter and thus upscaling friction losses to the power of four.
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2.6 Rotor dynamics

Among the publications included in this dissertation, rotor dynamics are mainly studied in
Publications IV–V. Rotor arrangements with different motor dimensions and compressor wheel
weights are studied in Publication IV, the end results leading to a feasible rotor solution,
involving support with the help of the BLMs of a centrifugal compressor operating in a heat pump.
A comparison of the performance in terms of rotor dynamics of a BLM solution with alternatives
featuring an SPM motor and radial bearings is elaborated on in Publication V.

In the analyses presented in Publications IV–V, RoBeDyn, a Matlab-based FE software
developed in-house at LUT, applying Timoshenko beam elements is used. In the analyses, the
rotor consists of Timoshenko beam elements, the laminations and impellers are modeled as mass
points, and the stiffnesses are taken into account with spring elements. The position stiffness of
the BLM and the radial AMBs, both capable of producing radial suspension force, are modeled
as spring elements with a value of 1·106 N/m.

In Publication IV, the dimensioning rules presented in Section 2.3 are used, and the rotors with
different motor lengths and diameters are put into test. The FE model with different motor
concepts is presented in Fig. 2.29 where the BLMs are represented by nodes 18 and 39. In
addition, different impeller masses are used to assess the dynamical performance. The masses of
the impellers are attached to nodes 2 and 55, and the reference weights of the impellers are 0.45
kg and 1.148 kg, respectively.

The results of the analysis with different motor topologies are presented in Table 2.14. The critical
speeds of the motor concepts in the vertical and horizontal directions come in backward and
forward whirling (BW and FW) mode pairs. FW is associated with the direction of rotation. It is
excited by, e.g., unbalance, resulting in considerable resonance when the rotational speed is in its
proximity. Backward whirling acts in the reverse direction, and therefore, the severity of the mode
is not so critical as in the case of FW, bearing in mind also the excitation, i.e., the asymmetric
bearing stiffnesses. The increase in impeller mass with relation to the relative decrease in critical
speed is presented in Fig. 2.30.

Fig. 2.29  Rotor FE model for the different motor topologies, corresponding to the preliminary structure
and the dimensioning rules I and II. The total rotor lengths are 616.65 mm, 594.65 mm, and 636.65 mm
[Publication IV].
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Table 2.14  The eigenfrequencies at 30 000 rpm of the rotor in different studies.

Mode Eigenfrequencies at 30 000 rpm Explanation

Preliminary design Rule I Rule II unit
Mode 1 25.4 23.5 23.7 Hz Conical BW
Mode 2 44.2 43.7 41.7 Hz Cylindrical FW
Mode 3 44.5 43.9 41.9 Hz Cylindrical BW
Mode 4 52.1 54.8 50.9 Hz Conical FW
Mode 5 511.4 615.8 537.5 Hz 1st bending BW
Mode 6 552.1 665.8 583.5 Hz 1st bending FW

Fig. 2.30 Frequency of the first bending FW mode with respect to the increase in the sum of impeller
masses, where reference weights of the impellers are 0.45 kg and 1.148 kg, respectively at 30 000 rpm
[Publication IV].

According to the assumptions of the first scaling rule, the critical speed is higher for the shorter
structure, and Rule I significantly enhances the performance of rotor dynamics. Furthermore,
when scaling according to Rule I and when the shaft thickness is also increased, thus preventing
the deterioration of the dynamical performance, even lengthening of the motors could be possible.

The Campbell diagram of the topology with the best rotor dynamic performance, according to
Rule I, is presented in Fig. 2.31. The rotor dynamics is also studied in Ansys Mechanical FEA
Software. The deformation of the rotor with impellers made of aluminum, weighing 0.59 kg and
1.4 kg, is shown in Fig. 2.32.
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Fig. 2.31  Campbell diagram of a BLM implemented according to Rule I where ω is the rotational speed
[Publication IV].

Fig. 2.32  Deformation of a bearingless powertrain at 1066,4 Hz with impeller wheels at the ends of the
shaft as point masses.

A competitive technology for a bearingless powertrain equipped with AMBs and an SPM motor
is analyzed in Publication V. A comparison of the rotors of the BLM and competitive AMB
solutions (the rotor topologies presented in Fig. 2.33) and their free-free natural frequencies on
non-rotating rotors with impeller wheels of the same weights are presented in Table 2.16.
A slight difference in the dimensions of the BLM is due to the fact that the geometry is retuned
before manufacturing.

The first assembly comprises two BLMs, symmetrically placed on either side of the axial AMB.
The two other constructions consist of two individual radial magnetic bearings, an SPM motor
and an axial AMB, the difference being the placement of the axial AMB: either outside the radial
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AMBs (alternative 1) or between them (alternative 2). The rotor is to be placed vertically, and
therefore, the AMB disc has to be adjustable in terms of diameter. The main rotor dimensions are
given in Table 2.15.

Table 2.15. Key dimensions (Ø diameter X times length) [Publication V].

Configurations

Twin bearingless
rotor

AMB-SPM motor
alternative 1

AMB-SPM motor
alternative 2

unit

Motor Ø100 X 81 Ø110 X 117 Ø110 X 117 mm

Axial AMB disk Ø180 X 13 Ø180 X 13 Ø180 X 13 mm

Radial AMB rotor - Ø68 X 37 Ø68 X 37 mm

Fig. 2.33  a) Rotor topology with BLMs, b) rotor topology with AMBs and an SPM motor;
Alternative 1, and c) rotor topology with AMBs and an SPM motor; Alternative 2 [Publication V].

Table 2.16 Comparison of the performance of the rotor dynamics for the bearingless configuration
and the rotor supported by AMBs [Publication V].

Rotor topology with
BLMs

Rotor topology with
AMBs and SPM

motor
Alternative 1

Rotor topology with
AMBs and SPM

motor
Alternative 2

unit

Free mode 1 633.5 Hz 530 Hz 604 Hz Hz
Free mode 2 1064 Hz 1148 Hz 1151 Hz Hz
Free mode 3 2210 Hz 1987 Hz 2066 Hz Hz
Rotor mass 24 kg 18 kg 19 kg kg

Rotor length 597 632 632 mm
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The rotor with the two bearingless units is more massive than the AMB alternatives and has higher
natural frequencies and critical speeds. Partly owing to the shapes of the rotors—the double
bearingless rotor being thicker in the middle and shorter, whereas the AMB-SPM rotor being
narrower and longer—the AMB-SPM configuration is more susceptible to bending. When
considering the two AMB-SPM alternatives, the variations in dynamics can be explained by the
increased bearing span.
As regards the AMB-SPM rotor alternative 1, the natural frequencies of modes 5 and 6 (see
Publication V) diverge further when compared with the other configurations, suggesting that the
construction may undergo gyroscopic effects. The AMB-SPM rotor geometries, however, are not
optimized to completion, and thus, further clustering of the rotor components could be possible,
enabling shortening of the total length of the rotor construction and increasing the natural
frequencies.
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Conclusion and summary of the findings

3.1 Design challenges of the compressor integrated into a heat pump

The process design of magnetically levitated rotors for a compressor application integrated into a
heat pump of industrial size brings about various challenges elaborated on in this dissertation.
Design aspects, including electromechanics, rotor dynamics, thermodynamics and cooling were
addressed throughout the dissertation. The power and speed ranges of the compressor and the
motor were determined by the heat pump process calculations.  One of the most crucial choices
in the process design was to find a suitable working fluid that had to meet several design criteria:
thermophysical characteristics, as no freezing in the operating temperature range of the heat pump
was allowed; a low ODP and GWP to achieve a low-pollution technology; and low flammability
and toxicity to limit the potential for hazard to the end solution. All these design criteria were
considered along with production factors, such as price, availability, and compatibility with
materials.

The design of the compressor followed the process design that yielded the required input
parameters: mass flow rate and pressure rises. The motor and compressor designs were iterated
to achieve an acceptable design with the set maximum rotational speed and acceptable pressure
drops; the mechanical strength and stresses of the compressor structure had to be verified along
with its gas dynamic performance.

In both compressors, splitter blades were used to increase the flow passage area in the inducer
sections. Both compressors were designed unshrouded owing to issues related to the combination
of the small geometry and manufacturing capabilities. Vaneless diffusers were selected and used
to achieve a wide operating range for the compressor. The geometries of the outlet cones were
based on the principles laid out in [62].

After the motor performance was set in terms of, e.g., rotational speed and power, and the
compressor mechanical strength was established, the end design of the compressor was verified.
An assessment of the performance of the heat pump process was carried out based on the design
of the compressor stages. The chance to iterate the motor design came after fulfilling the
requirements. The capacity to generate the necessary suspension force and torque, in regard to the
BLM, allowed the design to progress further. In particular, the rotor dynamics, suspension
performance and the cooling arrangement constituted a major milestone in the design of the BLM,
the crossing of which allowed the design to proceed. The evaluation of the performance of the
overall design comprising the heat pump process, the compressor, and the motor was conducted
by calculating the heat pump coefficient of performance and the motor losses and efficiency.

It was found that the positioning of the powertrain, horizontally or vertically, significantly
influenced the dynamics and the necessary suspension force capabilities; the necessity to
overcome the gravitational effect of the rotor was mitigated by the vertical orientation of the
powertrain, which instead placed the weight on the axial AMB, demanding more in terms of force
capacity from the AMB to successfully support the rotor.

The powertrain itself had to be well dimensioned to generate the required torque and suspension
force in a wide speed range. A structure with a short rotor was preferred, the diameter of the
motors on the powertrain requiring careful consideration; however, keeping in mind, e.g., the
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increase in friction losses as a result of the increased rotor diameter. The selection of the materials
was crucial to keep the motor losses low for ease of cooling, because especially the rotor losses
increase drastically with a high suspension current.

The option to construct a magnetically levitated powertrain where the windings of the motor are
either distributed or concentrated was analyzed. It was found that, in the case of the SPM structure,
concentrated windings result in much higher eddy currents in the magnets than distributed
windings. Concentrated, shared windings come with the potential for a decreased length of end
windings and can simplify the manufacture, the cost being the more sinusoidal waveform of the
flux in the air gap caused by the distributed windings, resulting in decreased eddy current losses
in the rotor. The dimensioning of the slot opening also merited careful consideration; small slot
openings enable breaking down the stator stack into pieces, even though fitting the coils in the
slots becomes more difficult with small slot openings. In order to fit the windings with a high fill
factor and steer clear of manufacturing problems, the slot shapes were also taken into
consideration.

Considering the PM motors, the production of suspension force of a BLM increases as the width
of the air gap decreases. However, a small air gap comes with UMP problems and small
mechanical clearances, which brings about a thermal challenge: in a heat pump application where
the motor is of a hermetic design, the working fluid of the heat pump, flowing through the air gap
of the motor, i.e., also acting as a coolant, requires an air gap of sufficient width. Thus, a balance
between suspension performance and cooling design has to be found. It was found that an air gap
of 1.5 mm at the minimum allowed a satisfactory mass flow rate.

As a conclusion of the interdisciplinary design process, it can be stated that all aspects have to be
carefully considered; even though a good electromechanical performance is achieved and the
rotor dynamics is satisfactory, an analysis of thermodynamics and thermal stresses can reveal that
an iteration of the design is still needed, as in Publication IV, where the thermal stresses were a
stumbling block to one of the investigated cases.

A detailed flowchart of the design choices is presented in Fig. 3.1, and a breakdown of the various
design aspects is given in Publication IV.
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Fig. 3.1 Flowchart of the design process of a heat pump including a compressor with a bearingless
powertrain, incorporating multiple engineering disciplines [Publication IV].
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3.1.1 Interdisciplinary constraints

As many aspects of the design are interconnected, the designers of the various system parts have
to discuss the design choices. In the case of a high-speed compressor-based heat pump that has a
high pressure ratio, in the design of the labyrinth seals, minimization of the compressor shaft
residual axial force [62] and control of the compressor leakages to the lower pressure level from
the impeller outlets have to be taken into consideration. The surge of the compressor must have
enough margin and it has to be controlled, otherwise the operation of the compressor becomes
unstable. Such a complicated application, in which, considering the high rotor surface speed, the
flow is in the turbulent region, comes with difficulties in predicting the flow of the fluid, requiring
a CFD analysis.

Mechanical and thermal stresses can limit the choices available when designing the rotor
structure. The cooling arrangement, however, comes with an effective working fluid, and the
design is hermetic, resulting in an efficient means of heat removal. It should be noted, though,
that the friction losses can constitute an additional source of heat, making the design much less
efficient. On account of the manufacturing process, the material strengths of the cut parts could
deviate from the predictions.

The effectiveness of materials decreases with an increasing temperature, especially in the case of
magnets, which are temperature sensitive; ohmic losses increase, and the life span of the parts
decreases, provided they operate at an elevated temperature in the long term.

Mechanical vibration and stable control of the suspension force can be very challenging factors.
There are different housing vibration modes; the frames excited by loads or electromagnetic
forces endemic to the application. Although the rotor dynamics model relates to the control
approach, the models used for the simulations are simplifications, as they are based on a reduced
number of DOFs. The control of the suspension force of a BLM is difficult; if the suspension
force behaves very nonlinearly and the decoupling of the motoring flux is not successfully
implemented at the control level, the motor will not be able to operate under load.

As the electrical fundamental frequency of the motoring current at the rated speed of the designed
machine is already high, a challenge involving high switching frequencies is caused by the power
electronics; as the switching frequency of the electronics should be far higher than the electrical
frequency of the designed motor, the harmonic content, and losses in the electrical motor can be
reduced. It is challenging to find an inverter with high enough switching frequency, however. A
low-pass filter within the inverter could come in handy to decrease force and torque ripple;
however, it is not only a costly solution but also increases the size of the system as well as the
internal delay of the electronics system. Lag in the control system can affect the estimation of
force error angle significantly. Another way to decrease the harmonic content is to use multilevel
inverters, which, however, increases the number of switches. Silicon carbide (SiC) or gallium
nitride (GaN) semiconductor devices allow an increased switching frequency, but they also
increase the component costs. If conventional 3-phase 2-level inverters are used, customization
could be required to allow a high frequency. [23].
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3.1.2 Manufacturing challenges

In an application where the rotor has an overhung mass on its ends, where the working fluid of
the heat pump flows through the clearances of the rotor and the rotor is placed vertically, the rotor
balance and unbalance have to be considered carefully. The centerline of the shaft should deviate
as little as possible from its true axis of rotation, i.e., the runout should be small. The same
condition should apply to concentricity, the limit on how nonsymmetrical the shaft can be relative
to the centerline of the shaft.

The manufacturers of the selected parts have to be chosen when the commercial line of products
is not yet established. This procedure takes time, and so does the manufacturing of the custom
components. The assembly of the structure contains many parts, especially the proof of concept
(PoC), which leads to the requirement of high tolerances. Especially, the laminated stacks and
magnets have to be manufactured with a high accuracy. The selection of material classes with
high tolerances is preferred when the PoC is manufactured. Considering the BLM, slot openings
as small as possible are beneficial to avoid force ripple and slot harmonics as well as to reduce
friction losses. It is pointed out that this approach of minimizing the slot opening comes with
manufacturing challenges related to the stacks; the division of the stacks in the tangential direction
into two or more parts, however, enables the manufacturing of this kind of structure.

Because the application is meant to operate in a surface speed range exceeding 150 m/s, the rotor
parts have to be assembled by shrink fitting, which leads to requirements of higher manufacturing
precision and a greater number of assembly steps.

As the rotor is supported by magnetic levitation, the measurement probes of the relative part
positions have to be precise so that the assembly process of the structure does not lead to
manufacturing eccentricities; these eccentricities would lead to disturbances of high degree as
regards the suspension force control and the suspension of the whole rotor.

As mentioned in Section 3.1.1, challenges in selecting a viable inverter topology for a high-speed
motor with a high fundamental frequency can cause manufacturing challenges and require
customization of components. In general, considering the electronics, custom position sensors
and their placement can be challenging from the manufacturing point of view.

3.2 Efficiency of the designs

The efficiency of the system design can be divided into three categories: the efficiency of the
process cycle of the heat pump, the efficiency of the low- and high-pressure compressors, and the
efficiency of the powertrain. The process cycle was computed by the LUT fluid dynamics team,
and the expected COP of heating for the system was found to be ≥ 3, which indicates that heat is
produced efficiently; work is not only converted into heat, but also heat from the heat source is
delivered to the destination. For comparison, a geothermal heat pump usually has a COP of 3.5.
The estimated COP of heating with respect to evaporating and condensing temperatures is
presented in Fig. 3.2.
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Fig. 3.2  Coefficient of performance of heating with respect to condensing and evaporating temperatures
[Publication IV].

The estimated isentropic efficiency of the LP and HP compressors is over 74 %, which indicates
a good system performance. Usually, it is expected that an efficient centrifugal compressor
operates with an overall efficiency exceeding 70 % compressor [40]. The LP and HP compressor
efficiency maps are presented in Fig. 3.3.  Operation in the surge region of the compressor should
be avoided, because it represents the unstable region of the compressor [53], [91].

Fig. 3.3 a) LP and b) HP compressor efficiency maps [Publication IV].
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In this dissertation, two different configurations for the magnetically levitated rotor of an HTHP
were considered. The first configuration had two BLMs and an axial AMB, and the second a
surface PM motor, two radial AMBs, and one axial AMB.

It is noteworthy that the losses of the bearingless configuration increase significantly if the
suspension current exceeds 25 % of the maximum design value. The eddy current losses of the
magnets increase because of the concentrated windings and the nonsinusoidal distribution of the
flux density in the air gap. The losses are of kilowatt scale if segmentation of the magnets is not
implemented. The segmented magnets, however, have much smaller losses. On the other hand,
the SPM motor, an alternative to bearingless design, has lower eddy current losses in the magnets
because of the distributed windings and the lack of suspension current. Nevertheless, additional
DC losses will be present for both radial and axial AMBs, in contrast to which the bearingless
design has losses owing to only one axial AMB.

The winding losses caused by the high frequency are greater for the BLM, in the windings of
which suspension current is used. Furthermore, the rotor losses of the bearingless machine are
greater. Otherwise, the losses of the stator stacks are comparable.

With the current design that takes advantage of hermetic cooling and the analyzed working fluid
temperatures, the friction losses are significant. Friction losses are the most significant component
of losses for both designs, with an even greater bearing on the overall efficiency of the secondary
configuration that involves the SPM motor. The main cause for the difference is the greater
diameter and length of the design. A comparison of the losses of both designs was presented in
Fig. 2.23.

The efficiencies of the two configurations, the BLM and its alternative, with various speeds are
presented in Table 2.9. The overall efficiency of the designs is over 90 % with the rated speed of
30 000 rpm and increases in relation to lower operational speeds. However, it should be borne in
mind that the friction losses, which are taken into account in the estimation of efficiency, can
differ from the experimentally verified values. It is also pointed out that the SPM motor with the
AMBs is not fully optimized. The cross section of the design compressor powertrain train
incorporating the high-speed BLMs is presented in Fig. 3.4.
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Fig. 3.4  Cross section of the kinetic compressor incorporating the high-speed bearingless powertrain. The
compressor powertrain is intended for a heat pump application [Publication III].

3.3 Future study

The dissertation covered a wide range of design aspects of a powertrain employing magnetic
bearings and BLMs for a compressor acting in a HTHP application. As the electromagnetic,
mechanical, thermal aspects of the design with challenges of the manufacturability of the
industrial application are elaborated on, the wide scope of this doctoral dissertation unfolds the
potential for future research. The simulations carried out in this study were iterative in nature;
however, a combined tool involving electromechanical and thermal optimization of the
powertrain incorporating different aspects of cooling would greatly speed up the design process
of the application.

As the powertrain is intended to be part of a heat pump application, modeling the control of the
heat pump process cycle, which also incorporates the motor, can provide guidance for a more
optimized system and predict the operation of the whole system more accurately before its
experimental validation.

The experimental validation of the system is an upcoming challenge, which is intended to be
accomplished in the following years. The vertically oriented powertrain will be driven with
variable frequency drives (VFDs). Each motor unit is driven with a separate VFD for torque and
suspension force control, and the axial AMB has a VFD for the control of suspension in the axial
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direction. The VFD states are controlled with a field programmable gate array (FPGA). Certain
values of the system can be measured, e.g., the angular and radial positions of the rotor, which
could be measured with position sensors. The temperatures of the bearingless stator and the
windings can be measured with positive temperature coefficient sensors (PTCs) or platinum
resistance thermometer sensors (PT100s). The compressor and heat pump process states can be
represented by mass flow rates, temperature, and pressure values, measured with flow meters,
PT100s, or thermocouples, and differential pressure sensors, respectively. The simplified model
of the system is presented in Fig. 3.5.

Fig. 3.5 Overall preliminary structure of the system.

Synchronizing the control of the BLM with the heat pump process reveals the question of the
controllability of the heat pump, e.g., how the heat pump can be controlled with a magnetically
suspended rotor?

The powertrain could be employed in another application where a high rotational speed is
required. Achieving the MW power range and surface rotational speed exceeding 100 m/s remains
a concern, and thus, other BLM topologies could be investigated. Nevertheless, could AMBs, as
an already industrialized technology with a wide range of compatible motor structures, capture
the market for high-speed rotating applications in the future?
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Appendix A: Results of the electromechanical simulations

Fig. A-1  Absolute force error angle as a function of slot opening with different current conditions—
motor and suspension currents—and various stack materials (V denotes Vacoflux cobalt iron steel, and
J denotes 10JNEX900 silicon steel). The structures of the stator, related to Fig. 2.10, are denoted by 1
and 2, where the first structure, 1, represents the stator with shoe-shaped tooth and the second, 2(a), with
triangle-shaped slots and a trapezoidal tooth shape. The simulations are carried out at 30 000 rpm and
rms values of the electrical current is used.
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Fig. A-2  Force error angle as a function of slot opening with different current conditions—motor and
suspension currents—and various stack materials (V denotes Vacoflux cobalt–iron steel, and J denotes
10JNEX900 silicon steel). The structures of the stator, related to Fig. 2.10, are denoted by 2(a) and 2(b),
where the first structure, 2(a), represents the stator with triangle-shaped slots and a trapezoidal tooth
shape and the second, 2(b), the stator with triangle-shaped slots and a parallel tooth shape. The
simulations are carried out at 30 000 rpm and the rms value of the electrical current is used.

Fig. A-3  Electromechanical optimization of band thickness; a) a decrease in the stress on the band with
an increase in the band thickness, and b) torque value with respect to the von Mises stress on the band
as an effect of the optimization of its thickness; 20 % of the best candidates are represented by a Pareto
curve.
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Fig. A-4  a) EMF (electromotive force) at 30 000 rpm, Im=0 A; Is=0 A b) EMF at 30 000 rpm, Im =Immax;
Is =0.2 ∙ Ismax.

Fig. A-5  a) Torque when Ismax = 0.2 ∙ Ismax and variety of amplitude motor currents (Immax), and rated speed
at 30000 rpm, no skew applied and b) torque with Ismax = 0.2 ∙ Ismax and rated motor current (Immax), at 30000
rpm, effect of the 15° step applied on the reduction of the torque ripple, the simulation is carried out in 2D
FEM with shift of the rotor respectively to the stator to imitate the skew.
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Fig. A-6 Force amplitude of a single BLM unit as a function of the control current (Ismax) at 30 000
rpm, where motoring current does not flow through the windings (Im =0 A), and Im=Imax & Is =0.2 ∙ Is.

Fig. A-7  a) 3D model of the BLM, eddy currents, indicated by vector lines, flowing in the PMs divided
into five pieces, in [Publication III], and b) 3D model of the BLM, eddy currents, indicted by vector lines,
flowing in the PMs divided into ten pieces. In both cases, the length of the mesh in the axial direction is
equal to 1 mm.
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Under rated operating conditions, displacement from the central position can occur, e.g., as a
result of disturbance or external forces from the impeller wheels. These scenarios are presented
in Fig. A-8a Although the distance to the safety bearings is modeled, it is pointed out that
displacement of no more than half of the distance is allowed by (ISO 14839-3:2004(E)).
In Fig. A-8b, it can be seen that the suspension force is capable of compensating for the UMP
caused by eccentricity.

Fig. A-8 a) Unbalanced magnetic pull (UMP) of a single BLM unit at 30 000 rpm, Immax=83 A; Ismax=0 ∙
Ismax at 30 000 rpm and b) UMP of a single BLM unit at 30 000 rpm, Im=83 A; Is=0.2 ∙ Ismax.

An assessment of the performance of the torque and suspension force was carried out. For a
vertically positioned powertrain it is expected that no more than 20 % of suspension force is used
in rated operation. The characteristics of torque ripple, and suspension force angle are presented
in Fig. A-9 and previously presented Fig. 2.21 (see Section 2.4). From the simulations performed,
it can be seen that the behavior of the quantities with different suspension currents remains linear
in the expected operating range.
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Fig. A-9  a) Torque ripple, b) suspension force angle, i.e., the angle between radial and tangential forces,
characteristics with different suspension currents and motoring currents at 30 000 rpm.

As an important measure of BLM performance, the force error angle was analyzed with relation
to various suspension and motoring currents. The characteristics of the force error angle (without
rotor skew) with various current conditions are presented in Fig. A-10. The force error angle
grows as the motoring current increases because of the cross-coupling between the motoring and
suspension fluxes. However, by implementing decoupling in the control system when part of the
motor flux path can be treated as a disturbance (when an estimator of the disturbance is executed),
the suspension force can be controlled successfully in the whole operating range. Nevertheless,
the force error angle with the rated motoring current, without and with 25 % of suspension current
is only 1.1 % higher. It should be noted, though, that this percentage increases with higher
suspension currents. The results presented in Fig. A-10 do not include rotor skew; yet the actual
rotor has a skew of two steps of 15 %, which reduces the force error angle by approximately 5 %.
The effect of rotor skew is presented in Fig. A-11.

Fig. A-10  Characteristics of the force error angle with various suspension and motor currents at 30 000
rpm.
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Fig. A-11  a) Suspension force amplitude with respect to rotor angle at 30 000 rpm with 20 % of suspension
and rated motoring current in use. b) Suspension force amplitude with respect to rotor angle at 30 000 rpm
with 100 % of suspension current and zero motoring current in use.

A simulation of the effect of eccentricity in the x-direction was carried out. An eccentricity of
0.8 mm equals the distance to the safety bearings, and the FEM simulation was carried out up to
0.75 mm. The force angle between the x- and y-components of the radial force for different
displacements of the rotor is shown with respect to various motoring and suspension currents in
Fig. A-12. The suspension force angle (the angle between radial and tangential forces) gives
information on the direction of the suspension force; as the suspension force is a vector, its
direction is determined by the force angle. The suspension force amplitude in the whole spectrum
of possible operation is presented in Fig. A-13. Again, the cross-coupling of the suspension and
motoring currents could be seen, as the force value changes when also the motoring current flows
through the windings. The same set of eccentricity values and motoring and suspension currents
was used to estimate the change in the suspension force with respect to the displacement of the
rotor in the air gap is presented in Fig. A-14. When the motoring current is increased and various
suspension currents are used, the change in the suspension force with respect to the displacement
represents slightly less linear characteristics in comparison with the case where only suspension
current is employed, once more confirming the coupled nature of motoring and suspension fluxes.
However, under rated motoring current and up to 25 % of suspension current in use, the change
in the suspension force with respect to displacement remains in the same range when the
displacement from the central position is not more than 0.15 mm (comparing Fig. A-14a at 0.15
mm and 25 % of suspension current with Fig. A-14e at 0.15 mm and the rated current and 25 %
of suspension current). The behavior of the change in the suspension force with respect to the
displacement can be further used to estimate the force constant and to develop the control.
However, this matter is outside the scope of this dissertation. Furthermore, the change in the
suspension force (ΔF) with respect to different suspension current change (ΔIs) and at different
motoring current conditions at various eccentricities of the rotor is presented in Fig. A-15. As the
eccentricity increases, the change in the suspension force increases, especially, when more than
25 % of suspension current is used and motoring current is greater than suspension current.
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Fig. A-12 Suspension force angle (the angle between radial and tangential forces) with different
suspension and current conditions at various eccentricities of the rotor, at 30 000 rpm.
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Fig. A-13  Suspension force amplitude (F) with different suspension and current conditions at various
eccentricities of the rotor, at 30 000 rpm.
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Fig. A-14  Change in the suspension force (ΔF) per change in displacement in the air gap (Δzdis), with
different suspension and motoring current conditions at various eccentricities of the rotor, at 30 000 rpm.
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Fig. A-15  Change in the suspension force (ΔF) in relation to the change in suspension current (ΔIs) with
different motoring current conditions at various eccentricities of the rotor, at 30 000 rpm.
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Appendix B: The components of the stress tensor

The components of the stress tensor, including normal stresses and shear stresses, can be defined
by the Newtonian or viscous model [92], [93] and used by the relation to the friction coefficient
in the equation of friction losses (Eq. (2.10)) to estimate the roughness of the surfaces.

The stress tensor is part of a single fluid model, expressed by the continuity equation
(conservation of mass) and by the law of conservation of momentum

∂ρ
∂t

+ ρ ∇ ∙ u = 0,
B. 1

ρ
∂u
∂t

= ρ F +
∂τx

∂x
+
∂τy

∂y
+
∂τz

∂z
,

B. 2

 and by the energy equation (internal energy conservation law)

ρ
∂E
∂t

= τx∙
∂u
∂x

+ τy∙
∂u
∂y

+ τz∙
∂u
∂z

+ qv- ∇ ∙ q
B. 3

∂
∂t

=
∂
∂t

+
uf,  x∂
∂x

+
uf,y∂
∂y

+
uf,z∂
∂z

B. 4

where t refers to time and u is the velocity vector of the coolant in Cartesian coordinate system,
F is the vector of the volumetric force of the coolant, τ is the stress tensor, consisting of normal
and shear stresses in the x, y, z directions,  τx, τy, τz are traction vectors defined by the column of
stress tenors τ, 𝐸 is the internal energy of the coolant, qv is the volumetric heat source, and q is
the heat flux that relates to the equation of thermal conduction.

The thermal conductivity as a heat transfer phenomenon is discussed in detail in Section 2.5. The
equation of heat removal by conductivity in relation to the energy equation is presented as follows:

q = -K ∇ T,

where

B. 5

K =
cp

Pr
µ0ref∙

T
T0

c1 B. 6

cp = kB + cv B. 7

cv =
E
T

B. 8
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where K represents the heat conduction of the coolant, Pr refers to the Prandtl number, µ0ref is
the dynamic viscosity in a specific temperature, T

T0
 is the ratio of temperature to the reference

temperature of the fluid, c1 is a coefficient between 0 and 1, defined experimentally, and cp and
cv denote the specific heat capacities of the coolant at a constant pressure and a constant volume,
respectively, the two of them being related by the specific gas constant.

Furthermore, the components of the stress tensor are represented below, the normal stress
component of tensor described by a set of equations for viscous fluid model [93]:

τxx = -pc-
2
3
∙µ∙

∂uf,x

∂x
+
∂uf,y

∂y
+
∂uf,z

∂z
+2∙µ∙

∂uf,x

∂x
B. 9

τyy = -pc-
2
3
∙µ∙

∂uf,x

∂x
+
∂uf,y

∂y
+
∂uf,z

∂z
+2∙µ∙

∂uf,y

∂y
B. 10

τzz = -pc-
2
3
∙µ∙

∂uf,x

∂x
+
∂uf,y

∂y
+
∂uf,z

∂z
+2∙µ∙

∂uf,z

∂z
B. 11

The shear stress τshear is given by the following equations:

τxy = τyx = µ∙
∂uf,x

∂y
+
∂uf,y

∂x
B. 12

τyz = τzy = µ∙
∂uf,y

∂z
+
∂uf,z

∂y
B. 13

τxz = τzx = µ∙
∂uf,x

∂z
+
∂uf,z

∂x
,

B. 14

where pc relates to the pressure of the fluid.

Shear stress can be calculated by computational fluid dynamics (CFD) with the help of stress
tensors, by calculating the gradients of the velocity distribution and multiplying the velocity
distribution by the viscosity of the fluid.
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Appendix C: Estimated convection coefficients and thermal resistances

The Nusselt numbers of the convection coefficients are estimated based on the equations given in
[79] for the following boundaries:

 The convection coefficient of the stator and rotor surfaces bordering the air gap, with the
forced coolant, can be obtained by the following Nusselt number, for which the rotor and
stator Reynolds numbers are given below:

Nu = 0.0214 Re0.8-100 Pr0.4 1+ dh
l

0.66
, C. 1

where l is the axial length of the air gap, the hydraulic diameter dh given by

dh = δ
8
3

 , C. 2

where δ is the width of the air gap.

The Reynolds number is calculated by

Rerot =
ρureddh

μ
C. 3

Rest =
ρuaxialdh

μ
C. 4

ured =
ωr
2

2
+ uaxial

2 , C. 5

where Rerot and Rest denote the Reynolds numbers for the rotor and stator surfaces, respectively,
and ured is the velocity of working fluid in the helical direction of the air gap region, uaxial, on the
other hand, is the axial velocity of the cooling fluid.

 The convection coefficient of the end surfaces of the rotor and the stator is estimated by
the Nusselt number:

Nuend, st/wf = 0.0163Reend, st/wf
0.8 C. 6

Reend, st/wf =
Dsouf,wf

v
C. 7

where Dso refers to the outermost diameter of the stator, uf,wf is the velocity of the working fluid
flowing above the stator surface, and v is the kinematic viscosity of the working fluid/coolant.
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The Nusselt number for the end region of the rotor, with its specific Reynolds number, is given
by

Nuend, rot/wf = 0.027Rewf
0.805Prwf

1/3 C. 8

Reend wf =
Drend

2 πω
60v

 , C. 9

where Drend  is the end diameter of the rotor, ω is the speed of the rotor in rpm, and the Prandtl
number is calculated by Eq. (2.25).

Eq. (C. 6) determines the turbulent flow over the constant heat flux surface (valid for
Re ≤ 1 000 000). Eq. (C. 8) determines the flow over the cylinder (valid when Prwf ≥ 0.7 and
40 000 ≤ Re ≤ 400 000) [79].

 The indirect cooling with a liquid jacket involves a convection coefficient that describes
the heat transfer between the cooling liquid and the duct. The convection coefficient
hcon, cl/duct is calculated by

hcon, cl/duct =
KclNucl

Dduct
 , C. 10

where Kcl and Dduct refer to the thermal conductivity of cooling liquid and the diameter of the
duct, respectively. The Nusselt number of cooling liquid Nucl is given by

Nucl =
ε
8 (Recl-1000)Prcl

1+12.7 εcl
8

0.5
Prcl

2
3-1

 , C. 11

where the Reynolds number of the cooling liquid Recl and the Prandtl number of the cooling liquid
Prcl can be found by equations

Recl =
ρcluclDduct

μcl
C. 12

Prcl =
cpcl

μcl

Kcl
 , C. 13

where ucl refers to the mean flow speed of the cooling liquid, μcl is the dynamic viscosity of the
cooling liquid, and cpcl

 is the specific heat capacity of the cooling liquid. The friction factor ε [87]
is given by

εcl = 0.11
εss

Dduct
+

68
Recl

1
4

, C. 14
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where εss is the roughness factor of the duct surface, which takes a value of 1.327∙10-6 m if the
surface is made of stainless steel.

 Heat removal by convection from the machine frame to the outer, ambient air, i.e., its
convection coefficient hcon, fr/air can be calculated by

hcon, fr/air =
KairNuair

Dstfr
 , C. 15

where Kair refers to the thermal conductivity of air, Dstfr is the length of the stator frame, and Nuair
is the Nusselt number given by

Nuair =

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

0.6+

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

0.387Raair
1
6

[1+[ 0.599
Prair

]
9
16

]

8
27

⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤
2

.

C. 16

The Rayleigh number Raair and the Prandtl number of air Prair are given by the equations

Raair =
gβairDstfr

3 Tstfr-Tair

vairαair
C. 17

Prair =
cpair

μair

Kair
, C. 18

where g is the gravitational constant, which is roughly 9.8 m/𝑠2 on the surface of Earth, Tstfr and
Tair  are the temperatures of the stator frame and ambient air, respectively, and βair  is the
coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of air (1/303 1/K). On the other hand, vair and αair refer to
the kinematic viscosity and CTE of air, respectively.

 The dissipation of heat from the end windings can be further divided into two regions,
one near the rotor side, the other at the outside perimeter of the end winding.

The Nusselt number of the end windings can be expressed as a function of the Reynolds number
and the Prandtl number at the outer perimeter of the end winding by

Nuend_w = 0.037 Re0.8Pr0.48. C. 19

Considering axial gas flow, i.e., Hagen–Poiseuille flow, the Reynolds number is defined by
Eq. (C. 7). and the Prandtl number by Eq. (2.25).
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Thermal resistances, on the other hand, are calculated by the equations expressed below. The
thermal contact resistances Rte,cb, an insulating strip fitted between the contacting surfaces, e.g.,
the magnets and the rotor stack, are computed using analytical expressions. Then, the values are
forwarded to an FE model. The thermal resistance of the contacting bodies, with an insulation
distance of ∆d between them, is given by:

Rte,cb =
∆dins

Kins∙Acb
 ,

,

C. 20

where Kins  denotes the thermal conductivity of the insulating material, and Acb  is the cross-
sectional area of the bodies in contact.

Considering forced convection, Rte,con– thermal resistances are calculated by:

Rte,con =
1

hcon∙Aex
 ,

,

C. 21

where hcon refers to the heat transfer coefficient of the fluid and the material surfaces, which
depends on the speed of the cooling medium, and Aex  denotes the area from where heat is
extracted.

Thermal resistance in units of [K/W], between the external frame and ambient air by means of
natural convection is obtained by

Rtefr = 0.167 Afr
1.039  , C. 22

where Afr is the total area of the frame. This equation is an initial guess, which also takes into
account the effects of radiation [94].

Thermal resistance, in units of [K/W], is calculated as a multiplicative inverse of the thermal
conductivity (kcu,lam ) between the copper winding and the lamination

Rtecu,lam =
1

0.2749 (1-kf) AslotLcore
 , C. 23

where, kf is the fill factor of the slot, Aslot is the area of the slot, and Lcore is the axial length of the
core.

The thermal resistance in the case of forced convection between the end windings and the end cap
can be computed by

Rtecon=
1

hendcapAend_w
C. 24
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hendcap = 6.22uf,endcap , C. 25

where hendcap is the heat transfer coefficient, which is a function of the speed of the working
fluid/coolant inside the motor end cap (uf,endcap), and Aend_w refers to the area of the end windings.

It should be noted that the model is tested without radiation as a means of heat removal, which
can be included by

Rterd =
1

hrdAend_w
, C. 26

where Rterd denotes the thermal resistance of radiation.
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Abstract— This paper presents the analysis of losses for one 
designed prototype bearingless surface permanent magnet 
motor (BLSPMM) with power of 80 kW and speed of 30000 rpm. 
A comparison of the analysis of 2 D and 3 D losses is presented. 
Detailed attention is paid to the eddy current losses of the surface 
magnets. The influence of the lamination and the segmentation 
of the magnets on the distribution of losses is discussed. The 
accuracy of the estimation of the losses for the thermal analysis 
is discussed. The improvement of efficiency with high-quality 
steel is considered. The losses are analyzed with Finite Element 
Method (FEM). 

Keywords— losses, bearingless motor, high speed motor, 
higher power motor, surface permanent magnet motor, efficiency, 
3D FEM analysis, eddy current losses, permanent magnets 

I. INTRODUCTION  
Bearingless motor has potential to replace traditional drive 

systems by combining active magnetic bearings and 
traditional motor units. In industries such as: food and 
beverage, chemical and petrochemical, semiconductor and 
electronics there is potential for replacing traditional high-
speed traditional motors with bearingless motors. Industry 
applications such as turbo compressors, pumps, fans where 
frictionless, oil – free operations are desired, could be potential 
demand for bearingless motors. A control perspective of an 
accurate position detection and the noise reduction gives 
possibility for precise monitoring [8]. A multi- phase shared 
winding arrangement [8] comes with the advantage of 
compact design and possibility of increased efficiency [10].  

Higher power density and high-speed bearingless motors 
require accurate and in-depth analysis from the earliest stage 
of the design [8]. The presented bearingless motor, one test rig 
unit is a permanent magnet synchronous machine with rated 
power of 80 kW at nominal speed of 30 000 rpm. The 
structural analysis and thermal considerations have been made 
for the whole system and the control system has been 
considered as well. This paper focus mainly on the accurate 
estimation and distribution of the iron, copper and magnet 
losses which is a key to the prediction of the efficiency and 
thermal analysis [7]. Losses in bearingless motors mainly 
consist of air friction losses, stator core losses, and rotor back 
iron losses, winding joule losses and eddy current losses in the 
magnets [1]. The analytical schemes of the calculation of the 
loss as presented in [2] [6] can be taken as a first step to 
approach FEM analysis. Taking into consideration the high 
frequency in bearingless motor drives the core material losses 
should be investigated [9] 

II. BEARINGLESS MOTOR STRUCTURE AND MAIN 
PRINCIPLES 

A. Description of the system and prototype configuration 
The designed BLSPMM prototype is currently under 

construction. The design process of high-power density, high-
speed bearingless motor requires taking into consideration 
mechanical strength, electromagnetic capability and thermal 
constraints. Due to the mechanical strength requirements the 
spaces between magnets have to be filled with some material 
with high enough yield strength and material density at least 
equal to the density of the magnets. The material also has to 
be chosen in regards of stress and controllable force error 
angle. This topic will be presented in the future. The 
optimization of the geometry wedge is an iterative process. 
The starting  structure of the wedge is presented in Figure 5. 
Since, spaces are made from non-magnetic and non-
conducting material, there is no contribution to the generation 
of the losses. To ensure mechanical strength of the whole 
system structural analysis has been done. Thermal and fluid 
dynamic analysis have been investigated in details. Due to 
high-power density, cooling jacket solution has been 
proposed. The before mentioned analyses, since they are not 
the subject of this paper are not presented. 

The presented surface permanent magnet motor is 
fed with two 3-phase inverters for motor torque generation 
which are connected to two 3-phase converters (with 
frequency filter) for levitating force production. The 
levitation force is an effect of the permanent magnet rotor 
field fundamental wave and the injected levitation current 
loading to the motor windings. The prototype has shared, 
concentrated motor and levitation windings. The two pole 
pair configuration allows to achieve high rotational speed 
with possibility to control suspension. The current injection 
solution [10] is used for suspension force production.  
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B. Consideration of the measurment setup  
The voltage of the no-load test could be measured by 

rotating the impeller using compressed air. Frequency and no-
load voltage are in direct proportion, so the no-load voltage 
could be calculated at nominal speed of 30000 rpm (1000 Hz). 
After the measurement of the root-mean-square (RMS) value 
of the inducted phase-no-load voltage e.g. at a 100 Hz 
frequency the no-load phase voltage could be estimated from 
the equation: 

Ephn=
fphn

fphm
·Ephm

where Ephn-no-load phase voltage at 30000 rpm, fphn-nominal 
frequency, fphm-frequency of measurement, Ephm-inducted 
phase voltage at measured frequency  
 
For proposed measurement, the magnets have to be at room 
temperature, preferably at 22°C.  

The practical approach for the loss measurement [1], 
[15] could be started from the no-load operation [1]. The 
measurement of the losses could be performed by the 
deceleration or spin-down test. The deceleration test requires 
accurate knowledge of the rotor inertia. The rotor inertia 
varies with motor frame size and length. After motor achieves 
the rated speed, the inverter which supplies motor windings 
is disconnected. From the free deceleration of the rotor the 
speed is measured over time by the control system. The total 
no-load losses consisting of frictional losses, magnet eddy 
current losses and rotor losses could be calculated as the time 
derivative of the rotor kinetic energy. The measurements 
should be performed at least at two different temperatures: 
50°C and 100°C. The maximum temperature of the rotor 
according to the designed cooling system should not exceed 
100°C. The Arnold Magnetic Technology L-shaped PMs and 
pressed on sleeve Wraptite composite materials are used. The 
magnets and the carbon bandage are withstanding the 
temperature of 200°C without the danger of the 
demagnetization and the carbo fiber bandage degradation. 
The no-load losses should decrease when warmer and 
consequently denser air flows from the impeller. 
For the temperature measurement the special sensor built in 
the windings could be an alternative. The temperature 
measurement of the magnets will be evaluated by optic 
sensor. RM44 encoder-sensor could be used for the shaft 
position and velocity measurements.   
The custom designed three-axis inductive sensor of 20 kHz 
bandwidth would be used for the non-contacted rotor 
displacement measurement of magnetic levitation system 
both in radial and axial directions.  

Load measurement setup for one BLSPMM will 
consist of two high-speed industrial inverters and suspension 
current supply. The power analyzer will be connected and a 
second unit of BLSPMM unit will be acting as a load. 
Backhoff PC-based control technology system could be used 
for the control cabinet. Since, the sampling time of 5μs-100μs 
of the Backhoff system will allow for the real time control.  
One of the alternatives for the loss measurement could be use 
of a calorimeter available in the laboratory of Lappeenranta 
University of Technology. The calorimeter could be used in 
the latest stage of the measurements.  

Pressure measurements of the blower are also considered 
in the future. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Enclosed system with 
bearingless motors 

 

 
Fig. 2. Cross-section of the designed 

bearingless motor prototype under 
construction  

Fig. 3. Bearingless motor system consisting 
of two 80 kW units 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Distribution of the flux density in 3D model of SPM bearingless 
motor one unit 

 

Fig. 5. The wedge between the magnets 

 The prototype under construction presented in the 
Figure 1 consist of: Two units of 80 kW bearingless motors, 
two pieces of axial active magnetic bearing, axial active 
magnetic bearing disc, sensor, cooling system non-magnetic 
end plate, two pieces of the impeller, sensor. The main 
components and rating values of the bearingless motor are 
presented in Table I. 
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TABLE I.  MAIN PARAMETRES OF SINGLE BEARINGLESS MOTOR 
ONE UNIT 80 KW, 30000 RPM 

Parameter Symbol[unit] Value 
Stator slot count  Q 6 
Stator iron length Ds [mm] 92 
Stator lamination space factor kFe % 98 
Stator core material  SURA NO20 
Stator inner diameter  Dsi [mm] 86 
Stator outer diameter Dso [mm] 260 
Mechanical air gap length δ [mm] 1 
Permanent magnet height lpm [mm] 5 
Carbon fiber bandage height lcf  [mm] 2 
Rotor estimated mass Mr  [kg] 21.8/2 
Motor and levitating rating data   
Rated maximum power  P [kW] 80 
Rated torque T[N] 26.5 
Rated speed nn [rpm] 30000 
Number of pole-pairs  p 2 
Winding connection:  Star connection 

Number of slots per pole and phase q 0.5 
Winding factor ρ 0.87 
Number of turns per pole and phase Nsl 10 
Number of winding parallel 
branches 

A1 40 

Rated voltage Um [V] 667 
Copper strand diameter  dCu 0.85 
Rated motor current Im  [Arms] 51 
Maximum levitating current  Is [Arms] 51 
Magnets remanence at 22 °C 
Arnold L20 (NMX –S43SH) 

BR,22 [T] 1.24-
1.31 

Weight maximum levitation force Fr [N] 745 
Rated levitation force  Fr,s [N] 250 

III. LOSSES IN BEARINGLESS MOTORS 

A. Analytical approche in FEM software  
 The mathematical approach for the iron losses 
analysis in FEM software uses frequency and time domain 
method. Joule (eddy currents) and hysteresis losses are 
obtained from magnetic field transient analysis results for one 
period of magnetic flux density time sequence data. 
For hysteresis loss, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is used 
to transform the time series data of magnetic flux density and 
calculate the amplitude of the magnetic flux density for each 
frequency component. The amplitudes are used for the loss 
calculations. 
 For classical eddy current loss and excess loss, eddy 
current losses are calculated using FFT method. The 
calculation based on the eddy current loss in the steel plate 
estimates excess eddy current loss from the iron loss 
characteristics. The loss distribution inside the 
electromagnetic steel sheet takes into account the lamination 
thickness, lamination direction and centrifugal division of 
lamination direction. Afterwards, the skin depth for the 
nominal frequency is taken into account. The sum of the eddy 
current losses and the eddy current loss distribution in the 
steel plate is equivalent to the sum of Joule loss and excess 
loss in steel.  

For excess eddy current loss, iron loss component 
consists of classic eddy current loss, hysteresis eddy current 
loss and excess eddy current loss. The subtraction of the 

hysteresis loss and Joule loss from iron loss gives excess eddy 
current loss. Equation (2) presents excess eddy current loss 
calculation for each frequency. 

Wex f = f
f0

1.5
×Wex0 

where  Wex [W] is the calculated excess eddy current loss at 
nominal frequency f [Hz],  f0 is a reference frequency in [Hz] 
and Wex0 [W] represents excess eddy current loss at reference 
frequency 
 

The current sources are modeled as ideal sinusoids. 
It has to be kept in mind, that the current waveform is not 
sinusoidal when accounting for the influence of the 
electronics. The non-sinusoidal distortion caused by the 
electronics could result in a difference between the estimation 
from FEM analysis and the measurements. The total iron loss 
when apply of time-dependent magnetic field are divided to 
three components: classical eddy current loss, hysteresis loss 
and excess eddy current loss. 
 The losses are computed based on the Sura NO20 
supplier steel-sheet for frequency range 50 Hz to 10000 Hz 
and for 27 peak magnetic flux density values between 0.1 and 
2.69 T. The width frequency range higher harmonics order is 
taken into account. The FFT analysis is performed. Classical 
and excess losses are calculated taken each of the harmonics 
with relation to magnetic flux density value. Joule losses, 
hysteresis losses and excess eddy current losses are computed 
with FEM. Loss table is implemented for frequency according 
to the supplier data. 

B. Losses components in bearingless drive  
The loss components of the high-speed, high 

frequency and high-power density motor could be divided 
into: air friction losses, stator core losses, rotor losses and the 
eddy current losses in the magnets. The air friction losses are 
nearly proportional to the third power of the speed range 
calculated in rpm units. The iron losses are assumed to be 
proportional to the second power of the rotational speed. 

1) Air friction losses  
Air friction losses could be estimated empirically [1] 

from (3) for the rotor section of the bearingless motor 
(presented in this paper), when rotor has the same radius 
values rr and the rotor length Lr according to the stack length. 

Pfr=cwπρair T ·(2πnn)3rrLr

Reynolds number for free cylinder rotation is described by 
(4): 

Re=
r22πnn
γ T

Taylors number for free cylinder with surrounding air gap: 

Ta=Re·(
δ
rr

)
3
2

Where cw is the air resistance coefficient calculated 
from Reynolds number, ρair T  is the air mass density at 
temperature T.  
 The calculated air friction losses for the 20°C and 
60°C temperature of the surrounding air coming from cooling 
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impeller to the rotor are estimated from (3), after calculating 
Reynolds and Taylor number. The rough estimation for the 
temperature range between 20-60 °C of the air friction losses 
from (3) is in the range of 776 to 856 [W].   
 The results of CFD simulation are much more 
accurate, since they are taking into account the pressure 
difference between the inlet/outlet holes of the cooling 
system. Calculated air friction losses for ambient and 60/50°C 
temperature are presented in Table II. The presented losses 
could reach over 1% of the maximum rated power of the 
motor. Rotor air friction losses will increase with denser and 
warmer cooling air. Table II presents the results from of the 
CFD rotor simulation. 

TABLE II.  AIR FRICTION LOSSES FROM CFD SIMULATION 

 Tc[C] Pin/out 
[kPa] 

Mf [g/s] Va [m/s] L(R/A)fr [W] 

1 20 0 0.94 1.3 460 
2 60/50 5 35.4 48.4 Around 

530±10% 
3 60/50 40 102.0 139.5 Around 

880±10% 
where Tc-cooling air temperature, Pin/out- pressure difference 
between inlet/outlet holes of the cooling system, Mf - Mass 
flow rate, Va-Average gap velocity, L(R/A)fr-Rotor/Air friction 
loss 

2) Stator and rotor core losses 
 The eddy current losses, hysteresis losses and excess 
losses are the components of the core losses. The proper 
choice of the lamination, when the high basic frequency is 
present, has a significant influence on the iron loss reduction. 
Consequently, Joule iron losses are in direct relation with the 
square of the basic frequency and increasing with the square 
of the amplitude of flux density amplitude. In the case of the 
bearingless motors is very important to pay attention to the 
changes of the flux. Section III presents the 2D and 3D FEM 
simulation results. The stator iron losses prevail over the rotor 
core losses. Notably, the increase of the levitation current is 
causing the iron losses in the rotor. Chosen lamination 
material is silicon-aluminum steel with lamination thickness 
of 0.2 mm. The thin laminations reduce eddy current losses 
for high – frequency and high-power density motors. The 
stator core is cooled by water jacket, which keeps stator 
temperature below 70 °C and cooling air from the impeller 
keeps the rotor temperature below 100 °C. The predicted 
driving condition utilizes only 20% of maximum available 
levitation current. The expected rated driving condition based 
on FFT analysis shows low harmonic content. The sum of the 
stator and rotor core loss are in the range of the 1.5% of the 
rated maximum power.  

3) Copper losses 
 The winding losses in the bearingless motors are not 
significant. The shared motor and levitation windings with 
full load and 20% levitation current are only 0.42% of the 
overall motor losses. Equation (6) for the calculation of the 
DC winding resistance in ambient temperature per phase is: 

RDC= ρ·lw
Sw·Nsl

 

Where ρ is the copper electric conductivity, lw is the length of 
the winding including the end windings, Sw is the area of the 
windings taking into account 0.47 stator slot fill factor. The 
windings losses, I2RDC , are calculated for three different 

cases with nominal load and no suspension current, nominal 
load and 17% suspension current and as well as maximum 
suspension current. The additional winding losses at high-
frequency component are taken into account as an additional 
loss component.  

4) Rotor magnets losses  
 The motor structure when magnets are on the surface 
is directly exposed to the external magnetic field. The 
simulation results shows that the no-load case has already 
magnet eddy current loss. The included IV section discusses 
in detail the division of the magnets and eddy current magnet 
losses. The circumferential division of the magnets 
significantly decreases the magnet eddy current losses. It is 
worth to notify, that if the magnets are simulated as a whole 
piece the eddy current losses are in the range of 8.5 % of the 
maximum nominal motor power.  

C. Factors contribiuting to the iron losses due to the 
manufacuring process 

Precise iron loss calculations should take into 
account stress dependent data. Since, availability of the 
lamination stress dependent data is rare and in most cases 
confidential, it is only possible to approximate the stress 
influence on the iron loss. Compressive stresses increase the 
iron losses and lower the permeability. The induction level 
has an effect, particularly on the permeability. The effect is 
bigger for low inductions. Tensile stresses have the opposite 
effect as long as they are small, so iron loss is decreased and 
permeability is increased with a small tension. At higher 
stresses the effect disappears and once you approach the yield 
strength of the material loss start to increase and permeability 
decrease. In the assembly when shrink fitting is used, only 
compressive stresses are relevant. The approximation of the 
influence of stress on the relative permeability and the 
corresponding total loss could be obtained by taking into 
consideration similar material with the same grade. In theory, 
the effect should be lower at high frequency because the 
hysteresis part of the total loss is smaller compared to at 50 
Hz; and compressive stress has mainly effect on the hysteresis 
loss and not on the eddy current losses.  
The main factors of the SiAl composite – Sura NO20 [14], 
contributing to the smaller hysteresis losses are: grain size and 
sheet thickness. The hysteresis losses are increasing due to 
impurities, internal stress, type of cutting/punching and the 
welding process. The increase of the classical eddy current 
loss is mainly dependent on the sheet thickness and pressing 
process. The higher Si alloy content decreases the classical 
eddy current losses. The excess losses are increasing with the 
grain size of the material. 

IV. ANALYSIS OF MAGNET LOSSES  

A. The effects of the lamination on the magnet eddy current 
losses 

The surface permanent magnets are exposed to a 
direct external magnetic field. The eddy current losses in the 
magnet could cause a major component of the overall motor 
losses if no circumferential lamination is applied. The L-
shaped, 1 mm thin laminated magnets with 98% fill factor are 
supplied by Arnold Magnetic Technologies. The 
circumferential lamination of the magnets and rotor steel in 
z-direction leads to a significant eddy currents decrease. The 
influence of the segmentation of the magnets on the eddy 
current losses is presented in Table III and Figure 6. The eddy 
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current loss in the non-segmented magnets, while motor 
driven with full load without suspension current reaches 8.2% 
of the rated motor power. Remarkably, small suspension 
current does not contribute significantly to the loss 
production, which increases only by 0.2 %. The full load and 
full maximum suspension current case shows significant 
increase in the magnets eddy current losses, which reaches 
15.2% of the motor power. The first calculation shows the 
need for the lamination of the magnets in the high-density and 
power motor. Arnolds Magnetic Technology provides 
laminated magnets from 0.5 mm thickness with < 20 սm layer 
and withstanding temperature of 200 °C. In case of our motor 
stack length, it will lead to 176 pieces. Therefore, very thin 
lamination could lead to high stresses on the bandage. Taking 
into consideration the compromise between the mechanical 
stresses, the price and the minimization of the magnet eddy 
currents, 1 mm lamination is most suitable. One-millimeter 
thin lamination brings eddy current losses from 8.4% to 0.14 
% of the rated power of the motor. Further, when considering 
the price and minimization of eddy currents would be possible 
to use magnets with 2 mm of lamination thickness, which 
leads to 44 pieces and 0.29% loss for 80 kW motor at nominal 
driving condition.  
 The modeling approach used in FEM software 
divides magnets based on lamination thickness. The thin gap 
condition could be used for the lamination of the rotor 
magnets in JMAG FEM software. Analytical approach used 
for the calculations of the resistance of the laminated magnets 
is based on the recalculation of the solid piece. The first point 
for the calculation is the area of the solid magnet (which is 
obtained from the length of the magnet in the radial and axial 
direction). The new electric resistivity of solid magnet is 
calculated with consideration of the custom magnet shape. 
Next step is to obtain the electric resistivity dependent on the 
segmented number for the custom shaped magnets. The ratio 
of the segmented magnets and resistivity of the solid magnets 
multiplied by the resistivity of the material given by 
manufacturer is the new value for the electric resistivity of 
segmented magnets.  

TABLE III.  INFLUENCE OF THE SEGMENTATION OF THE MAGNETS ON 
THE EDDY CURRENT LOSSES 

Number of magnet 
segments 

1 10 15 18 29 44 88 176 
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Fig. 6. Reduction of the magnet eddy current losses using segmentation of 

magnets for different loading conditions  

 

 

Fig. 7. 2D/3D models magnet losses estimation for non-segmented and 
laminated to 88 pieces magnet 

 Figure 7 presents the loss of each magnet non-
segmented and with 1mm lamination. The particular eddy 
current losses of magnet depend on the orientation of the 
levitation force vector. The presented results will vary with 
rotor position and consequently with the force vector 
placement. It has been observed that the eddy current losses 
in the magnets are not equally distributed. The higher losses 
calculated from 2D analysis omitting the same small mesh 
size, could have source in the interpolating algorithm when 
the z-direction is not taken into account 

V. ANALYSIS OF THE STEEL SHEET LOSSES 
 The steel loss components are described in sections: 
III.A and III.B and III.C. The expected losses for good 
quality, high –frequency, thin laminated steel should be 
relatively small. Figure 8 presents 2D and 3D iron losses 
(Joule loss and hysteresis loss) results for no-load and full 
load with different suspension current conditions. The motor 
has already no-load loss due to the high basic frequency. The 
3D losses calculation is accounting for the z-direction, so 
steel lamination filling factor is taken as more accurate, 
consequently the flux path is flowing through the motor core 
length. The bulk of the iron losses come from the stator side. 
The rotor side eddy current losses are increasing in parallel 
with the increasing levitation current.  
 The increase of the suspension current influences the 
increase of the rotor iron loss. For the nominal working 
condition the rotor iron loss is only a 1.7% of the motor iron 
losses. The excess losses are the part of the Joule loss 
component. In Figure 9 the iron loss for the four different 
driving conditions are calculated. The higher harmonic order 
increases the iron losses by 28.9%. Table IV, Table V, Table 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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VI and Table VII present the detailed values of the loss 
components in BLSPMM. The calculated efficiency for case 
2 is around 96%. The significant drop of the efficiency has 
place for the case 3 when suspension current causes the 
increase of the 92.3% rotor iron loss. The efficiency could be 
improved with different steel materials. Section VI presents 
the possibility of decreasing the iron loss by using different 
core materials.  
 

 

 
 

Fig. 8. 2D/3D losses comparision in SuraNO20 lamination material 

 

Fig. 9. Eddy current losses in SuraNO20 lamination material 

 The eddy current loss accounting for the effects of higher 
harmonics is calculated as taking into account the division in the 
lamination direction. The magnetic flux density distribution of the 
magnetic steel sheet in the thickness direction is expressed. The 
theoretical skin depth d (m) of endlessly vast planes can be 
calculated with the following formula.  

d=
ρ

πfμrμ0
 

 μ0 - permeability of vacuum  
f (Hz)  - the basic frequency  
ρ – electric resistivity of the steel sheet 
μr – relative permeability dependent of the steel sheet 

 After calculating the skin depth the division corresponding 
to half of the board thickness is set. The effect of the higher 
harmonics will be properly accounted for, if the division will be at 
least double from the calculated ones. 

 

TABLE IV.   
LOSSES IN DIFFERENT PLACES IN THE MOTOR FOR NO-LOAD CONDITION 

LAMINATION MATERIAL SURA NO20 

No – load  

 2D 
model 

3D 
model 

St
at

or
 lo

ss
es

 

Ir
on

 
lo

ss
es

 
[W

] Joule loss (Eddy currents) [W] 491.5 497.7 

Hysteresis loss [W] 94.2 93.0 

 
1Eddy current loss higher order 

harmonics [W] 159.3 159.3-
163 

R
ot

or
 lo

ss
es

 

Ir
on

 
lo

ss
e

s [
W

] Joule loss (Eddy currents) [W] 0.06 0.31 

Hysteresis loss [W] 0 0 

 
1Eddy current loss higher order 

harmonics [W] 0.02 0.02 

 

Additional losses [W] 300 
Loss per magnet [W] 0.21*4 0.20*4 

2Calculated air friction losses 
[W] (Eq. 2.) temp. 22 degrees 776 

TABLE V.   
LOSSES IN DIFFERENT PLACES IN THE MOTOR FOR NOMINAL TORQUE AND 

NO SUSPENSION FORCE  
LAMINATION MATERIAL SURA NO20 

CASE 1  
Im=51 [Arms],Lamination of the magnets - 1 mm 

 2D 
model 

3D 
model 

St
at

or
 lo

ss
es

 

Ir
on

 
lo

ss
es

 
[W

] Joule loss(Eddy currents) [W] 608.9 678.4 

Hysteresis loss [W] 164.4 164.4 

 
1Eddy current loss higher order 

harmonics [W] 218.9 
218.9 

- 
243.6 

R
ot

or
 lo

ss
es

 

Ir
on

 
lo

ss
es

 
[W

] Joule loss(Eddy currents)  [W] 9.0 8.1 

Hysteresis loss [W] 0 0 

 
1Eddy current loss higher order 

harmonics [W] 2.7 2.7-3 

 

Total calculated iron loss 1003.9 1072.5 
Loss per magnet [W] 28.4*4 27.5*4 

2Calculated air friction losses 
[W]  CFD 880 

Ohmic losses windings [W] 54.4*6 
Additional losses [W] 400 

Total losses [W] 2723.9 2788.9 
-2813.9 

Efficiency 96.7 96.6 

TABLE VI.   
LOSSES IN DIFFERENT PLACES IN THE MOTOR FOR NOMINAL TORQUE AND 

RATED SUSPESNION FORCE 
LAMINATION MATERIAL SURA NO20 

CASE 2 
Im=51[Arms], Is= 8.5 [Arms]  

Lamination of the magnets - 1 mm 

 2D 
model 

3D 
model 

St
at

or
 lo

ss
es

 

Ir
on

 
lo

ss
es

 
[W

] Joule loss(Eddy currents)  
[W] 605.5 674.8 

Hysteresis loss [W] 151.8 165.7 

 
1Eddy current loss higher 

order harmonics [W] 229.9 
229.9 

- 
255.1 

 

Ir
on

 
lo

ss
es

 
[W

] 

Joule loss(Eddy currents)  
[W] 14.6 14.8 

Hysteresis loss [W] 0 0 

 
1Eddy current loss higher 

order harmonics [W] 2.8 2.8-
3.1 
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Total calculated iron loss 1004.6 1088 
Loss per magnet [W] 28.7*4 27.7*4 

2Calculated air friction 
losses [W] CFD 880 

Ohmic losses windings 
[W] 335.7 

Additional losses [W] 400 

Total losses [W] 2735.2 2814.5 
-2840 

Efficiency 96.7 96.6 

TABLE VII.   
LOSSES IN DIFFERENT PLACES IN THE MOTOR FOR NOMINAL TORQUE AND 

MAXIMUM SUSPENSION FORCE 
LAMINATION MATERIAL SURA NO20 

CASE 3 
Im=51 [Arms], Is=51 [Arms] 

 Lamination of the magnets - 1 mm 

 2D 
model 

3D 
model 

St
at

or
 lo

ss
es

 

Ir
on

 
lo

ss
es

 
[W

] 

Joule loss (Eddy currents) 
[W] 648.3 727.9 

Hysteresis loss [W] 194.4 219.9 

 
1Eddy current loss higher 

order harmonics [W] 259.6 
259.6 

- 
288.2 

R
ot

or
 lo

ss
es

 

Ir
on

 
lo

ss
es

 
[W

] 

Joule loss (Eddy currents) 
[W] 191.4 222.5 

Hysteresis loss [W] 0.21 0.41 

 
1Eddy current loss higher 

order harmonics [W] 4.99 
4.99 

- 
5.49 

 

Total calculated iron loss 1298.9 1435.3 
Loss per magnet [W] 162.8*4 145.3*4 

2Calculated air friction losses 
[W] CFD 880 

Ohmic losses windings [W] 335.7 
Additional losses [W] 400 

Total losses [W] 3565.8 
3632.2 

- 
3661.3 

Efficiency 95.7 95.6 
1 Presented the eddy current losses of the higher order harmonics have been calculated through 2D 
FEM with taking into account skin depth. 3D simulation with 0.2 mm lamination thickness end up to 
be so cost time taking. For the efficiency calculation, it has been made assumption that 2D and 3D 
results are in the same range. The difference between 2D and 3D analysis based on the iron losses 
calculation could reach at most 11% of the result from 2D analysis.  
2Actual calculated value of the air friction losses presented in Table V, Table VI and Table VII will 
decrease with the increase of the temperature of the air due to the loading conditions.  

VI. EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENT WITH HIGH QUALITY 
STEEL AND PRICE CONSIDERATION  
 Significant improve of the motor efficiency could be 
achieved by using high-quality, high-frequency core 
materials. Figure 10 presents the iron loss of the stator and the 
rotor with different lamination materials. The comparison of 
the silicon steels Sura NO20 and so called super core - 
10JNEX900 with cobalt iron alloys Vacoflux 48 are 
presented. The lamination thickness is the major difference 
between Sura NO20 and 10JNEX900 steels. It is found that 
10JNEX900 could lead to almost 50% decrease of the iron 
loss. Is worth to take into account that different saturation 
decreases the capability of the force production and the 
capacity of the frequency. In the Figure 11 and 12 presents 
3D loss density mainly differ of the hysteresis loss 
component. For higher power than 200 kW would be worth 
to considering 10JNEX900 even if the price of 70-80 euros 
for the one kilogram is in favor of SuraNO20 material. The 
use of the 10JNEX900 can bring around 1% of the efficiency 
for the BLSPMM of the higher power than 150 kW. The 
cobalt iron core has different magnetic flux distribution which 

could be seen in Figure 11 and Figure 12. The component of 
the hysteresis loss for the basic frequency is higher, however 
this material could be considered with motors for still higher 
speed. From the author knowledge of the BLSPMM design, 
the lamination material has direct link to the controllability of 
the force error angle. The force error angle has to be smaller 
than 5% to levitate the rotor. According to the previous 
simulations, when Vacolfux 48 is used the geometry has to be 
redesigned. The price range of the cobalt-iron alloys could 
reach even 10 times that of the Sura NO20 and the availability 
on the market is much lower.  
 

 

Fig. 10. 3D losses comparision of different lamination materials 

Sura NO20 

10JNEX900 

Fig. 11. Iron loss density of different silicon lamination materials for the 
current conditions: Im=51 [Arms], Is=8.5 [Arms] 

b) 

a) 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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Vacoflux 48 

Fig. 12. Iron loss density of cobalt-iron lamination materials for the current 
conditions: Im=51 [Arms], Is=8.5 [Arms] 

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE  WORK 
The bearingless motor offers short rotor tube 

configuration with suspension windings acting as an active 
magnetic bearing system which comes with possibility to 
achieve high efficiency, high-speed and high-power density 
motor. In order to design a high efficiency bearingless motor 
the prime, comprehensive analysis of losses has to be 
performed. The results show that 3D analysis differs from 2D 
study. Taking into account the core lamination in the z-
direction, 3-D analysis should be more accurate when 
modeling steel sheet losses. The accuracy of 3-D FEM 
analysis of the laminated in z-direction magnets should be 
more convincing than 2-D analysis. 
  Detailed analysis of the magnet eddy current losses 
shows that a reduction of 83% is possible by segmenting the 
magnets to 88 pieces. The main loss component of the 
BLSPMM could be magnet eddy current losses if the 
designed structure is based on non-segmented magnets. The 
air friction losses are roughly of 80% of the motor iron losses. 
The investigation of different steels shows that iron losses 
could be reduced even by 50% when 10JNEX900 material is 
utilized.  The effect of the higher harmonics increases iron 
losses by 25%. The stator is the main source of iron losses 
when motor is driven without suspension windings. However, 
the rotor iron losses are increasing with the levitation current.  

The author has hope to verify the FEM results with 
measurements in the future.  
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Abstract— This paper presents the design of the optimization 
of multi–phase, 25000 rpm 180 - 280 kW SPM bearingless 
motors. The electromagnetic analysis investigates motor and 
suspension performance with high-quality silicon and iron-
cobalt lamination materials. Structural rigidity of surface and 
buried permanent magnet motor structures made of said 
materials are compared. The main challenge in bearingless 
motor design is achieving high efficiency with possibility to 
control suspension forces. Motors of the same volume with 
different stator slot shapes, slot openings, tooth shapes, magnet 
thicknesses and angles are investigated. The main objectives of 
optimization are the minimization of torque ripple, force ripple, 
force error angle and efficiency. The design is optimized in FEM 
analysis. Power and performance limitations of selected 
geometries are investigated and discussed. 

Keywords—bearingless, electromagnetic, FEM, high-speed, 
high-power, scaling, structural analysis 

I. INTRODUCTION 

For high-speed applications the short sub critical rotors 
and high efficiencies are of primary importance [1]. 
Frictionless, oil-free operation, infrequent maintenance, built-
in-monitoring, noise reduction, and precise position control 
are desired features. Bearingless motors can be used to replace 
traditional active magnetic bearing (AMB) applications when 
high – speed is required such as pumps, blowers, fans and 
compressors [2]. 

The multi-phase motor [7] offers the possibility to improve 
the torque production capability and to decrease the torque 
ripple and space-harmonics in the air gap. The advantages of 
using multi-phase motors [8] are: 1) reduction of the stator 
current and voltage per phase, 2) increase of performance for 
a machine of the same volume. Suspension forces are possible 
to control in some multiphase motor configurations [6]. 
Shared windings decrease flux paths and increase the 
efficiency of bearingless motors. When designing high-speed 
machines, compromises between different design aspects, 
such as structural rigidity, electromagnetic performance and 
thermal performance have to be made. The design is highly 
iterative and to find the optimal structure discussion with 
different experts is needed, as is pointed in [9].  

Bearingless motors in low-power applications up to a few 
kW have been frequently designed. However scalability for 
high power has not been thoroughly investigated. Notably in 
[1, 2] the higher power levels and high-speed operation of 
surface and inset permanent magnet motors are discussed. The 
design of bearingless motors at high power and high speed 
requires precise structural and electromagnetic investigation 

of  rigidity, torque, force ripple,  force error angle and 
efficiency. 

The optimization process of the bearingless motor 
comprises the motor and the suspension performance. In  
literature, winding arrangement [3] and the influence of rotor 
skew [6] on torque ripple and force ripple are well 
investigated. Traditional motor [10, 11] optimization methods 
for reducing torque ripple are: skewing the stator and rotor, 
introducing fractional number of slots per pole, displacing, 
optimizing the magnet pole-arc –to –pole-pitch ratio and 
shaping the magnets and laminations. 

However, the presented design with fractional number of 
slots per pole, when stator slots are located at different relative 
circumferential positions to the edges of the magnets deforms 
the waveform of the magnetic flux density in the air gap. One 
way to decrease the winding harmonics factor is to increase 
the number of slots. For bearingless motors to minimize the 
suspension force ripple and force error angle symmetrical 
distribution and low harmonics content of the flux density in 
the airgap are desired. Increasing the number of slots per pole 
comes with cost of high saturation in the teeth of the stator. 
The 6 – slot design offers possibility for smooth flux 
distribution.  

This work presents comparisons of 180-280 kW power 
range bearingless motors with 6-phase winding driven by two 
3-phase inverters. Twin motor system with 5 degrees of
freedom is considered. Stator geometries with different slot
openings and lamination materials are compared. The loss
study presents various rotor and stator iron losses, ohmic
losses and additional losses for variable working conditions.
The mechanical feasibility of surface permanent magnet
(SPM) and interior permanent magnet (IPM) geometries are
studied with numerical FE models. 

II. DESIGN & OPTIMIZATION PROCESS 

A. Outline of the presented work 

Motors with the same geometry, the same stack length
and 10JNEX900 (J) and Vacoflux 48 (V) lamination 
materials are taken as the starting points of design. This 
section of the paper presents electromagnetic and suspension 
performance for different slot openings and tooth shapes by 
optimizing geometry. The investigation of different tooth 
shapes shows that stator structure is of a high relevance to the 
core material properties. The differences between the BH 
curves of the simulated lamination materials justify the 
geometrical optimization of the tooth shape. The stator core 
laminated with iron cobalt material has the smallest error 
angle with trapezoidal tooth shape. 
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The scalability process of the high-power and high-speed 
bearingless motor has to compromise mechanical rigidity and 
electromagnetic performance with possibility to control 
suspension force. The first step of the scaling is a mechanical-
electromagnetic iterative loop. The dimensions and the 
structure need a study of structural feasibility with iteration 
of maximum withstanding rotational speeds. Different 
structures and used materials lead to different maximum 
speeds, and e.g. optimizing on the carbon fiber sleeve on top 
of the rotor has influence to the electromagnetic performance, 
i.e., decrease carbon fiber thickness leads to lower rotation 
speed but might yield more desired electromagnetic 
performance. The changes and limits in the structure are 
incorporated and iterated by means of electromagnetic 
analysis with parallel evaluation of the control performance. 
The electromagnetic design and optimization process aim to 
achieve equally saturated lamination material with optimum 
ratio between the stator motoring and suspension currents as 
well as the magnet angle and thickness. The stator slot 
harmonics are minimized by optimizing the slot opening. The 
rotor harmonics are reduced by optimizing the angle of the 
magnet. 

The investigated geometries of the motor are presented in 
“Fig. 1”  

 

1J 1V 

 

2J(a) 2V(a) 

  

2J(b) 2V(b) 

 
Corresponds to left side of the 

“Fig.1”,  
10JNEX900 lamination 

 
Corresponds to right side of the 

“Fig.1”, 
Vacoflux 48 lamination 

Fig. 1. Flux density distribution of analyzed motor structures. The 
structures with the shoe -1J, 1V; trapezoidal – 2J (a), 2V(a) and 
parallel – 2J(b), 2V(b) shaped tooth and with the lamination 
materials 10JNEX900 indicated by letter J and Vacoflux 48 by 
letter V.  

B. Objectives of optimization 

The optimization of the geometry is an interactive process. 
In the present study, the structural, electromagnetic and 
control performances need to be fulfilled. The variation of slot 
opening, magnet angle and thickness are investigated. The 
outer diameter of rotor and inner diameter of stator are fixed 
indicating that the surface area of the rotor and stator yoke 
thickness are constant. The saturation of the laminations with 
rated motor current (im) and 17% of the suspension current (is) 
is kept in the linear region of the BH curve. The stack length 
and tooth width are varied to satisfy the optimal performance. 
Torque, torque ripple, suspension force production, force 
ripple and force error angle with respect to the parameters of 
optimization are discussed. The rotor and stator structure of 
the motors is shown in “Fig.2”. The effects of the slot opening 
width with variation of slot shape and tooth shape ( “Fig.3”, 
“Fig.4”, “Fig.5” and “Fig.6” ) on the mean suspension force, 
force error angle, mean torque and torque ripple are shown. 

 

I. The rotor part with the surface magnet   
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II. The rotor part with the inner magnets                                

 

III. The stator part [mm] 

Fig. 2. Structure of the geometry   

Equal flux density distribution contributes to optimal 
design. Table I presents the value of the magnetic flux density 
with different lamination materials for the optimal design of 
the bearingless motor. The saturated flux densities of 2.35 T 
for Vacoflux 48 and 1.8 T for the silicon steel 10JNEX900 [5] 
are investigated. Drawbacks and advantages of different 
lamination materials for suspension performance and 
efficiency improvement are compared. The last section 
investigates in-depth rotor and stator iron losses with different 
lamination materials for variable working conditions. The 
decrease of magnet losses through lamination is discussed and 
ohmic losses are presented. The efficiencies for the optimal 
structures are calculated. 

TABLE I.  FLUX DENSITIES IN BEARINGLESS MOTORS 

Flux density in specific 
part of the motor 

Lamination material 
10JNEX900 Vacoflux 48 

The values of the magnetic flux 
densities range [T] 

air gap 0.85-1.05 1.1-1.37 

middle of the tooth 1.5-1.8 1.95-2.6 

middle of the stator 
yoke 

1.1-1.5 1.43-2.21 

middle of the rotor yoke 1.3-1.6 1.7-2 

 

“Fig. 3” indicates achievable force amplitude and “Fig 4” 
the fulfilled requirement of force error angle, which is 
considered crucial for control of bearingless suspension 

forces. According to [12], 15 degrees force error angle 
represent the limitation of the possibility of the levitation 
control. Safe control of the motor can be achieved with force 
error angle below 5 degrees [6]. The transient FEM analysis 
is carried out in JMAG software. The difference in saturation  
of the iron cobalt and silicon steel materials allows for higher 
loading for the iron cobalt and consequently produces much 
higher suspension force. 

 

Fig. 3. Amplitude of mean force as a function of slot opening for 
structure 2J(b) with nominal values: im=130 [Arms] and is=22 [Arms] and 
2V(a) with nominl values: im=176.8 [Arms] and is=29.7 [Arms] of SPM 
motor. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Force error angle as a function of slot opening for structure 
2J(b) and 2V(a) of SPM motor. 
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Fig. 5 Mean torque as  function of slot opening for structure 2J(b) and 
2V(a) of SPM motor. 

 

Fig. 6 Torque ripple as a function of slot opening for structure 2J(b) 
and 2V(a) of SPM motor. 

C. Main parameters of the optimal structure of bearingless 
motor  

The main material characteristics used for the motor 
structural analysis are presented in Table II. The main 
parameters of the optimized structure are presented in Table 
III. Motors with the same stator and rotor diameter are 
compared. The cobalt iron steel material allows the 
possibility to achieve bearingless motor with high power 
density with the cost of lower yield strength compared to the 
silicon steel lamination material, e.g. 10JNEX900. 

TABLE II.  THE MAIN PARAMETERS OF THE MATERIALS 

 10JNEX
900 
[14,15] 

Vacoflux 
48  
[16] 

L Type 
magnets  

Carbon-fiber 
bandage[13] 

Density 
 [kg/m3] 

7490 8120 7500 1600 

Young’s 
Modules 
[GPa] 

185 200 160 186 

Poisson’s 
Ratio 

0.30 0.30 0.24 0.30 

Linear 
thermal 
expansion 
coefficient 
(CTE) (1/°C) 

12.0·10-6 9.5·10-6 7.0·10-6 5.0·10-6 

Yield strength 
[MPa] 

604 200 285 1400 

TABLE III.  THE MAIN PARAMETERS OF THE OPTIMIZED 
BEARINGLESS MOTOR WITH SURFACE PERMANET MAGNETS. 

 Lamination material 
10JNEX

900 
Vacoflux 

48 
Symbol Parameters   

 Power factor  0.87 0.92 
P [kW] Nominal output power per unit 180 280 
nn [rpm] Rated speed 25000 25000 
Tn [Nm] Rated torque 60 90 

Qs Number of slots 6 6 
p Number of pair poles 2 2 

Um [V] Peak voltage in Y connection 
phase winding at nominal torque 
and with 20% suspension force 

550 V 720 V 

Im 
[Arms] 

Nominal motoring current 130 176.8 

Is 
[Arms] 

Maximum  levitation current 130 176.8 

Ds [mm] Stator outer diameter 250 250 
Dr [mm] Rotor outer diameter (with 

carbo-fiber bandage) 
106 106 

lpm [mm] Permanent magnet thickness 7 8 
lcf  [mm] Carbo-fiber band 2 2 
δ [mm] Air gap length (with carbo-fiber 

bandage) 
3 3 

l [mm] Stator stack length 90 90 

D. Mechanical feasibility study 

The mechanical feasibility for the studied surface 
permanent magnet (SPM) and interior permanent magnet 
(IPM) configurations active part geometries were analyzed 
with numerical FE models. The aim was to find the maximum 
feasible operation speed for the studied configurations. In the 
actual machine the magnets are glued to the lamination. 
However, in the structural analyses in the worst case, when 
glue is not holding and the lamination and/or carbon fiber on 
top of the magnets are assumed to withstand the loads. In the 
structural analysis centrifugal and thermal loads are 
considered. For thermal condition, maximum temperature of 
100 °C is considered. Material properties shown in Table II 
are used. Safety factor of two were utilized in the stresses, i.e. 
half of the yield strength is the maximum allowed stress at 
maximum speed, in order for the structure to have capacity to 
withstand fatigue. The analyses were conducted at three 
different conditions; 1) room temperature and maximum 
rotation speed (start-up), 2) maximum temperature and 
maximum speed (worst operational condition), 3) and 
maximum temperature and zero rotation speed (shutdown). 
Structural analyses were conducted to find the maximum 
feasible operation speed for the given loads. The analyses 
were conducted with ANSYS v17.0. The studied geometries 
and related parameters are shown in Fig. 7 and dimensions in 
Table IV. 
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Fig. 7. Studied IPM and SPM geometries 

TABLE IV.  STUDIED IPM AND SPM –STRUCTURES AND THEIR 
DIMENSIONS 

IPM SPM 
Parameter Unit Value Parameter Unit Value 
r1 mm 24 r10 mm 24 
r2 mm 43 r11 mm 43 
r3 mm 51 r12 mm 51 
r4 mm 53 r13 mm 53 
r5 mm 55 α10 deg 20 
α1 deg 10  

 

The SPM structure was modelled in plane with 3641 
SHELL181 (four nodes, each has six degrees of freedom) 
elements. Fine mesh was used in the locations where high 
stresses occur, i.e. in the corners and discontinuity locations. 
In the model, the magnet top edge and spacers between 
magnets are fixed to the carbon fiber with bonded contact, i.e., 
no relative movement between connected parts are allowed, 
same with steel shaft connected to lamination. Spacers are 
made from lamination (10JNEX900) material that has almost 
same density as the magnets resulting even load distribution 
along the surface below carbon fiber. 

In the IPM machine, also SHELL181 element was utilized 
and in addition symmetry condition was applied and one-
fourth section of the rotor structure was studied. Cyclic 
boundary condition were applied to the symmetry edges. In 
the model shaft and lamination are fixed with bonded contact. 
Top of the magnet is fixed to the lamination bridge with 
bonded contact. Fillets with radius of 1 mm were used in the 
top of the magnet and lamination, to avoid sharp edges those 
yields high stress concentrations. 

III. COMPARISION OF THE GEOMETRIES WITH OPTIMAL 

ROTOR AND TORQUE PRODUCTION 

A. Surface permanent magnet bearingless motor  

The losses and the efficiencies of the optimal structures of 
the bearingless motor are presented in Table V. The losses 
analysis has been investigated in JMAG FEM software with 
implementation of the BH curves of the lamination materials. 
The thickness of the laminations has been taken into account 
with proper mesh size. The mesh size of 0.5 mm was utilized. 
The 180 harmonics were taken into calculation of the count in 
the losses. The air friction losses and 3D effect are taken into 
motor efficiency drop from the previous author expertize 
[14].The maximum achieved efficiency is comparable for the 
different geometries with 10JNEX900 and Vacoflux 48 
lamination materials. Table V depicts the estimation of the 
losses when the magnets are laminated in the axial direction 
with thickness of 2.5 mm. The related structural stresses of the 
magnets are considered. “Fig.8” presents the reduction of the 
eddy current magnet losses through the lamination in axial 

direction. The whole piece of the magnet without lamination 
results in losses of even 10% of the nominal power of the 
motor.  

 

 

Fig. 8. The reduction of the magnet losses using segmentation of the 
magnets for structure 2J(b) and 2V(a) of SPM motor. 

 

B. Inner permanent magnet bearingless motor  

The starting structure of the IPM is based on the SPM 
dimensions of 2J(a) and 2V(a) geometries. The rotor and 
stator diameters are fixed. The effective air gap of IPM and 
SPM consists of the sum of the thickness of the permanent 
magnet, carbon fiber bandage and the mechanical clearance. 
During the optimization process the effective air gap is to be 
kept constant for both structures. While the permanent 
magnet thickness is decreased the carbon fiber bandage 
thickness increases in proportion. Structures with whole 
piece magnets of 80 and 70 degrees are investigated first. The 
mechanical, electromagnetic and control performances are 
taken into the scope. The structural analysis suggests that a 
whole piece magnet with top of 2 mm lamination and 2 mm 
of carbon fiber bandage can only withstand speed of 8000 
rpm. This is due to the large width of the magnet. As the 
largest displacement is in the middle of the magnet, additional 
bending is caused in the corners of the magnet slots. The 
maximum speed can be increased by increasing the number 
of magnets, i.e.  by dividing the magnet to smaller pieces. The 
lower yield strength and higher density of the lamination 
material compared to carbon fiber results in lower maximum 
speed. Based on the electromagnetic performance of the IPM 
structure with a lamination bridge (defined as well as a steel 
bridge) and undivided magnets the suspension force should 
be greater for the IPM structure than for the SPM structure. 
The saturation of the lamination bridge has influence on the 
smallest value of the levitation force with IPM magnets. The 
study suggests that the thickness of the permanent magnet 
should be decreased and the thickness of the lamination 
bridge increased. Increase of the carbon fiber thickness and 
proportional decrease of the permanent magnet thickness 
results in lower suspension force and torque production. The 
division of the whole arc magnet will result in lower torque 
and higher torque ripple. The modified structure 2V(a) with 
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2 mm smaller shaft diameter and slot opening in the range of 
4-6 degrees, magnet angle of 85 degrees, magnet thickness of 
6 mm, lamination bridge of 2 mm and 4 mm of carbon fiber 
bandage has been found to have force error angle of 6-7 
degrees. The further implementation of the rotor skew can 
bring the force error angle below 5 degrees. The silicon-steel 
lamination seems to have force error angle in the range of 7-
8 degrees with magnet angle of 85 degrees, magnet thickness 
of 6 mm, lamination bridge of 2 mm and 3 mm of carbon fiber 
bandage. The permanent magnet eddy current losses without 
circumferential division in axial direction will be lower for 
IPM structure due the shield of the lamination bridge. The 
high-speed and high-power SPM requires the division of the 
permanent magnets in the axial direction to avoid the eddy 
current losses, which could reach without the division, even 
10 % of the nominal power of the motor. 

TABLE V.  THE LOSSES OF THE OPTIMIZED SURFACE MAGNET 
BEARINGLESS MOTOR STRUCTURE   

Structure 2J(b)(parallel tooth shape) 
Losses at nominal torque and no suspension force 

Joule loss 
[W] 

Iron 
loss 
[W] 

Hysteresis 
loss [W] 

224 396 173 

Ohmic losses 
windings[W] 

Additional losses [W] 43 500 

Total losses [W] 1336 
Efficiency accounting for eddy 

currents losses of laminated magnets 
and air friction losses -3% 

96,3% 

Losses for nominal torque and 17% of nominal suspension force 
Joule loss 

[W] 
Iron 
loss 
[W] 

Hysteresis 
loss [W] 

225 398 173 

Ohmic losses 
windings [W] 

Additional losses [W] 45 500 

Efficiency accounting for eddy 
currents losses of laminated magnets 

and air friction losses -3% 

96,2% 

Structure 2V(a) (trapezoidal tooth 
shape) 

Losses at nominal torque and no suspension force 
Joule loss 

[W] 
Iron 
loss 
[W] 

Hysteresis 
loss [W] 

637 1059 422 

Ohmic losses 
windings[W] 

Additional losses [W] 79 500 

Total losses [W] 2697 
Efficiency accounting for eddy 

currents losses of laminated magnets 
and air friction losses -3% 

96% 

Losses for nominal torque and 17% of nominal suspension force 
Joule loss 

[W] 
Iron 
loss 
[W] 

Hysteresis 
loss [W] 

655 1077 422 

Ohmic losses 
windings [W] 

Additional losses [W] 84 500 

Efficiency accounting for eddy 
currents losses of laminated magnets 

and air friction losses -3% 

96% 

*to obtain accurate eddy current losses in the lamination and in the 
magnets 3D transient FEM simulation needs to be performed. The 3D FEM 
analysis is time-taking process. Based on the authors previous expertize 
[14] in calculation of the eddy current losses and air friction losses of high-
power, high speed surface mounted permanent magnet motor the eddy 
current losses can decrease the efficiency of the motor even by 3%.  

 
The mechanical integrities of the SPM and IPM structures 

were studied and results are shown in Table VI. The 
maximum speed was determined by the stress limit that is half 
of the material yield stress. In this case the IPM was limited 
by 10JNEX900 and the SPM by carbon fiber sleeve. The 

speed of the IPM structure is limited due to the large magnet 
width that expands due to the centrifugal loads from the 
normal direction causing stress concentration to the 
lamination material in the top corners of the magnet slot and 
exceeding the stress limit. The design could be further 
improved by utilizing segmented magnets, which would 
reduce the lamination expanding towards the normal 
direction and thus yield lower moment load in the corners. 

 
The speed of SPM is limited by the stress limits of the  

carbon fiber sleeve stress limits. The highest stresses occur at 
the discontinuity lamination spacer and the permanent 
magnet. This structure could be optimized by varying the 
thickness of the carbon fiber sleeve. 

TABLE VI.  MECHANICAL FESIBILITY OF IPM AND SPM STRUCTURES 

Case IPM 
N (rpm) 
T (°C) 

N=8000  
T=20  

N=8000  
T=100  

N = 0  
T = 100  

N = 0  
T = 20  

IPM[MPa]  
(Von Mises) 170 302 205 0 

Case SPM 
N (rpm) 
T (°C) 

N = 25000 
T =  20  

N=25000  
T=100  

N = 0   
T = 100  

N = 0  
T = 20  

SPM[MPa] 
(Von Mises) 700 700 267 0 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a scaling to higher power for the bearingless 
motor has been presented. Optimal bearingless design 
structures 2J (b) for 10JNEX900 and 2V(a) for Vacoflux  48 
have been found. The same geometries are not suitable for 
different lamination materials. The silicon steel offers 180 kW 
with 96% efficiency and a compromise between motor and 
suspension performance with parallel shaped tooth, slot 
opening in the range of 8 – 10 degrees, magnet angle of 80 
degrees and magnet thickness of 7 mm. The iron-cobalt 
material offers 280 kW with higher than 96 % efficiency and 
a compromise between motor and suspension performance 
with trapezoidal tooth shape, slot opening in the range of 10 – 
14 degrees, magnet angle of 70 degrees and magnet thickness 
of 8 mm. The IPM has attractive performance. However the 
structure needs further optimization and iteration process from 
structural, electromagnetic and control point of view to obtain 
a feasible solution, i.e. the magnet thickness and segmentation 
needs to be optimized. The loss study compares silicon steel 
and cobalt iron alloys both with lamination thickness of 0.1 
mm. It is found that 10JNEX900 is more practical at high 
frequency than the cobalt iron. The price range is also in favor 
of 10JNEX900. 
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Modeling of a 30 000 Rpm Bearingless SPM Drive
With Loss and Thermal Analyses for a 0.5 MW

High-Temperature Heat Pump
Daria Kepsu , Rafal P. Jastrzebski , and Olli Pyrhönen

Abstract—The article addresses coupled loss and thermal analy-
ses of a bearingless drive with an operating speed range of 17 000–
32 000 rpm. The drive is a part of a high-temperature heat pump
system integrated in a high-speed compressor. This drive system
comprises two bearingless motor units and an axial active magnetic
bearing. The drive can be positioned horizontally or vertically. The
positioning is directly related to the force necessary to raise and
suspend the rotor. Furthermore, the amplitude of the suspension
current has a significant effect on the motor winding and iron
losses. The iron losses, eddy current losses in the magnets, and
losses in the bandage are investigated by three-dimensional (3-D)
and 2-D finite-element analysis. The influence of segmentation of
the magnets on losses is analyzed. Friction losses of the coolant are
calculated analytically, and all the losses obtained from the elec-
tromagnetic analysis are represented as distributed heat sources
and coupled with the 3-D thermal field analysis. The temperature
fields are modeled under different motoring and suspension current
conditions and evaluated for horizontal and vertical positions of
the motor. As a precaution, demagnetization of the magnets is also
considered.

Index Terms—Bearingless motor, compressor applications,
cooling, eddy current losses, high-speed motor, high-temperature
heat pumps (HTHP), losses, permanent magnets, thermal analysis,
three-dimensional (3-D) finite-element analysis (FEA), vapor
R1233zd(E).

I. INTRODUCTION

AHIGH-TEMPERATURE heat pump (HTHP) application
requires very efficient generation of high-temperature

heat. For temperatures below 100 °C, the market offers many
alternative heat pump solutions. However, based on recent
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research, there are only a few suppliers of high-temperature
(>100 °C) heat pumps. An efficient heat pump producing high-
temperature heat above 100 kW requires high-speed compres-
sors [1], [2], as the compressors must overcome high pressure
ratios when operating at high temperatures and in high-lift
applications. High-speed kinetic turbo compressors have higher
efficiency while being more reliable than reciprocating oil-
lubricated compressors. At the same time, oil-free compressor
technology enables the use of extremely efficient working fluids
with ultra-low global warming potential (GWP). Such fluids are,
in most cases, very heat sensitive and thus unsuitable for working
with compressors requiring lubricants. The necessary reliability
at very high speeds and high temperatures is, however, offered
by magnetically levitated rotors.

By using bearingless motors that are capable of modifying
their own magnetic fields to provide suspension and torque
capabilities using the same coils and iron, it is possible to
achieve smaller footprints, lower costs, higher speeds, and better
reliability as a result of increased efficiency and a higher degree
of integration [3].

High power density and high-speed bearingless motors [4],
as parts of an HTHP, require multiple design challenges to be
overcome. The cooling process fluid passes through the rotor
of the kinetic compressor, which is driven by two bearingless
motors sharing a common shaft. As a result of the rotor cooling,
the motor suspension force and torque production are more
interdependent compared to traditional designs. Effective flow
of the coolant through the clearances of the structure and the
motor air gap requires width, but from the electromagnetic point
of view, a small air gap is desirable to increase torque and
suspension capacity. However, the friction of the process fluid
itself can cause elevated temperatures, which can decrease motor
performance. Consequently, the properties of the coolant should
be considered in detail when the cooling is designed [6].

A further consideration is that the drive design needs to
be adjusted to the demands of the application: a wide speed
range is required for compressor operations. At the same time,
a design adhering to mechanical and thermal limitations with
well-dimensioned torque and controllable suspension force,
short rotor length [8], and a lightweight structure capable of
withstanding the process temperature and enabling good rotor
dynamics is also needed.

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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As there are multiple challenges to designing bearingless
motors for an HTHP, accurate and in-depth analysis of motor
performance and losses is required from the earliest stages of
the design process [9], [10]. Multiphysics analysis is essential
for accurate estimation of motor efficiency and temperature
distribution [11]. Loss and thermal analysis of bearingless per-
manent magnet synchronous motors (BLPMSM) at high speeds
in HTHP applications is not documented in literature.

The scientific novelty of this article is to introduce a design
prototype of a bearingless drive for an HTHP application. De-
tailed study of losses, temperature distribution, and the cooling
arrangement is conducted using two-dimensional (2-D) and 3-D
finite-element analysis (FEA). Friction losses of the coolant are
investigated, among others loss components. The influence of
vertical and horizontal positioning of the motor drive on its
losses and thermal performance is analyzed. Thermal analysis
and cooling design based on analysis outcomes can ensure a long
operational life of the bearingless motor. As the performance
of the magnets varies with temperature, a thermal demagne-
tization analysis is performed as a substudy. The article aims
to contribute to the chain of analysis of the prototype, and the
results of the electromagnetic and thermal analyses will enable
manufacturing of the motor such that the motor is able to perform
at the operating speed range of the compressor.

The rest of the article is structured as follows. Section II
describes the application and its components. In particular, the
HTHP process and the compressor structure are elaborated. The
selection of the drive orientation in the prototype is justified,
and the bearingless motor parameters and suspension force
capability are presented.

The third section focuses on presenting the modeling ap-
proach for the loss components of the bearingless drive in ques-
tion. In addition, the modeling results are discussed, including
friction losses at different temperatures, and a comparison of
2-D and 3-D iron and eddy current losses in the magnets.

The fourth section presents calculations of the losses of the
bearingless twin motor drive for different motor orientations
at the operating speed range of the compressor. The results
obtained for the motors, placed either horizontally or vertically,
are compared and the influence of the positioning of the motors
on the distribution of losses is discussed.

Section V presents observations on the cooling arrangement,
thermal modeling methods used, and the results of the thermal
analysis for the vertical and horizontal drive orientations. De-
magnetization of the magnets is included in the considerations.

II. HEAT PUMP APPLICATION

A. Description of the Application

The HTHP is based on a two-stage compression cycle, provid-
ing a high-temperature lift. The two-stage compressor has low-
and high-pressure compressors (LPC and HPC, respectively)
placed at opposite ends of the rotor. A suitable environmental
friendly working fluid was chosen, i.e., R1233zd(E), as it has
zero ozone depletion potential and low GWP. The evaporator
used in the cycle acts as a first heat source and the flash inter-
cooler connects the low- and high-pressure cycles. The LP and

Fig. 1. Overall schematic of the bearingless twin compressor in the heat pump
system.

HP suction heat exchangers superheat the vapor entering the
compressor and use the heat available in the cycle, improving
its efficiency.

The condenser acts as a heat sink with a heat rate of 0.5 MW.
The sequential flow of the process is indicated by the numbers
1–14, where 1–7 are related to the low-pressure cycle and 8–14
to the high-pressure cycle.

The vapor from the evaporator enters each motor from inlets
located close to the ends of the motors and is used to cool the
electric motors. The outlet flow of the cooling fluid is directed
to the inlet of the LPC. A schematic of the system is presented
in Fig. 1.

The compressor comprises two bearingless motor units, an
axial active magnetic bearing disc (AMB), and two impeller
wheels. Eddy current sensors are used for position feedback.
The cross-section of the compressor is presented in Fig. 2.

B. Orientation Selection of the Bearingless Drive

The positioning of the bearingless motor has a significant in-
fluence on the suspension force required during initial elevation
of the rotor and when the motor is operating. Radial suspension
force capacity has to be dimensioned such that it overcomes
gravitational force, is proportional to rotor weight, and com-
pensates possible eccentricities, e.g., from manufacturing flaws,
the unbalanced magnetic pull (UMP) or external forces in the
system, such as the compressor wheels.
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Fig. 2. Cross-section of the compressor with two bearingless motor units, an
axial bearing.

Fig. 3. Cross-section of one 80 kW BLSPM motor with impeller wheel.

Vertical positioning removes the need to overcome the grav-
itational force. For permanent magnet motors, only force suf-
ficient to overcome the UMP is required. A portion of the
suspension force capacity can be used for centering the rotor
when the motor is operating.

Horizontal positioning requires gravity and the UMP to be
overcome when the rotor is raised. The corresponding increase
in the levitating current when the motor is operating contributes
to higher copper and rotor iron losses for the horizontal config-
uration.

The advantages and drawbacks of both orientations are inves-
tigated.

C. Bearingless Motor

The BLPMSM motors are identical but positioned at the op-
posite ends of the compressor. The structure of one of the motors
is depicted in Fig. 3. The current injection control strategy for
control of the six-phase system, where the same shared-windings
arrangement is used for suspension force and torque production,
comes with the advantage of compact design and the possibility
of increased efficiency [13].

The main motor and levitation ratings as well as main dimen-
sions are presented in Table I.

The motors in the prototype are positioned vertically, allowing
suspension of the rotor at the operating speed with an axial AMB,

TABLE I
MAIN OPERATING PARAMETERS AND DIMENSIONS OF THE 80 KW 30 000 RPM

BEARINGLESS MOTOR

Fig. 4. UMP of the motor operating at the nominal speed with displacement
from the center.

while the suspension force acts as lateral support. Before the
start-up, the rotor is elevated from the safety bearings. The UMP,
when the rotor is displaced by half the length of the air gap,
representing the distance to the safety bearings, is modeled and
presented in Fig. 4.

To overcome the UMP, a bearingless motor needs to be able
to produce suspension force. A study of force capacity with
different values of suspension current was conducted and the
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Fig. 5. Force capacity of the motor operating at the nominal speed with
different suspension currents.

Fig. 6. Force error angle as a function of suspension current with different
motoring currents.

results are presented in Fig. 5. Furthermore, the suspension cur-
rent causes a force error angle [7], which needs to be calculated
when the motor is operating. The force error angle should not
exceed 15°; below this value, it is assured that the motor can be
operated and controlled with the suspension current. The force
error angle is below 6°, when 25% of the maximum suspension
current is used. The results with respect to suspension current
with different motoring currents are presented in Fig. 6.

In the vertical position, when the motor operates with nominal
motoring current, suspension force is only required if the rotor is
displaced from the center or has manufacturing eccentricity. The
vertical orientation of the motor brings about an advantage in the
form of having to control the suspension force only during the
lift-up of the rotor, i.e., control of the suspension force in most
cases is not required when the motor is operating at nominal
conditions.

When the motor is positioned horizontally and the mass of
the rotor prototype equals 11.5 kg, each unit of the BLSPM
needs to have a capacity of 15%–40% of the maximum avail-
able suspension force to overcome possible eccentricity and the
gravitational forces. The suspension force needs to be controlled
while the motor is operating. As the suspension and motoring
currents are coupled, the control algorithm is consequently more
demanding.

Different operational scenarios of the motor with a range of
suspension currents are presented in Table II. Case 1 represents
axial magnetic bearings acting as a lateral support to suspend the
rotor. In Cases 2 and 3, the rotor is positioned horizontally, with
an available suspension force of 20%–40% of the maximum
force capacity. In Cases 4 and 5, the external forces from the
compressor wheels are considered and the motors operate with
significant suspension current, which is needed to overcome
the process disturbance. In the vertical position, at most 20%
of the maximum suspension force capacity (Case 2) needs to
be reserved to handle process disturbances. It should be noted
that even in the horizontal position, 100% of the maximum
suspension force is seldom used. It is only used when it is

TABLE II
OPERATIONAL SCENARIOS FOR HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL

POSITION OF THE DRIVE

(1)Vertical position if disturbances in the system have to be compensated.

necessary to overcome the weight of the rotor and the UMP
resulting from eccentricity, and as such, to shift the rotor back to
the central position when it is displaced close to half the width
of the air gap. The radial displacement from the center when the
motor is rotating at 30 000 rpm and the position of the rotor is
well controlled in the air gap should not be greater than 0.1 mm.

III. MODELING OF LOSS COMPONENTS IN BEARINGLESS

DRIVE

A. Gas Friction Losses

Friction losses are an important component of the overall
losses when the cooling of a high-speed motor is designed to
incorporate a high-density fluid. The friction losses are due to
the strain caused by gas surrounding the rotor.

In this article, estimates for friction losses are based on eval-
uation of the torque coefficient. For the cooling gas properties
used in the process, the friction losses are calculated for nominal
operating speed by

Pfr= KCTπρgas (T ) · (2πnn) rr
4Lr (1)

where K corresponds to the roughness coefficient of the surface,
K= 1 for a smooth surface, and K= 2.5 for a slotted surface,CT

is a torque coefficient, ρgas(T) is the gas density at temperature
T, nn is the motor velocity in rpm, rr is the radius of the rotor,
and Lr is the length of the rotor.

The torque coefficient CT [6] differs with respect to the
Reynolds number [14] and it is calculated by

CT =
0.515

(
δ
r

)0.3

Reforced0.5

(
500 < Reforced < 104

)
(2)

CT =
0.0325

(
δ
r

)0.3

Regap0.2

(
104 < Regap

)
. (3)

When forced cooling with an axial velocity is considered, the
Reynold number takes the form

Reforced =
ρgasvm2δgap

μ
(4)

where vm is the mean axial velocity of the cooling fluid, δgap is
the radial length of the air gap, and μ is the specific heat constant
of the fluid.
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TABLE III
PROPERTIES OF R1233ZD(E)

The friction losses of the end of the rotor acting as an axial
disk are calculated with correlation to the Reynold number and
torque coefficients at the rotor end by

Reend =
ρgasω

(
r2

1 − r2
2

)
μ

(5)

where ω is the angular velocity of the rotor, and r2 and r1 are
the outer and inner radius at the end of the rotor, respectively.

The torque coefficient CT is given by

CT =
3.87

Reend0.5

(
Reend < 3. 105

)
(6)

CT =
0.146

Reend0.5

(
3. 105 < Reend

)
. (7)

The friction losses of the air gap enclosed by stator are
calculated with the Reynold number as

Regap =
ρgasuδgap

μ
(8)

where u is the peripheral velocity of the rotor.
The estimation of the fluid temperature is based on the process

calculation. The coolant flowing through the motor enters at
60 °C and 2.923 bar and leaves at 112.5 °C and 2.724 bar. The
properties of the vapor R1233zd(E) entering and leaving the
motor are presented in Table III. The friction losses caused by
the vapor with respect to its density and dynamic viscosity were
calculated in the work, and the profile of the rotor friction losses
at 30 000 rpm is presented in Fig. 7. In addition, two different
scenarios are presented. Scenario 1 (S1) involves a model where
the rotor is enclosed by a stator and the rotor ends act like an axial
disk. The second scenario (S2) corresponds to forced cooling
with axial velocity; again, the rotor ends act like an axial disk.
A comparison of friction losses of the working fluid and those
of air is presented in Fig. 8.

B. Stator and Rotor Core Losses

The stator and rotor core losses were calculated using finite-
element method (FEM). Effective analyses of the eddy current
losses can be carried out with FEM when skin depth is taken
into account [15], which enables calculation of the effects of
higher order harmonics in the lamination direction. Lamination
thickness of 0.2 mm of Sura NO20 electrical steel was used in
losses calculation. The losses were computed by implementing
the manufacturer’s iron loss data in the FEM software. The

Fig. 7. Profile of the rotor friction losses when the inlet temperature of the
coolant is 60 °C and the outlet temperature 112.5 °C at 30 000 rpm.

Fig. 8. Overall friction losses for the cooling scenarios (S1) and (S2) of the
twin motor drive.

frequency range of 50–10 000 Hz and up to 27 peak magnetic
flux density values dependent on frequency between 0.1 and
2.69 T are included in the table containing the iron loss data
provided by manufacturer.

The iron losses are further divided into classic eddy current
losses, excess losses, and hysteresis losses. Because the iron loss
table contains values comprising both Joule losses and hysteresis
losses, the components are broken down in the software [15].
The Joule losses are estimated by

We [W ] =

Ne∑
e=1

{
N∑
k=1

a (|Bk|)× fk)× f 2
k

}
× Ve (9)

and the hysteresis losses are evaluated by

Wh [W ] =

Ne∑
e=1

{
N∑
k=1

b (|Bk|)× fk)

}
× Ve (10)

where Ne refers to the number of elements, N is the highest
order of frequency, a and b are coefficients of magnetic flux
density determined using the frequency separation method [15],
fk refers to the frequency corresponding to k, the frequency order
number, and Ve represents the volume of each FEM element
[m3]. The magnetic flux density |Bk| [T] at the frequency order
k determines the losses for each frequency component, where
Bk is a value in a series of coordinates after the FFT and Bk

∗ is
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the 2-D and 3-D iron loss analyses of Sura NO20
electrcial steel of a twin bearingless drive at 30 000 rpm, Cases 1, 2, 5.

a complex conjugate number of Bk

|Bk| =
√

Bk ∗Bk
∗ . (11)

Subtraction of the hysteresis losses and Joule losses from the
iron losses gives the excess eddy current losses [15].

Modeling of the iron losses, with the aim of comparing the 2-D
and 3-D models, was carried out at the nominal speed, with the
nominal current and different suspension currents. The stator and
rotor stack consist of 400 lamination sheets each. Eddy currents
are allowed to flow through the lamination. The FFT analysis of
iron losses takes into account the internal distribution of eddy
currents in the steel sheet stacks. With this approach, the skin
depth, thickness of lamination, as well as the lamination fill
factor are taken into account. This condition, which applies to
the 2-D analysis, calculates the internal distribution of the steel
plate with the lamination thickness. In the 3-D modeling, the
laminated steel sheets are divided into meshes one by one, and
the simulation allows for high-accuracy results. A comparison
of the iron, eddy, and hysteresis losses is presented in Fig. 9.
3-D simulation with the stack divided into sheets with thickness
of 0.2 mm, involving one revolution with steps of 1°, is not
efficient, requiring more than one month of computational time
with a standard PC.

C. Eddy Current Losses in the Magnets

Detailed modeling of eddy currents in magnets using the FEM
in 3-D and 2-D is reported in [16]. Here, the modeling approach
presented is, however, simplified and based on a reduction of
the 3-D geometry of the magnet to 2-D according to the flow of
eddy currents [4]. The temperature of the magnets was 120 °C
and the resistivity of the magnets was assumed to be isotropic.
As eddy currents are a 3-D phenomenon, and to ensure correct
calculation of the 2-D model, simulations in 3-D were carried
out first.

In the 3-D FEM analysis, the magnets were divided into pieces
to imitate the lamination and isolated by a thin gap. The flow
of eddy currents was simulated when the magnets are divided
into 4, 5, 8, 10, 12, 16, and 20 pieces in turn, and the results of
the simulation are presented for the five-piece segmentation in
Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. Flow of eddy currents in permanent magnets segmented into five
pieces.

Fig. 11. Simplified model of a solid magnet illustrating the flow of eddy
currents.

The 2-D model uses the resistivity of the segmented magnet,
and the FEM conductor condition takes into account the reverse
flow of the current through the magnets. The reverse flow of the
eddy currents is accounted for when the sum of the upward and
downward eddy currents becomes zero in the circuit consisting
of FEM conductors. Resistivity of the segmented magnet is
calculated based on the geometrical dimensions of the solid,
one-piece magnet. An illustration of the magnet, showing eddy
currents and the magnet dimensions, namely the magnet height
(Hmag), tangential length (Ltang), and axial depth (Laxial), is
presented in Fig. 11.

Resistivity of the segmented magnet ρseg can be calculated
analogously to the resistance of the solid magnetRsolid , bearing
in mind the flow path of the eddy currents. The number of
segments nth depends on the lamination thickness and axial
length of the magnet and the fill factor. The resistance of the
solid magnet is expressed by

Rsolid = ρ ·
(

2 · Laxial

Hmag · Ltang

2

+
2 · Ltang

Hmag · Laxial

2

)
(12)

where ρ is the resistivity based on the material properties given
by the manufacturer.

The resistance of the segmented magnet Rseg is calculated by

Rseg = ρ · nth

(
2·Laxial

nth

Hmag · Ltang

2

+
2 · Ltang

Hmag · Laxial

2·nth

)
. (13)

And the resistivity of the segmented magnet is calculated by

ρseg = ρ · Rseg

Rsolid
= ρ ·

((
nth

2 − 1
)
Ltang

2

Laxial
2 + Ltang

2 + 1

)
. (14)

The value of ρseg is inserted into the FEM software. The
results of the 2-D and 3-D simulations differ by 6%–8% because
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Fig. 12. Reduction of the magnet eddy current losses by axial segamantaion
of the magnets for different supension current conditions.

the 2-D model gives higher values for the magnet eddy current
losses.

Segmentation of the magnets in the axial direction signifi-
cantly decreases the eddy current losses. It is important to keep
a balance between the axial division of the magnets, magnet
field strength, and ultimate strength in the direction of tension.
A very thin lamination could lead to high stresses on the bandage.
When compromising between the mechanical stresses, the price,
and the advantage of small eddy current losses in magnets, 1
mm lamination is a suitable choice. The neodymium magnets
N42UH chosen for the prototype are manufactured by Arnolds
Magnetic Technology and they have a lamination thickness of 1
mm, a less than 50 μm thick insulation layer, and a withstanding
temperature of 220 °C. For one motor unit with stack length of
80 mm and fill factor of 0.95, 1 mm lamination thickness results
in 76 sheets. One-millimeter thin segmentation brings magnet
losses in the twin BLSPM motor application ranging from 14%
to 0.43% of the rated power of the motor, as shown in Fig. 12.

D. Eddy Currents in the Rotor Sleeve

In the FEM analysis, the flow of eddy currents is also allowed
through the carbon-fiber sleeve surrounding the rotor [22]. The
conductivity of the carbon-fiber sleeve depends on the material
content and can vary from 300 to 15 000 S/m [24], [25].

Carbon fiber itself has excellent conductivity, but when it is
wound, the epoxy resin forms an insulation between the fibers.
Thus, the resulting composite has anisotropic behavior and low
bulk conductivity [25].

The material used in the analysis is a composite, and its
conductivity is assumed to be 1000 S/m. The associated losses
are used as a heat source in the thermal analysis.

E. Winding Losses

Winding losses in bearingless motors depend on the supplied
motor current and the suspension current needed to levitate the
rotor. Solderable rectangular Litz wire with strand diameter of
0.3 mm and temperature class of 180 °C was used to avoid
losses caused by skin and proximity effects. A fill factor of
0.65 is guaranteed by the manufacturer. The dc losses in the
winding, including end windings, were calculated as in [26].
The temperature-dependent increase of copper resistivity is ac-
counted for in the winding losses calculations. Since the ac losses

Fig. 13. Losses of BLSPM 160 kW motor with nominal motor current and
different suspension currents at speeds of 17 000–32 000 rpm.

are not neglectable in high-frequency drives, the ac resistance
was calculated by multiplying the dc resistance by a factor of
10, based on measurements carried out by the manufacturer. The
losses were calculated for the cases presented in Fig. 13 and later
used in the thermal analysis.

IV. COMPUTED LOSSES BY POSITIONING OF THE

BEARINGLESS DRIVE

The losses of the bearingless drive were calculated for the
scenarios presented in Table II. When it is assumed that the mo-
tors are operating with nominal motoring current, the suspension
current depends on the drive orientation.

As the compressor operates across a wide speed range, a
variety of different speeds were simulated when computing the
losses. The components of the bearingless drive losses with
different suspension currents and speeds are presented in Fig. 13.

Friction losses are the most significant loss component in this
HPHT application studied.

Losses in bearingless motors are distributed differently de-
pending on the levitation current. However, the winding losses
are less than 0.19% of the drive power regardless of position.

In the vertical position, when no suspension current is utilized,
the rotor losses are 64 W, as shown by Case 1 of Fig. 13,
for nominal speed. For horizontally placed motors, Cases 2–5,
increase in the suspension current is necessary, which results
in significantly higher rotor losses, which are 4, 12, 24, and 40
times as high when cases 1 and 2, 1 and 3, 1 and 4, and 1 and 5
are compared, respectively.

A comparison of cases 1 and 2–5 suggests that the vertical
drive position results in significantly lower magnet losses than
the horizontal motor position. However, if the motors are placed
horizontally and 40% of the maximum suspension current is
utilized, a significant increase in the losses of the magnets occur
even though they are segmented to 1 mm thickness.

In the carbon-fiber sleeve, eddy current losses during opera-
tion of the motors are 56 W if the motors are placed vertically. On
the other hand, with horizontal positioning and the correspond-
ing maximum suspension current, the losses in the carbon-fiber
sleeve can reach 200 W.
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Fig. 14. Cross-section of the stator, the axial AMB, and rotor with distin-
guished loss components.

Fig. 15. Schematic of the cooling for the bearingless motor.

Cooling is less challenging when the motors are intended
for vertical operation. Horizontal positioning of the motors
increases winding and rotor losses, and cooling of the motors
becomes even more demanding. The following section presents
the cooling approach of the two BLSPMs and a thermal analysis
of one such motor.

V. THERMAL ANALYSES OF THE BEARINGLESS MOTOR

A. Thermal Loads

The components of the losses are presented in Fig. 14. The
losses are taken as thermal loads and coupled with the 3-D
thermal FEA.

B. Cooling

The application schematics introduced in Fig. 1 incorporate
the cooling process of the BLPMSM motors. Cooling of the
electric motors is based on the vapor flow extracted from the
evaporator. Gas enters the motors from both ends and exits from
the middle of the compressor, corresponding to the position of
the axial bearing. The cooling gas flows axially through the air
gap of the BLPMSMs toward the middle part of the compressor,
where the axial magnetic bearing is located. Additionally, the
gas cools the end windings and the axial magnetic bearing. The
inlet gas temperature is at 60 °C and 2.923 bars, and the mass
flow rate of the gas flowing in the air gap is 0.08 kg/s. A water
jacket is placed on the stator to improve the dissipation of heat.
The gas flow path is presented in Fig. 15.

Fig. 16. Mass flow rate of the coolant with axial velocity through one unit of
the bearingless motor at 30 000 rpm.

The computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis aimed to
verify if the vapor can pass through the motor with a mass flow
rate of 0.08 kg/s and that the pressure does not drop significantly.
The water jacket cooling of the stator and vapor cooling was
modeled in the same simulation by the respective fractions. Since
CFD analysis does not allow simultaneous flow of two coolants,
the model, which has only one cooling fluid, assumes a mixture
of water and vapor acting as the cooling fluid in the simulation.
When liquid cooling is used, the vapor-to-water ratio is 0:1, and
similarly, when gas cooling is used, the water-to-vapor ratio is
0:1. The mass flow rate of the coolant and its axial velocity are
presented in Fig. 16. In depth, discussion of the CFD results
is not within the scope of this article, however it was seen that
pressure drop of the compressor is not too high.

C. Thermal Modeling

Heat transfer phenomena can be described as thermal con-
vection and thermal radiation. When gas with an axial flow is
used as a cooling medium, convection acts as a major means of
heat removal. If the model meets the set criteria with convection
only, it is not necessary to include thermal radiation in the model.
Estimation of heat transfer by convection requires determination
of the heat transfer coefficient (Cc), which depends on the
properties of the contact surface and the cooling fluid. The
heat transfer coefficient can be found based on the Nusselt
number (Nu). The Nusselt number is related to the convection
coefficient as in (15) by a relation of the hydraulic diameter of the
channel through which the cooling fluid passes and the thermal
conductivity of the cooling fluid

Cc =
Nuλ

dh
(15)

where dh is the hydraulic diameter and λ is the thermal con-
ductivity of the cooling fluid. The hydraulic diameter can be
calculated by dividing the area of the contacting surface by the
perimeter of the surface over which the cooling liquid flows.

Calculation of the convection coefficient starts by finding the
Reynolds number [27] of the cooling fluid used in the specific
motor. The relevant equation for the Nusselt number can be
defined from [27] based on the range of the Reynolds numbers.
Last, the Nusselt number is substituted in (15) and a convection
coefficient is calculated.
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Calculations of the convection coefficients for the surfaces
were carried out and then implemented as heat transfer bound-
aries in the FEM software.

Convection coefficients in the air gap of a high-speed rotating
motor with forced cooling were obtained by finding the Nusselt
number:

Nu = 0.0214
(
Re0.8 − 100

)
Pr0.4

(
+

(
dh
Lδ

)0.66
)

(16)

where Lδ is the axial length of the air gap hydraulic diameter
dhwith the radial length of the air gap δ given by

dh = δ

√
8
3

(17)

where the Prandtl number is calculated by

Pr =
Cpμ

λ
(18)

whereCp is the specific heat constant andμ is dynamic viscosity.
The Reynolds numbers for the rotor and stator surface are
calculated, respectively, by

Rerotor =
ρvreddh

μ
(19)

Restator =
ρVaxialdh

μ
(20)

vred =

√(
ωR

2

)2

+ Vaxial
2 (21)

where R is the outer radius of the rotor, Vaxial refers to the axial
velocity of the cooling gas, and vred is the velocity of air in the
helical direction in the air gap region.

The convection coefficients based on the Reynolds and Nus-
selt numbers were obtained for the boundaries, namely, the sta-
tor, the rotor, the axial AMB, the shaft end, the end windings, the
cooling water jacket, and the machine frame. The properties of
the cooling gas, R1233zd(E), presented in Table III, at inlet and
outlet temperatures were taken as references for the calculation.
The analytically calculated heat transfer boundaries are within
the range of the wall heat transfer coefficients from the CFD
simulation, the results of which are presented in Fig. 17.

The contract thermal resistances when an insulator strip is
located between the parts RT were calculated analytically and
assigned in the FEA model. The thermal resistance on the contact
face was calculated by

RT =
Δd

λA ∗A (22)

where Δd is the distance between the contacting parts, λA is the
thermal conductivity of the insulator between the parts, and A is
the area of the contacting parts.

Thermal resistances when forced convection is in question
were evaluated by

Rconv =
1

λc ∗Ap
(23)

Fig. 17. Heat transfer coefficients obtained with CFD analysis.

Fig. 18. General thermal network of the motor and the axial AMB.

where λc is the heat transfer coefficient depending on the coolant
speed and Ap is the area of the motor part.

In the FEM software used, an internal thermal network be-
tween the surfaces was built to form a thermal model suitable
for transient dissipation. The heat transfer coefficients were
assigned to the boundaries of the model, and the initial tem-
perature of the coolant, water jacket, and ambient temperature
were set. Based on the relation between the heat boundaries and
heat dissipation, a thermal network was structured as shown in
Fig. 18.

D. Thermal Analyses

The transient 3-D thermal analysis was carried out with time
steps of 10 s and a total of 400 steps. Case 1, representing vertical
positioning, and cases 2–5, corresponding to the horizontal
placement of the motor, were analyzed.

In the analysis, the losses in different parts of the motor were
passed to the thermal model as heat sources. The friction losses
at an operating speed of 30 000 rpm were set on the rotor outer
and stator inner surfaces as additional heat sources. The AMB
was modeled as a separate heat source with losses of 40 W. The
temperature of the cooling gas within the enclosure surrounding
the motor was assumed to be 60 °C, the water jacket temperature
was assumed to be 30 °C, and the ambient air temperature
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TABLE IV
THERMAL PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS

(1)The properties of the materials were not available.
(2)The thermal conductivity of the Litz wire is assumed to be isotropic based on the
manufacturer profile on the wire and [28].

Fig. 19. Average temperature at the motor parts and the axial AMB, when
the motor is positioned vertically at Im = 83 [A] rms Is = 0 [A] (left) and
horizontally at Im = 83 [A] rms Is = 40% of Im [A] (right), at 30 000 rpm.

surrounding the frame was defined as being at 20 °C. Thus,
the temperature of the gas flowing in the air gap is 60 °C. The
thermal properties of the materials are listed in Table IV.

The results are illustrated in Figs. 19–20. The average tem-
peratures are obtained when the thermal network reaches steady
state. The temperature scale in the figures has been adjusted to
highlight the influence of different suspension currents which
correspond to different motor orientations. Even though differ-
ent speeds will result in different distributions of losses, thermal
fields at 30 000 rpm are presented because this speed represents
the long-term operating condition of the motor.

A vertically positioned rotor has lower winding losses than
a horizontally placed one. When no suspension current is used,
the temperature of the rotor stack remains under 125 °C, which
results in lower requirements for thermal performance for the
magnets while retaining a higher field strength.

Horizontal orientation results in a rotor stack temperature that
is over 160 °C and a magnet temperature over 135 °C. The differ-
ence in temperature is caused by higher rotor losses, as levitation
current is injected. The magnetic flux of the magnets is 7% lower,
which results in lower torque production. The windings have hot
spots caused by the flow of suspension current; there is a 14%
increase in the stator temperature. The temperature of the shaft
is around 165 °C, which defines the operating temperature of
the sensors if they are placed on the rotor shaft.

Fig. 20. Distribution of the temperature of the motor and its parts when the
motor is positioned vertically (left)—Case 1, and horizontally (right)—Case 3,
at Im = 83 [A] rms Is = 0 [A] rms and Im = 83 [A] rms Is = 40% Im, respectivly,
at 30 000 rpm.
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Fig. 21. Demagnetization ratio of the magnets operating at 140 °C, at nominal
speed, motoring, and maximum suspension current.

The water jacket can effectively cool the stator stack; however,
cooling the rotor stack becomes challenging when the motor is
positioned horizontally.

E. Demagnetization of the Magnets in the HTHP Application

One of the causes of decrease in motor performance is demag-
netization [29] of the magnets. The level of demagnetization has
to be assessed to ensure whether or not the performance of the
motor decreases. Two types of demagnetization analysis were
carried out.

The first demagnetization assessment simulation aimed to
define the characteristics of the magnets before and after mag-
netization. The transient magnetic analysis was run for three
revolutions of the motor. The first period of the magnetic angle,
before demagnetization, was set without a load condition. The
second period imitated the demagnetization conditions and ran
with the nominal motor current and 80% of the suspension
current. The third period ran without load after demagnetization
had occurred. The demagnetization ratio, presented in Fig. 21,
was evaluated when the motor was stationary and had no load.
The reference temperature of the magnets was set to 140 °C and
eddy currents were allowed to flow through the magnets. The
analysis confirmed that the magnets do not demagnetize as a
result of direct exposure to an external magnetic field.

The second simulation aimed to evaluate possible
temperature-related demagnetization of the magnets. When the
motor operates continuously, losses occur in different parts
of the motor and the temperature of the elements increases.
Temperature-related demagnetization can take place even if
the knee-point is not exceeded before the temperature rise. In
this article, a carbon-fiber sleeve is assembled on top of the
rotor. During assembly of this safety band, the rotor is baked
at a temperature of up to 160 °C, and it is thus important to
know how this manufacturing process affects the magnets.
The thermal demagnetization test was carried out when the
temperature of the magnets varied from 100 °C to 220 °C, and
then back to 100 °C in one period of electrical angle. The results
confirmed that the magnets do not undergo temperature-related
demagnetization.

VI. CONCLUSION

Use of a bearingless motor topology results in a short rotor
tube configuration, which is a desirable trait in high-speed appli-
cations such as heat pumps with a compressor unit. The suspen-
sion current provides levitation force and enables an integrated
motor solution without requiring active radial magnetic bearings
or traditional bearings. High efficiency, high power density, and
the ability to withstand speeds around 30 000 rpm can thus be
achieved.

This article analyzed loss components of a bearingless surface
permanent magnet motor drive with a focus on friction losses
caused by the cooling gas in an HTHP application, rotor and
stator stack losses, and eddy current losses of the magnets. 2-D
and 3-D results were evaluated. Detailed analysis of the eddy
current losses in the magnets showed that a 90% reduction in
losses is possible by segmenting the magnets into 76 pieces with
a thickness of 1 mm each.

Instead of trying to compromise on the use of oil and working
fluid with piston compressors and oil lubricants, the HTHP in
the study uses R1233zd(E) working fluid, which enables pump
operation at a high temperature with a kinetic high-speed oil-free
compressor. The selection of the working fluid in a heat pump
application has significant impact on friction losses. The process
fluid was used as a coolant of the bearingless drive. Since the
density of the working fluid is much greater than that of air,
the friction losses are the most significant component of losses
in the application addressed in the article. These losses are the
main reason for the decrease in efficiency. For each motor, the
efficiency drops by 3% when no suspension current is utilized,
and the application efficiency at nominal speed thus diminishes
by 6% when all friction losses are summed.

The positioning of the bearingless motors has a significant
influence on the distribution of the losses and, consequently,
on the cooling design. When the motor operates, horizontal
positioning requires gravity, the UMP and possible external
forces from the impellers to be overcome, and, as such, can
use 40%–80% of the maximum levitation current, resulting in
higher losses in the windings, the magnets, and the rotor core
compared to vertical positioning, which has the advantage of
lower losses and less demanding cooling design.

A cooling arrangement with vapor R1233zd(E) at 60 °C and
2.923 bar was presented in the work and thermal analysis carried
out. The thermal analysis investigated the temperatures of the
motor both in the vertical and horizontal positions. An analysis of
different cases with different assumptions of motor positioning
and cooling with a water jacket was presented.

The temperature distribution of the prototype showed that the
average stator temperature drops by approx. 20 °C when a water
jacket is applied. It should be noted that the rotor is surrounded by
a carbon-fiber sleeve, which acts as a thermal insulator. Within
the motor, the heat flux flows from the rotor to the magnets.
The lamination between the magnets does not allow internal
cooling between the magnets. With the implemented cooling,
which consists of forced cooling gas with axial velocity and
a water jacket, the temperature can be kept within permissible
range, i.e., below 130 °C in the stator windings, below 155 °C
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in the insulation of the stator winding, and below 120 °C on
the surface of the rotor magnets when the motor is oriented
vertically. The model meets the set criteria without thermal
radiation.

Additionally, temperature-related demagnetization of the
magnets was assessed, and it was seen that the magnets can
withstand a backing process when the carbon-fiber bandage is
assembled.

Future work could address selection of a less dense working
fluid and a compressor design with suction of the fluid imple-
mented to minimize the friction losses of the drive which could
result in improvement of the overall efficiency of the application.
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ABSTRACT Bearingless motor (BLM) technology offers a competitive solution to active magnetic bear-
ings (AMBs) in high-speed applications. A bearingless drivetrain (BLDT) working as part of a kinetic
compressor in a heat pump exceeding 0.5 MW and 25 000 rpm is open for questions: how should the
geometry, materials, and parameters be chosen without exceeding the electromechanical and thermal limits;
what rotor configuration would suit the heat pump; and how can the working fluid of the heat pump be
used in the motor cooling? This paper presents the interdisciplinary design process of a BLDT as part of the
compressor of a high-temperature heat pump (HTHP). The motor design process—the motor constituting the
core driving the compressor of the heat pump, each interacting with the others, thus bringing about various
design challenges—is summarized in a flowchart and subsequently elaborated on. Dimensioning rules for
the bearingless structures are presented. Finite element analysis (FEA) is used to evaluate the surface and
interior permanent magnet BLM structures under consideration. Different stack materials are considered
and preliminary electromechanical optimization by a genetic algorithm is carried out. To ensure structural
rigidity, FEA of electromagnetic, mechanical, thermal, and rotor dynamic performance is conducted. FEA of
drive losses is carried out and cooling alternatives are considered, based on which temperature distributions
and thermal stresses with the chosen cooling arrangements are calculated again with FEA. The power and
performance of the structures are discussed. As a result of the analyses, a suitable hermetic motor design is
chosen for the HTHP compressor drivetrain.

INDEX TERMS Bearingless motor, interdisciplinary, multiobjective optimization, electromagnetic analysis,
high-speed, high-temperature heat pump application, kinetic compressor, rotor dynamics, thermal analysis,
thermal stresses.

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, efficient and ecological heat production
has followed the global uptrend of sustainable energy.
A very efficient and ecologically sound solution in heat
production is offered by heat pumps [1], which can pro-
vide low-temperature heat for buildings and factories and
high-temperature heat for manufacturing processes of indus-
trial goods. However, there are only few specific heat
pump solutions available, producing high-temperature heat
above 100 ◦ [2].

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Kaushik Mukherjee .

Moreover, an efficient and environmentally safe high-
temperature heat pump needs an environmentally acceptable
working fluid and a compressor capable of overcoming high
pressure ratios [3] with an oil-free design, having bearings
not lubricated by oil, unable to contaminate the working fluid
and degrade the heat transfer performance [4]. This solution
can be achieved by incorporating a working fluid with an
ultralow global warming potential (GWP) [3] into the process
and integrating an oil-free high-speed compressor with a
magnetically suspended rotor into the system.

In comparison with a traditional drive with an active mag-
netic bearings (AMBs), a bearingless motor (BLM) can offer
a more compact structure, as torque and suspension are pro-
duced with the same windings and iron [5]. With the same
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windings used for the production of both torque and suspen-
sion force, an evenmore compact design can be achievedwith
an opportunity of increased efficiency [6], [7]. Bearingless
machines can be categorized based on the number of degrees
of freedom (DOFs) controlled [8]. Different rotor topologies,
e.g., induction [8], homopolar [6], and permanent magnet
ones [10], [11], [12], have been investigated. A structure with
a power of 60 kW, reported in [11] is an example of a topol-
ogy with permanent magnets. With a 4DOF configuration,
shown, e.g., in [10], the BLM is a suitable replacement for
applications where AMB solutions are used.

In high-speed and high-power applications, such as turbo
compressors, blowers, turbines, and high-temperature heat
pumps, the length of the rotor can become a limiting fac-
tor, as the critical speeds can hamper achieving the maxi-
mum speed of the application [13]. BLM configurations are
mostly tested in small-power applications, but seldom above
100 kW [8], [10].

The design of high-speed applications is a multidisci-
plinary process incorporating mechanical, electromagnetic,
control, fluid dynamics, and thermal aspects to achieve a fea-
sible solution for the application [13], [17]. A multiphysical
design, showing electromagnetic and thermal analyses of a
1.5 kW 5 000 rpm bearingless switched reluctance motor,
was presented in [15], and a coupled thermal and structural
analysis of a permanent magnet motor supported by AMBs
was reported in [16]. Furthermore, in [17], a multiphysical
design and optimization of an ultrahigh-speed BLM with
thermal, structural, and rotor dynamic analyses were car-
ried out with simplified models. However, to the authors’
knowledge, interdisciplinary design of a heat pump with a
kinetic compressor with a bearingless drivetrain has not been
reported in the literature.

The main contribution of this paper is to introduce a
multidisciplinary design procedure for a heat pump with a
kinetic compressor, incorporating an industrial-size bearing-
less drivetrain (BLDT), and to provide information to assist
in the dimensioning of the drive. By achieving a greater
power, bearingless machines could be used on an industrial
scale in the way AMB-supported machines are used today.
The steps of the design process, involving multiphysics, are
presented for a high-temperature heat pump (HTHP) appli-
cation, driven with a BLM, not reported previously in the
literature. The conceptual design of the motor windings is
based on [14], [18].

The paper is structured as follows. The second section
presents a multidisciplinary flowchart of the design: a BLDT
inside a compressor of a heat pump. It elaborates on the
necessary design steps and provides guidance on how to
overcome various challenges that may be encountered in the
design of a compressor intended for high-speed operation in
an HTHP and that of the drive within. Furthermore, the third
section focuses on the general dimensioning rules of a BLDT
for a heat pump.

The fourth section presents the design of an industrial
heat pump process and that of the compressor used in the

heat pump. The fifth section investigates bearingless drive-
train topologies in detail. Surface permanent magnet (SPM)
and inner permanent magnets (IPM) motor structures are
considered, and preliminary optimization is carried out with
the application in mind. Based on the optimization results
and scaling rules, case studies segregating different structural
design choices are established for comparative purposes.

The sixth section applies the guidance from section two and
investigates the cases from section five by interdisciplinary
design steps where FEA is used. This section presents a
BLDT concept that could be used, e.g., for an HTHP. The
results, incorporating multiphysics, are presented, and the
achieved power range of the BLDT is discussed.

II. HEAT PUMP APPLICATION—CHALLENGES AND
DESIGN CHOICES
The design of the heat pump covers the process, compres-
sor, and drive design. The system in its complexity com-
bines several fields of engineering, e.g., mechanical, electro-
magnetic, thermal, fluid dynamics, and control. When high-
temperature, high-power, and high-speed operation comes
into question, such a design involves various interlinked chal-
lenges.

The design can be divided into three main design tasks,
which are iterated until the performance of the system satis-
fies the requirements. Fig. 1 depicts the overall design task.
Furthermore, to answer the interdisciplinary challenges and
to obtain a feasible design, a systematic approach is proposed
and presented in Fig. 2, along with a breakdown of the key
aspects.

FIGURE 1. General flow of the design work from beginning to
completion, denoted by iterations of A-C, with assessment of the final
performance denoted by D.

The results of the heat pump process calculations define
the requirements for the motor power and the operational
speed ranges of the motor and the compressor. The required
pressure rises as well as the mass flow rate are the input
parameters needed to proceed with the design of the com-
pressor. The iteration of the motor and compressor designs
involves the acceptable pressure drop and the maximum
rotational speed. The aerodynamic performance of the com-
pressor and its mechanical strength and stresses constitute a
checkpoint—the outputs of the design. Fulfilling the require-
ments follows the possibility of iterating the electrical motor
design. As regards a BLM, the capability of producing the
required torque and suspension force allows further progress
in the design. The cooling arrangement and the rotor dynamic
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FIGURE 2. Flowchart of the design process of a heat pump, involving a compressor with a bearingless drivetrain, incorporating multiple engineering
disciplines, in which A. stands for the heat pump process design, B. the compressor design, and C. the motor and drivetrain design, whereas the
assessment of the system performance is denoted by D.
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analysis are a key checkpoint when it comes to designing the
BLM further. The heat pump process, motor, and compressor
designs are evaluated by checking the coefficient of perfor-
mance (COP), mechanical and electrical power, losses, and
efficiency.

A. HEAT PUMP PROCESS
The heat pump design process is comprised of the following
phases to meet the requirements of the targets of the appli-
cation. At the beginning of the heat pump design process,
different heat pump cycle layouts, including one- and two-
stage compression processes, as well as different working
fluids are studied. Within two-stage compression processes,
different options for intercooling are explored.

Suitable design values are evaluated based on the given
data, typically including the power range and the heat source
temperature levels in the evaporator as well as the heat sink
temperature levels in the condenser (StepA.1). Inmany cases,
a wide operating range is beneficial so that the heat pump
can be operated in various conditions. Thus, the operation
and performance of the heat pump both in the design and
off-design conditions are considered. One of the most impor-
tant choices is to select the appropriate design values for
the heat pump process cycle and the heat pump components
to meet the requirements in both the design and off-design
operating conditions. Typically, the condenser heat rate and
the evaporating temperature as well as the condensing tem-
perature are key design parameters.

In the early phase of the design process, the selection of
a suitable working fluid is a major issue; the working fluid
has a significant impact on the performance of the heat pump
(Step A.2). The selection of a suitable working fluid depends
on the power scales and operating conditions, including the
temperature levels, and also on the design of the heat pump
components. In addition to the thermodynamic and thermo-
physical properties, the aspects related to the ozone depletion
potential (ODP) and the global warming potential (GWP)
must be considered in the selection of the working fluid,
along with other properties, such as toxicity, flammability,
availability, price, and compatibility with materials [21].

Thermodynamic computations of the heat pump cycle
(Step A.2.1) result in the power need and speed range of the
electric motor of the compressor unit as well as the COP
for heating, which is an often used and essential indicator
for describing the heat pump performance. The computations
also result in the necessary data that define the design values
of the compressor unit, e.g., the required mass flow rate and
pressure rise, also including the rotational speed.

B. COMPRESSOR DESIGN
A two-stage compressor operates as part of the heat pump
system. The boundaries for the compressor design are set
by the heat pump process, including the required pressure
rise and mass flow rate of the working fluid, yielding the
maximum rotational speed (Step B.1.1). Investigation of dif-
ferent compressor cooling arrangements is closely linked to

the e-motor design while also having a significant impact on
the mechanical design (Step B.1–Step B.2). If a vaporous
working fluid is used as a cooling medium in the electric
motor, enabling a hermetic design, the heat transfer prop-
erties, the pressure drop as well as the gas friction and gas
flow losses are issues of importance that are investigated
computationally in the design phase [19], [35] (Step B.4).

It should be borne in mind that a high-density, vaporous
cooling medium can cause significant gas friction and gas
flow losses in a system with a high-speed rotor, influencing
the performance of the heat pump.

Concerning the high-speed compressors, the management
of the compressor leakages from the impeller outlets to the
space of the lower pressure level surrounding the shaft and
the minimization of the residual axial force of the compressor
shaft [22] must be considered in the design of the labyrinth
seals and in the layout design (Step B.4–Step B.5a &
Step B.5b).

As to the materials, the impellers of the compressor should
be light, maintain rigidity, and withstand the process tem-
perature (Step B.5a). To improve the performance of the
compressor, the rotational speed and the impeller type and
size can be reconsidered. The above-mentioned decisions
have a significant impact on the design and performance of
the compressor components and the heat pump process cycle.

C. MOTOR AND DRIVETRAIN DESIGN
At the earliest stage of the motor design, the motor type,
operational speed, and power are defined. The required motor
power is determined by thermodynamic computations of a
heat pump cycle. Furthermore, those computations along
with the maximum rotational speeds of the motor define the
boundaries for the compressor design.

The positioning of the drive, either vertically or horizon-
tally, has a great bearing on the dynamics and the required
suspension force capacity, as vertical placement removes the
need to counter the rotor weight with a current-generated
suspension effect [19]. However, a vertically oriented drive
requires more from the axial AMB, having to support the
drive, and thus, a higher force capacity is required. On the
other hand, the design and placement of the axial bearing,
back-up bearings, and axial and radial sensors are based on
the physical dimensions of the rotor of the compressor [48].
Provided that the drive is placed vertically, it is supported
using a fixed number of supports, in contrast to horizontal
placement, where the drive could be bolted on the floor
across its entire length. In that case, the end shields support
a greater weight, resulting in lower axial critical speeds and
leading to control challenges. Furthermore, depending on the
drive orientation, the housing can have different vibration
modes, the frame modes being excited by electromagnetic
forces or loads present in the application. More challenging
housing dynamics, studied in the section about the analysis
of rotor dynamics, are present when the system is positioned
vertically.
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In general, a controllable and mechanically rigid BLDT
with a high suspension force capacity, torque density, and
a wide operational speed range is desired for compressor
applications.

However, such design objectives involve corresponding
design challenges, such as controllability, mechanical limita-
tions, dimensioning of torque and suspension force, thermal
and cooling design, and rotor dynamics. The relevant objec-
tives and challenges are discussed together in the following
subsections.

1) TORQUE AND SUSPENSION FORCE DIMENSIONING
A high-speed BLM with a high power density should be
dimensioned by optimizing the ratio of the rotor length
to its diameter; the dynamics prefers the shortest rotor,
whereas low stresses the smallest diameter. By dimension-
ing the drivetrain well, a high efficiency and torque density
as well as a sufficient suspension force capacity can be
achieved.

Scaling the drive to equal or greater power can be done
by maintaining a constant volume—replacing the materi-
als or varying the rotor length and diameter inversely—or
by increasing the overall volume by changing one or more
dimensions.

Good suspension performance, characterized by a low
force error angle [24] and vector amplitude error as well as
a high force capacity, can be established by optimizing the
motor geometry. Such optimization can involve finding the
smallest possible air gap, an optimal magnet arc in relation
to the thickness of the magnet and size of the slot opening,
or skewing the rotor or the stator [12]. Mechanical perfor-
mance limits the design choices that can bemade in the course
of the optimization, ruling out unfeasible designs [16]. Guid-
ance to overcoming various design challenges is presented in
the following subchapters.

a: AIR GAP
Decreasing the air gap width and shortening the rotor can
lead to an increase in tangential stress, improving the sus-
pension force capabilities of the motor. However, a small air
gap, which goes hand in hand with small mechanical drive
clearances, can cause problems with unbalanced magnetic
pull (UMP) and make the cooling more challenging. These
thermal challenges are elaborated on in detail in section 2.

b: MAGNET AND SLOT DIMESNSIONS
Balancing the magnet arc against its thickness can decrease
the force error angle, force vector amplitude error, and torque
ripple, thereby improving controllability (addressed in detail
in section 4). The sizing of the slot opening should be consid-
ered carefully; with small slot openings, the stator stack can
be fractured, but small slot openings make fitting the wind-
ings challenging. The slot shape should also be considered
beforehand to avoid manufacturing issues and to ensure that
the windings can be packed with a high fill factor.

c: WINDINGS
Different solutions can be employed to produce torque and
suspension force, e.g., either by two separate sets of wind-
ings or one set of shared windings that can be configured
as distributed or concentrical ones. The use of concentric,
shared windings can reduce the length of the end windings
and simplify the manufacturing. However, even if distributed
windings are used at the cost of the increased length of the end
windings, the waveform of the air gap flux is more sinusoidal,
leading to lower eddy current losses on the rotor side. The
number of turns, proportional to the voltage induced in the
windings, should be chosen carefully; a greater number of
turns results not only in a higher voltage, but also improves
the filtering of higher harmonics.

d: MATERIALS
Proper selection of the materials [26] is important for the
optimization of the drive as a whole. Low-magnetic steel
should be used for the shaft, whereas materials with thin
laminations should be used for the stacks, both to reduce iron
losses. Silicon-iron steel, e.g., SuraNO20 or 10JNEX900, and
cobalt–iron steel, e.g., Vacoflux, result in low core losses [25].
Low saturation levels follow low iron losses, which result
in an improved suspension performance, e.g., by reducing
the force error angle, which, however, comes with the costs
associated with oversizing.

Rotor losses increase when suspension current is supplied
to the windings, the rate of increase being significant if a
high suspension current is required. To avoid high eddy cur-
rent losses in the magnets, especially concerning the SPMs,
unshielded from the external magnetic field, segmentation of
the magnets is recommended [25]. The downside is that the
magnetic field strength of the magnets decreases by some
percents, depending on the process and number of segments
as well as the mechanical strength and cost.

Optimization is an iterative process, involving both
mechanical and electromagnetical constraints, such as struc-
tural rigidity and acceptable stresses or suspension force and
force error angle. Analytical calculations can be used at the
beginning, and to speed up the iteration process, a genetic
algorithm can be used in the FEA.

2) THERMAL ANALYSIS AND COOLING DESIGN
When the drive is intended to work in an HTHP, different
types of cooling arrangements can be considered: the use of
compressor suction from the evaporator of the heat pump,
internal fan cooling with a coolant flowing from one end of
the drive, internal cooling fan with flow from the radial holes
in the middle of each BLM, or an external cooling fan.

Electric motor cooling based on compressor suction can be
considered a viable alternative; the gas entering each motor
from the inlets, located close to the ends of the motors,
and leaving them from the middle of the compressor after
cooling the motors. The temperature of the outlet flow from
the evaporator defines the temperature of the coolant. When
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the cooling is designed, the properties of the coolant must
be considered in detail; the flow of the coolant can produce
significant flow losses and friction losses that depend on
dynamic viscosity and fluid density. Additional cooling for
the stator, i.e., a water jacket, can be employed if necessary.

The flow of the coolant through the clearances of the
structure and the motor air gap has to be considered. From the
electromagnetic point of view, a small air gap is desirable to
increase the suspension force capacity. However, an effective
flow requires sufficient width for the air gap. Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analysis should be carried out to
predict if a satisfactory flow rate is achieved, and the pressure
drop between the inlet and the outlet should remain low.

Even with very efficient cooling, losses, i.e., heat sources,
should be minimized in the design by choosing low-loss
stacks and materials with a low bulk conductivity and by
segmenting the magnets.

After the thermal analysis is carried out using the chosen
coolant, the effect of the maximum temperature of the coils
and their insulation as well as the effect of the magnets on
suspension force production and motor performance can be
seen. Material resistivity tends to grow with an increasing
temperature, and the effect should be accounted of in the loss
calculations. Furthermore, the field strength of the magnets
decreases as the temperature rises, possibly reducing the
torque density of the drive.

The obtained temperatures of the drive components cou-
pled with mechanical stresses enable the estimation of ther-
mal stresses. These stresses can cause structural deformation,
and thus, losses should be kept low with a proper design, and
materials with a high mechanical strength should be favored.

3) ANALYSIS OF ROTOR DYNAMICS
Rotor dynamics should be studied thoroughly to ensure
dynamical performance at the operating speed, especially
concerning high-speed machines [29]. Typically, under crit-
ical performance is targeted as supercritical performance
requires additional steps to go beyond the critical speeds.
In subcritical operation, the critical speeds (excluding rigid
body modes) above the operating speed with a safety mar-
gin (SM) of at least 10% is required [28]. API Standard
617 suggests the separation margin to be 17–27% [29].
A smaller safety margin results in the first bending mode
starting to excite, which increases the overall vibration of the
machine.

When it comes to the compressor of the HTHP, equipped
with impellers, the impact on the rotor dynamic performance
should be analyzed because the impellers act as overhang
masses. The analysis of rotor dynamics aims to assess the
influence of the masses of the system parts, i.e., motors,
impellers, sensors, and bearings, on the structural stiffness of
the shaft and eventually, on the critical speeds.

As the impellers significantly affect the dynamics, sen-
sitivity analyses with different impeller masses should be
carried out. The position stiffness of the motor is close
to the stiffness of the radial AMB, i.e., in the magnitude

of 1·106 N/m, which means that the rotor geometry typically
defines the dynamical behavior when such motors are used
in large high-speed machines. The bearing stiffness achieved
with electromagnetics is relatively loose compared with jour-
nal bearings or rolling element bearings.

Based on the initial analysis of rotor dynamics, preliminary
control, actuator, and sensor locations can be planned. The
housing dynamics should be analyzed to be incorporated in
the control design. The housing design could be iterated to
increase the stiffness of the housing, thereby increasing the
critical speeds of the housing. It is challenging, however,
to produce a complete rotor design where the required parts
are included, yielding a dynamically feasible solution.

The rotor dynamic analyses can be performed with an
FE-based method, and later a model-based controller for
the system can be designed [31]. Here, the length of the
rotor and the impeller sizes as overhang structures should be
used as they are the most limiting factors from the perspec-
tive of dynamics. If adequate dynamical performance is not
achieved, the sizes of different parts have to be reconsidered

4) CONTROLLABILITY OF A BLDT
Control of a BLM entails the lift-up of the rotor and centering
when displaced during operation by system disturbances. The
control of the system is directly connected to the rotor dynam-
ics, as it forms the framework where the system operates.
The drive should be able to work throughout the whole speed
range of the application, and, if needed, cross the critical
speeds with a suitable ascent across the speed range.

Different current injection control strategies, introduced
in [18], involving, e.g., split windings and an equivalent six-
phase system, could be considered. In particular, a current
injection control strategy based on [23], where the same
windings were used for suspension force and torque produc-
tion, could be implemented.

Suspension force characteristics, i.e., force error angle,
amplitude error, and bandwidth, have to be established so that
controllability can be estimated. The first step to ascertain
controllability is to calculate the force error angle of the
suspension force, which must not exceed 15◦ during lift-up
or operation [24]. One way to ensure the controllability of the
motor is to minimize the force error angle by optimization
of the geometry. A broad force bandwidth for the BLMs
and the AMB is desired, and the suspension force can most
effectively be controlled when the angle between the electro-
magnetic force components in a Cartesian coordinate system
is at the minimum.

When the control is in the development stage, the system
delay should be minimized, and the control algorithm should
be designed to take into account application-specific distur-
bances, i.e., the external forces from impellers, manufactur-
ing eccentricities, and the possible UMP. The control system,
operating in the discrete domain, should include estimation
of the rotor position and manipulate suspension current to
produce the necessary force to suspend and center the rotor.
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Parts of the system also used for control, such as position
sensors, are dimensioned according to the parts of the rotor.
Both axial and radial position sensors should be employed
so that dynamics can be controlled, i.e., nodal positions
of the modes must be avoided. The challenge in placing
the position sensors, however, is that they need to measure
absolute displacement to ensure dynamical performance and
controllability. Low noise and uncertainty levels for actua-
tors and feedback signals are necessary to obtain accurate
measurements.

III. DIMENSIONING OF THE HEAT PUMP WITH A BDT
A. DIMENSIONING OF A HEAT PUMP AND COMPRESSOR
UNIT
The scaling and dimensioning of a heat pump process can be
achieved by using multiple heat pumps connected in parallel,
without the need to redesign the process, compressor, and
motor. Another way for scaling the process is to combinemul-
tiple parallel compressor units with low- and high- pressure
compressor stages, each with their own e-motor, to achieve
the higher heat rate. However, the aim here is to achieve
a compact solution with no additional heat pump units or
compressors.

A variety of means can be employed to scale the heat
pump process to a higher heat rate. The mass flow rates of
the working fluid, the volume of the heat exchangers and
flash intercooler, as well as the process piping including
the process components, e.g., valves, related to it, can be
increased in proportion to the scaling. Using the approach of
unaffected process nodes, the method affects the size of the
heat exchangers, valves, and the process piping.

However, in case higher mass flow rates of the working
fluid are required, scaling of the compressor is necessary.
To that end, the size of the impellers could be increased,
the impeller diameters, in particular, requiring upsizing to a
great extent; the efficiency of the compressor can be improved
by reducing the rotational speed. The scaling of the com-
pressor can be achieved based on the fundamental equations
described in [46]. A pressure rise, an isentropic enthalpy rise,
and the volume flow rate are important when redimensioning
of the compressor is attempted [46]. However, when upscal-
ing the heat pump process without changing the unaffected
nodal values of the cycle, the volume flow rate is important,
i.e., there is no need for a higher pressure and isentropic
enthalpy rise.

The required motor power is defined by the process simu-
lation of the heat pump. The further focus of the paper is on
detailed dimensioning of the BLM that should be capable of
producing power to provide the targeted heat rate for the heat
pump.

B. DIMENSIONING AND SCALING RULES OF A BDT
This section proposes rules for scaling and dimensioning of
a BLDT along with the impellers attached to the ends of
the shaft. It may be necessary to change the dimensions for

various reasons, e.g., falling short of the overall performance
targets set for the motor or unsatisfactory performance in
terms of rotor dynamics. Scaling can ensure achieving the
same power density and force capacity per volume with a
different motor length to diameter ratio or an increased power
density and force capacity. Fig. 3 presents some significant
structural design choices, which can be made to scale the
drivetrain in case of unsatisfactory electromechanical perfor-
mance.

FIGURE 3. Some design choices on dimensioning of the drivetrain in case
of unsatisfactory electromechanical performance.

1) FIRST RULE
Whenever a change in drive dimensions is required, e.g.,
the performance of rotor dynamics is not satisfactory yet
the same power density and force capacity per volume is
expected, the drive can be shortened while simultaneously
increasing the diameter. Hence, the first scaling rule proposes
to keep the same number of turns and current and to increase
the shaft, rotor, and stator yoke diameters along with the
outer arcs of the slots, and the rotor sleeve thickness by a
percentage-based factor α1 while the length of the motor is
shortened by that same factor. The first scaling rule aims
to shorten the rotor by the same factor as the diameter is
increased.

As a result of the scaling, the magnets are shifted outward
and elongated in proportion. Thus, the magnet height has
to be increased in relation to its arc angle, the factor for
increasing the magnet height derived based on a simplified
2D magnet structure presented in Fig. 4.

However, increasing the magnet arc length increases its
volume, and thus, the increase in its height is not equal to α1.
The original magnet height hm is first automatically scaled
in the FEM software by a corrected factor α2 based on α1.
The height of the magnet after the first scaling, before the
correction, hm1 is represented by

hm1 = hm · α1 + hm. (1)
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FIGURE 4. 2D illustration, depicting a permanent magnet embedded in
the rotor, where hm denotes the height of the magnet, θ is the arc angle,
and r1 and r2 are the inner and outer radii, respectively.

A correction factor α2 that is given by

α2 =
1

1− α 2
1

·
1

α1 + 1
(2)

can be used in the estimation of a the actual height of the
scaled magnet hm2, whereby

hm2 = hm1 · α2. (3)

Furthermore, when it comes to segmented magnets embed-
ded in the IPM structure, the thickness of the magnets has to
be increased so that the magnets retain the same volume and
thereby the same field strength as before the segmentation of
the magnets, because the lamination bridges take up space
between the segments.

2) SECOND RULE
The second scaling rule aims to increase the produced power
by increasing the rotor length, however, not significantly
increasing the friction losses. Because the rotor dynamics are
highly dependent on the rotor length, an increase in length
changes the critical speed. As a consequence, a sensitivity
analysis with different rotor lengths and impeller loads should
be carried out. In addition, the dynamical performance with
different rotor lengths and impeller masses should be ana-
lyzed to find the limitations of the design.

3) THIRD RULE
The third rule of scaling aims to increase the power den-
sity of the BLDT, like the second rule, but also involves
changing the stator and rotor core materials. The case exam-
ples can involve silicon-iron steel 10JNEX900, possessing
a higher silicon content than Sura NO20, and cobalt–iron
steel Vacoflux 50 [50] as stack materials that were investi-
gated in [25] and compared with Sura NO20. The considered
lamination materials have different knee points of the BH
curve, above which the flux density that can be generated
by the magnetic core approaches its limit. Based on this fact,
the recommended saturation ranges of the steels are proposed
in Table 1. Depending on the motor performance and the
saturation levels of the stacks, the motoring current Im, the
suspension current Is, and the number of turns could be
increased, bearing in mind the current density of the windings
and the voltage level. Should the saturation level of the stacks

TABLE 1. Reference flux densities of different lamination materials used
in the BLM.

exceed the recommended range, the stator and rotor yokes
and the slot height can be increased still more than by α1 to
decrease the saturation level.

IV. DESIGN OF A HEAT PUMP WITH A KINETIC
COMPRESSOR
A. REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DESIGN OF THE HTHP
The requirements of the HTHP application are based on an
industrial need and defined in Table 2. The design procedure
and analyses, leading to the manufacture of a prototype meet-
ing the objectives set for the design, is elaborated on in the
following sections.

TABLE 2. Requirements of an HTHP.

B. HEAT PUMP PROCESS
The heat pump process is designed based on the targeted
condenser heat rate. The aim is to upgrade heat from
low-temperature heat sources and provide heat for high-
temperature applications, which results in low evaporating
and high condensing temperatures, leading to a high com-
pressor pressure ratio. Because of the high pressure ratio,
a two-stage heat pump cycle was selected.

Two options of two-stage heat pump cycles were studied:
a two-stage cascade cycle [21] and a two-stage cycle with a
flash intercooler, suggesting that either the compressor low-
and high-pressure stages are on the same shaft or two separate
low- and high-pressure compressors are used.
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FIGURE 5. Schematic diagram of the heat pump cycle process [19].

In a two-stage cascade cycle, low- and high-temperature
circulation loops are separated by using an intermediate heat
exchanger called a cascade heat exchanger. If two individ-
ual low- and high-temperature compressors are used, a two-
stage cascade cycle provides an opportunity to use different
working fluids in the low- and high-temperature circula-
tion loops while enabling separate control of the low- and
high-temperature compressors.

In the two-stage cycle incorporating a flash intercooler, the
low- and high-pressure circulation loops are in fluid commu-
nication with each other. Due to the lack of a cascade heat
exchanger with a temperature difference between high- and
low-temperature working fluids, the cycle permits a higher
efficiency in the design point compared with a two-stage
cascade cycle.

A high efficiency and the opportunity to use only a single
compressor with the rotors of the low- and high-pressure
compressors stages as well as the rotor of the electric motor
all coupled on the same shaft were considered important
prospects during the design. Thus, the two-stage cycle with
a flash intercooler was selected.

In the evaporator, heat is transferred from the fluid of
the heat source to the working fluid (the process schematic
presented in Fig. 5 and Fig. 1 in [19]), whereas in the con-
denser, heat is transferred from the working fluid to the actual
medium used in the heating application. Between the low-
and high-pressure compressor stages and the low- and high-
pressure expansion valves there is a flash intercooler, inwhich
there is a saturated vapor–liquid equilibrium and a particular
liquid level exist.

The computation of the process cycle is governed by the
mass and energy balances of the process components as well
as by the boundary condition, stating that the rotors of both
the compressors and that of the electric motor are attached to
the common shaft and thus have the same rotational speed.
In the design, the mass flow rates in the low- and high-
pressure compressor stages differ from each other.

For the selection of a suitable working fluid, potential alter-
natives were studied by conducting thermodynamic cycle
computations. In particular, theworking fluids R1336mzz(Z),
R1233zd(E), R1234ze(Z), and R1224yd(Z) as well as the
natural working fluids pentane (R601), isopentane (R601a),
butane (R600), and isobutane (R600a) were investigated.

A widely used refrigerant R245fa was used as a refer-
ence fluid in the comparison of the potential working fluids,
the properties of which are listed in Table 3. However, R245fa
was not considered an actual candidate for the working fluid
of the heat pump because of the high (GWP). As a result of the
investigation, R1233zd(E) was selected as it performs ade-
quately in the heat pump application, and it is well available
and used in the industry.

The other above-mentioned natural working fluids were
omitted because they are highly flammable and require
high rotational speeds for the compressor stages. Based on
the results of the heat pump design work and the related
investigation of different options, an evaporating temperature
of 25◦C, a condensing temperature of 90◦C, and a motor
power of 130 kW were established and used as a basis for
the process cycle design. A two-stage heat pump cycle was
selected. The reason was to enable off-design operation of
the heat pump at higher pressure ratios and mass flow rates
than in the design point as well as to achieve a condenser
heat rate of 0.5 MW. To get a more accurate evaluation of
the performance of the heat pump, the values related to the
heat pump process cycle can be updated with computed and
measured process component and piping values. In doing
so, also the e-motor losses, the compressor gas friction and
gas flow losses, the process component, piping, and e-motor
cooling vapor pressure losses, and the values related to the
compressor stages can be updated.

C. COMPRESSOR
Similar to the heat pump process and motor design, the com-
pressor design, intended for a direct-driven and high-speed
application, relies on the best practices, general knowledge,
and recommendations based on literature and in-house expe-
rience [47]. The designs of low- (LP) and high-pressure (HP)
compressors receive the boundaries for the inlet temperature,
inlet pressure, mass flow rate, and the required pressure rise
from the heat pump process design, and for rotational speed
and power from the motor design.

The preliminary design of the compressors performed with
the LUT in-house code gives the main dimensions, operating
conditions, and performance of the compressors [47]. These
values can be used to estimate the impeller manufacturability
already at the early design phase. The impeller tip speed and
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TABLE 3. Properties of the studied working fluids.

outlet temperature indicate what kind of material is needed,
and the required material information allows the estimation
of manufacturability and costs.

The preliminary design is followed by the design of the 2D
and 3D geometries, where the aim is to achieve a sufficient
diffusion (pressure rise) and compressor performance. The
3D models of the LP and HP compressors are built and
analyzed within the commercial ANSYS software. In both
compressors, splitter blades are used to increase the flow
passage area in the inducer sections. Both compressors are
designed unshrouded owing to issues related to the combina-
tion of the small geometry and manufacturing capabilities.
The blade thicknesses are based on experience, and their
suitability is confirmed by a stress analysis. To enable a wide
operating range for the compressors, vaneless diffusers are
chosen. The volutes are designed for a free-vortex flow, and
the outlet cone geometries are based on the design principles
of [22].

The 3D geometry is used in parallel to check both the
aerodynamic performancewith Computational Fluid Dynam-
ics (CFD) and the mechanical strength and stresses with the
Finite Element Method (FEM). After the convergence of the
CFD simulations, the performance parameters and velocity
triangles at the impeller outlet are analyzed, and the profiles
of mean relative velocity, aerodynamic loading, and mean
relative Mach number are checked. The LP and HP impeller
structures are presented in Fig. 6. Furthermore, the compres-
sor maps are presented in Fig. 7.

After analyzing the design point, the performance of
the compressors can be studied numerically in off-design
conditions.

The final design of the compressor is verified after the per-
formance of the motor, e.g., rotational speed and power, and

FIGURE 6. LP and HP impellers (not in scale).

FIGURE 7. LP and HP compressor maps.

the mechanical strength of the compressor are established.
Based on the design of the compressor stages, the evaluation
of the performance of the heat pump process is carried out.
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Fig. 8 presents the heating COP as a function of condensing
and evaporating temperatures.

FIGURE 8. Coefficient of performance for heating as a function of
condensing and evaporating temperatures.

D. DRIVETRAIN
A bearingless drivetrain incorporated into an HTHP system
should have the operating range, in terms of speed and power,
defined based on the process simulation. Because the design
and optimization of the BLM is an iterative and interdisci-
plinary process, sections V–VI are dedicated to describing the
motor topology and its dimensioning and optimization pro-
cedure along with iterations between different domains, i.e.,
electromagnetics, mechanics, thermodynamics, and control.
The following sections correspond to the motor design steps
presented in the flowchart of Fig. 2.

V. TOPOLOGY OF A BDT INTEGRATED INTO A KINETIC
COMPRESSOR
A. MOTOR SELECTION OF A BLDT FOR AN HTHP
APPLICATION
The operational drive parameters, shown in Table 2, are based
on the requirements set by the HTHP and the power grid. The
drive consisting of two identical motors is intended as part of
an oil-free, high-speed two-stage compressor of the HTHP.
A cross section of the compressor, showing the bearingless
drivetrain, is presented in Figs. 9–10.

The heat rate of the condenser of the heat pump defines
its power rate. The desired thermal coefficient of perfor-
mance (COP) is 3.125, which results in a power range of
at least 0.5 MW for the HTHP, and a targeted power range
of at least 160 kW for the drive. It was chosen to place the
drive vertically [19] tominimize the use of suspension current
during operation.

B. INVESTIGATION OF MOTOR GEOMETRIES
In this section, concerning Step C.2 of the flowchart, per-
manent magnet rotor topologies chosen for the motor are

FIGURE 9. Cross section of the compressor with a BLDT.

FIGURE 10. Model of the vertically mounted compressor with the BLDT
inside.

investigated. IPM and SPM rotors with different stator slot
shapes and slot openings were investigated in [12], and the
results suggest that parallel and trapezoidal tooth shapesmerit
further investigation. The geometry with shoe-shaped slots
leads to an unacceptable force error angle and is thus not
investigated further [12].

While the trapezoidal tooth shape has been found only to
improve the performance of a cobalt–iron steel SPM motor,
parallel tooth shapes are studied further in an investigation
of SPM and IPM motors. The stator geometry investigated
in this paper is presented in Fig. 11 and the rotor geometries
in Fig. 12.

FIGURE 11. Cross section of the stator.
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FIGURE 12. Rotor geometries of the IPM and SPM motors under study.

The IPM structure is depicted by a quarter model, where
the interior magnets can be in one piece or divided into
smaller segments, as in Fig. 12. For simplicity and to find the
boundaries of the geometry, the first simulations were carried
out so that the magnets of both the structures, IPM and SPM,
are treated as singular, nondivided magnets. The nondivided
magnets of the two-pole-pair motor are shown on the right
in Fig. 12, depicting the SPM structure.

C. PRELIMINARY OPTIMIZATION OF THE GEOMETRY
WITH A GENETIC ALGORITHM
Optimization of the SPM and IPM rotor structures presented
in Fig. 12 was carried out. The rotor structures were consid-
ered to have carbon fiber sleeves shrink fitted on the struc-
tures to ensure structural rigidity at high operating speeds.
Similarly, the rotor stack was envisioned to be shrink fitted
on the shaft but to transfer the generated torque. The retain-
ing band with a radial fit of 0.1 mm was found to stay in
compression in all operating conditions in a preanalysis done
in Ansys. The actual optimization, a two-stage optimization
of the rotor structures and electromagnetics, using a genetic
algorithm—related to Step C.4 of the flow chart—was carried
out in JMAG.

Introducing many objective functions in a genetic algo-
rithm at a time leads to a very long optimization process. For
that reason, the rotor structure was optimized first to find the
mechanical limits, and a second round of optimization, using
the same geometry, but aiming to achieve optimal control
and electromagnetic performance, was conducted. A more
detailed investigation of the mechanical performance is pre-
sented in section VI.C.

The limits of the rotor structures with the desired speed
range and maximum torque were investigated with a coupled
stress and electromagnetic FEA. A multiple objective func-
tion MOF(x) [9], representing the candidate solutions of the
optimization, was defined as

MOF(x) =
[
1
TN
σBσMσLσS

]
(4)

in which x is a vector denoting the design variables: magnet
arc angle, magnet thickness, and sleeve thickness, the simul-
taneous variation of which results in different motor designs,
the values concerning the optimization comprising torque
TN, and von Mises stresses on the retaining band, magnets,
lamination, and the shaft σB, σM, σL, σS, constituting the

objectives of the optimization, in order to maximize torque
and minimize the stresses.

The genetic algorithm was carried out for 30 generations.
The individuals, aka chromosomes, in each generation were
compared with the previous population, and only those with
a high fitness were transferred to the population of the next
generation, ultimately converging into a Pareto optimum
solution.

The solutions for each rotor part, meeting the minimum
stress criterion, were compared with the maximum material
strengths of the specific parts in order to verify the validity
of the results. The material properties used in the analysis are
presented in Table 4.

TABLE 4. Material properties used in mechanical analysis.

Based on the optimization, the minimum thickness for the
retaining band of the SPM and that of the steel between the
magnets and the sleeve for the IPM structure were estab-
lished.

The results of the analysis suggest that the magnets in
the IPM structure can be segmented if the stresses on them
and the outer lamination bridge are higher than their material
strength.

The electromagnetics were optimized in the same way as
the limits of the rotor structure, but using

MOF(x ′) =
[

1
TN

EA Trip EVA

]
(5)

in which x ′ is a vector denoting the design variables: mag-
net arc angle, magnet thickness, and slot opening, whereas
the objectives of the optimization are: torque, force error
angle EA, torque ripple Trip, and force vector amplitude error
EVA, with an additional boundary condition: Trip < 15% and
EVA < 30% imposed. The goal of the optimization was to
maximize torque and minimize the rest of the objectives. The
genetic algorithmwas likewise carried out for 30 generations.
The correlations between the design variables and objective
functions were obtained by calculating the Pearson correla-
tion coefficients (PCCs) in the JMAG software.

The PCC is a measure of linear correlation between two
sets of data, calculated by dividing the covariance of two
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variables by the product of their standard deviations, i.e., by

PCC =
COV ab

σaσb
(6)

where COV ab represents the covariance of variables a and b,
and σa and σb the standard deviations of variables a and b,
respectively.

A correlation matrix for the investigated SPM and IPM
rotor structures was generated as a result of the optimization,
shown in Table 5, intended to provide an intuitive under-
standing of how the design variables are related to the objec-
tives of the optimization. Based on Fig. 13, it can be seen
how the design variables, pertaining to the geometry, can be
tuned to achieve the desired performance. Considering the
SPM motor, e.g., when simultaneously varying the design
variables, i.e., magnet height, arc angle, and slot opening,
the change in relation to the force error angle is 0.46, 0.79,
-0.01 respectively. This means that variation in themagnet arc
angle has the strongest effect on the force error angle, whereas
the effect of changing the slot opening is negligible.

FIGURE 13. Influence of a simultaneous change in the magnet arc angle
[◦] and the magnet height [mm] on the force error angle [◦] and the
torque ripple [%].

The contours of the force error angle and the torque ripple
with simultaneous variation of the height of the magnets
and the arc angle were calculated, shown only for the SPM
structure in Fig. 13. The contours display the effects of vary-
ing the dimensions of the magnets on the key indicators of
controllability.

The starting parameters and dimensions of a BLM
unit—where permanent magnet height, tangential length, and
slot opening are results of the optimization—with a good
performance in terms of controllability and power within the
expected range are presented in Table 6.

TABLE 5. Correlation matrix of the dimensional parameters and the
performance of the SPM and IPM motors.

TABLE 6. Main operating parameters and dimensions of the BLM.

D. CASE STUDIES OF THE BLDT
The first scaling rule aimed to shorten the rotor by the same
factor as the diameter was increased. The SPM and IPM
motor structures, their dimensions presented above in Table 6,
implemented using a parameterized geometry in the FEM
software, were scaled by the factor α1, except the mag-
net height scaled by α2. The results of the electromagnetic
analyses, including suspension force with different currents,
torque, tangential stress, computed friction losses, surface
velocity, and force error angle with a skewed rotor with
respect to the scaling factors are presented in Figs. 14 a–d.
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FIGURE 14. The motor performance when scaling according to the first
scaling rule in terms of a) Suspension force amplitude with various
current conditions, b) Torque, tangential stress, friction losses, and
surface velocity c) The amplitude of the suspension force with 20% and
100% of the suspension current in use d) Force error angle.

The first scaling rule shows that the motoring and suspen-
sion performance behaves nearly linearly with respect to the

degree of scaling when the volume is kept constant. However,
the friction losses of the drive at the axial velocity, also con-
taining the losses at the end plates, calculated for two motor
units with an assumed coolant, R1233zd(E) at 60 ◦C and
2.92 bar [39], increased significantly. Furthermore, increas-
ing the rotor diameter by a factor higher than 0.3 causes the
surface velocity to rise to almost 200 [m/s], which can cause
very high stresses on the rotor parts and challenge the rigidity
of the structure [33]. Thus, it is proposed to scale the motor by
not more than 15% to avoid a significant increase in friction
losses and a high surface velocity.

The second scaling rule, along with comparisons with the
unscaled structures, pertaining to the values of Table 6, was
investigated by case studies. Study 0 represents the unscaled
structures (Table 6), whereas Study 1 applies the first rule
of scaling, involving a scaling factor of 10%. Study 2 entails
increasing the rotor diameter according to scaling rule 1 and,
in addition, the motor length is increased by the same scaling
factor, instead of decreased like in Study 1. Study 2 aims
to increase the power produced by the motor, bearing in
mind different impeller loads in the HTHP application while
not significantly increasing the friction losses. To analyze
the rotor dynamic performance, a sensitivity analysis with
different rotor lengths and impeller loads was carried out. The
behavior of rotor length and the corresponding influence on
critical speed is summarized in Table 7. A relative decrease in
the critical speed with respect to the impeller mass is shown
in Fig. 15.

TABLE 7. Change of rotor length with the rules of studies 0, 1, and 2.

The third rule of scaling aims to increase the power density
of the drive, like the second rule, but also involves changing
the stator and rotor core materials.

When the stack materials are changed, the magnet arc
angle has to be optimized again. Thus, the same optimization
process described in Section C is carried out, and through the
related electromagnetic and structural analyses, the optimum
arc angle is chosen for 10JNEX900 and Vacoflux 50 steels.
The results are presented in Table 8.

Studies 0–III, based on the values of the unscaled structure
(Table 6), summarized in Table 9 along with the scaling rules
involved, are investigated further from the perspectives of
multiple engineering disciplines in Section VI. Studies 0–III
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FIGURE 15. Influence of the relative increase of the impeller mass on the
relative decrease of the critical speeds for Study 0, Study I, and Study II.

TABLE 8. Optimal magnet arc angle with different lamination materials.

are divided into Cases 1–10, listed in Table 9 to distinguish
between the different motor structures: SPM and IPM, and the
different stack materials of Study III. In Study III, the same
scaling factor of 10 %, used in Study II, is also used to scale
the motoring and suspension currents while the stack mate-
rials are changed to 10JNEX900 and Vacoflux 50, in turn.
However, the current density should not exceed 5 A/mm2

when 20% of the maximum suspension current is used. The
slot area should be increased if that limit is exceeded, and
thus, the slot arc can be increased by α1. The flux densi-
ties should be kept within the recommended ranges, shown
in Table 1 to avoid saturation of the stacks and an increase in
the iron losses.

VI. INTERDISCIPLINARY ANALYSES OF THE BDT
TOPOLOGIES
A. CASE STUDIES—MULTIDOMAIN ANALYSES
The performance of SPM and IPM motors is investigated
with case studies, pertaining to Section V and summarized
in Table 9. The multiphysical investigation of the drive per-
formance is divided into subfeasibility FEAs, i.e., mechan-
ical, electromagnetic, rotor dynamic, and thermal feasibility

TABLE 9. Cases of SPM and IPM bearingless motors under study.

studies are presented, and an investigation of the design limits
is carried out (as shown in the BLDT design loop in the
flowchart of Fig. 2).

B. FEASIBILITY OF ELECTROMAGNETICS AND CONTROL
(STEP C.4)
Themotor and levitation windings are intended to be supplied
with four three-phase inverters: two for motor windings
and two for suspension windings. The current injection
method [18] is to be used for the control of a double 3-phase
system with shared motor and suspension windings. The
double 3-phase system has the advantage of a lower failure
rate than a traditional 3-phase design [51]. Suspension force
is assumed to be controlled based on the position of the rotor
in the air gap, including a feedback loop with a position esti-
mator. Direct torque control could be used for motor control.

Simulations were carried out in the 2D FEM software
JMAG, using an ideal sinusoidal current supply. Mesh sizes
of 1 mm, 2 mm, and 0.2 mm were used for the magnets
and the retaining band, the stator and rotor cores, and the air
gap, respectively. Skin depth was factored in for the magnets,
the retaining band, and the shaft [19].

Details of the electromagnetic design methodology
applied [7], [18], [42] and the performance factors necessary
in the evaluation of a BLM motor [5], [14], [55] were pre-
sented, whereas the analysis methods are extensively elab-
orated in [19]. Details of the electromagnetic performance,
i.e., the flux distribution, when a) only motoring current,
b) only suspension current, and c) nominal motoring current
and maximum suspension current is employed, are presented
in Fig. 16. Furthermore, the suspension force production with
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FIGURE 16. Flux distribution when the BLM operates with different
current conditions: a) nominal motoring current and Ismax = 0 is used;
b) Ismax is used; c) nominal motoring current and 20% of the maximum
suspension current capacity is used, whereas d) depicts the suspension
force production with only different suspension current levels. All
computations were conducted at 30 000 rpm.

different suspension currents at 30 000 rpm are shown in
Fig. 16d.

Loss analyses were carried out, and joule losses and hys-
teresis losses of the stator and rotor stacks were obtained,
using the equations and methods described in [36]. A fre-
quency range of 50–10 000 Hz and 27 peak magnetic flux
density values, corresponding to the range of frequencies,
were included in the table containing the iron loss data
in the FEM software. Eddy currents were allowed in the
magnets, the retaining sleeve, and the shaft. As the eddy
currents are a 3D phenomenon, they were taken into account
as in [19], a method for reducing the magnet losses presented
in [25] was applied, and the 3D phenomenon-rendering 2D
was simulated [19]. The friction losses were estimated ana-
lytically based on the torque coefficients calculated with
respect to Reynolds numbers by equations for the high-speed
machinery presented in [19], [32], [34]. The AC winding
losses, taking into account the properties of Litz wire and
the temperature-related change in resistivity, were calculated
according to [19].

The force error angle of the motor under study was cal-
culated as in [24]. The results of the modeling show a force
error angle reduction of 18% as a result of skewing the rotor
by 15◦.

The motoring currents Im and the suspension currents Is
were recalculated for Cases 7–10, involving the third rule of

scaling with changed stack materials. The saturation ranges
of the materials and the limits for current density and voltage,
5 A/mm2 and 400 V rms, respectively, were borne in mind.
The height of the stator slot was increased by 2/1 in relation to
the scaling factor α1 in order not to exceed the current density
of 5 A/mm2 while the current was increased by steps of 10%.

In Cases 1–6, where Sura NO20 was used, the reference
current was Im = 83 A and Is = 0.2 Im. Cases 7 and 9,
implemented by using the stack material 10JNEX900, came
with the possibility of increasing the current by α = 20%,
resulting in the values Im1 = Im + 0.2 Im and Is1 = 0.2 Im1.
Correspondingly, for Cases 8 and 10, where Vacoflux 50 was
used, the lowmagnetic saturation (corresponding to the lower
bound presented in Table 1), allowing an increase in current
by α = 40%, the values used were Im2 = Im + 0.4 Im and
Is2 = 0.2 Im2.

The case studies summarized in TABLE 9 were simulated
at 30 000 rpm, assuming utilization of 20% of the force
capacity, i.e., suspension current. The results, namely torque,
torque ripple, force error angle, power density, and radial
force, are presented in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18, whereas the results
of the loss analyses are presented in Fig. 19. Power density,
depicted in Fig. 18, was calculated by computing the masses
of themotor parts, e.g., shaft, stator and rotor stacks, magnets,
and coils, and dividing the produced power by the sum.

FIGURE 17. Electromagnetic performance with skewed SPM and IPM
structures at 30 000 rpm with 20% of the suspension force capacity in
use when thermal loads are not applied.

Fig. 17 shows corresponding values for torque, torque
ripple, and force error angle when comparing Studies 0 and I,
indicating that scaling according to the first rule seemed to
meet its goal of retaining performance. Likewise, in Fig. 18 it
can be seen that the power density and the radial suspension
force remain almost constant.

An increase in values can be seen in Fig. 17 and
Fig. 18 when comparing the values of Study II with Study 0,
showing that scaling according to the second rule leads to an
improvement in power density and an increase in the torque
and the radial force capacity. By this approach, the increase
in friction losses can be kept relatively low in comparison
with the gain in motor performance. Hence, the second rule
of scaling seems to deliver on its targets.

When comparing the values of Study III with Study 0 of
Fig. 17 and Fig. 18, a significant increase in power density
and torque production can be observed, meeting the goal
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FIGURE 18. Power density and radial force with 20% of the suspension
current capacity in use when thermal loads are not applied.

of increased power laid out for the third rule of scaling; an
analysis of IPM and SPM structures with 10JNEX900 and
Vacoflux 50 shows that a motor of the same volume but
constructed with different lamination materials can be scaled
to over 140 kW (Cases 8 & 10), the power of the drivetrain
scaling correspondingly to over 280 kW.

The iron losses of SuraNO20 are 1.1% of the 80 kWmotor
power (SPM). Silicon steel, 10JNEX900, on the other hand,
offers a motor with a power of 125–140 kW with an iron
loss of 0.37%. An SPM motor above 140 kW with cobalt–
iron laminations and an increased nominal current has almost
five times as high losses in the magnets as its IPM variant.
Even though the IPM rotor structure shields the permanent
magnets with an iron bridge, eddy current losses also occur
in the interior magnets because of the high motor operational
frequency of 1 kHz. Although high-quality steels improve the
motor performance, the drawbacks are their high price and
low availability on the market.

C. MECHANICAL FEASABILITY STUDY (STEP C.4)
The 3D geometries were analyzed in detail with the finite
element method (FEM), see, e.g., [43] with the Ansys Work-
bench 2019 R3 software. A quarter model of the bearingless
rotor was used, and conditions of symmetry were applied to
it. Frictionless contacts were used between the parts so that
they could be separated but not able to penetrate between the
other parts in the normal direction. The parts were free to be
moved or rotated in the tangential direction. This allows the
shrink fit and PM stress evaluation in all conditions (no speed,
full speed, both cold and hot conditions).

The carbon fibre sleeve is shrink fitted on the rotor surface,
whereas the rotor lamination stack is shrink fitted on the shaft.
This guarantees the rigidity of the structure in all conditions.

FIGURE 19. Friction losses, iron losses, and eddy current losses in the
magnets of the SPM and IPM BLM for Cases 1–10.

The magnets are assumed to be free in the slots, i.e., in the
IPM topology, the lamination and the sleeve hold the magnets
in place, while in the SPM topology, only the carbon fibre
sleeve holds them in place.

In the feasibility study, a fine mesh was used to avoid
singularities in single nodes and thus, unrealistic stress behav-
ior. The results represent the maximum stress in worst-case
conditions. The stress values are thus comparable with the
different structures.

The results of the mechanical feasibility study, namely
the von Mises stresses without thermal loads, are shown
in Fig. 20. Furthermore, Fig. 21 shows their distribution for
Cases 7 and 9. The results show that the sleeve experiences
high stresses, caused by the centrifugal loads generated in
the laminations and magnets. In addition, on the top corners
of the magnet surface in the IPM laminations, high stresses
are present, mainly as a result of the loads generated by the
magnets in the slots. The SPM structure experiences the high-
est stresses approximately in the inner diameter zone of the
lamination, but well below the material strength. In addition,
the magnets experience loads because of deformations of the
slots, whereas the shaft is exposed only to minor stresses.

FIGURE 20. Von Mises stresses of the rotor parts for the SPM and IPM
motors at 30 000 rpm in the room temperature.

D. FEASIBILITY STUDY OF ROTOR DYNAMICS (STEP C.7)
The study of rotor dynamics aims to compare the perfor-
mance of the initial structure, indicated by Study 0, with
that of the structures obtained with different scaling rules in
Section V. Impeller loads vary with the desired power of the
HTHP, and thus, a sensitivity analysis with different impeller
masses was carried out.
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FIGURE 21. Von Mises stresses [MPa] of the SPM (scale 41) and IPM
(scale 53) scaled rotor structures of Cases 7 and 9, respectively.

The analysis of the structures presented by case studies
was carried out in RoBeDyn, a Matlab-based FE software,
which is based on Timoshenko beam elements, thus allowing
rapid iterations and parameter studies [43], [44]. The rotor
FE model, consisting of 56 Timoshenko beam elements,
is depicted in Fig. 22. Impellers and laminations were mod-
eled as mass points, and stiffnesses with spring elements.

FIGURE 22. Rotor FE model for the different motor topologies of
Studies 0–II, total rotor lengths of 616.65 mm, 594.65 mm, and
636.65 mm, respectively.

In nodes 2 and 55 there are impellers weighing 0.45 kg and
1.148 kg, respectively. In nodes 10 and 47 there are 1 kg point
masses that represent the sleeve collars. The nodes 18 and
39 represent the two BLM units, where the laminations and
magnets are modeled as mass points.

The motors are capable of producing a radial suspension
force, which acts like a radial AMB. The position stiffness of
the BLM is 1·106 N/m, modeled as a spring element.

The corresponding critical speeds in the horizontal and ver-
tical directions are in pairs of backward and forward whirling
(BW and FW) modes. The FW is in the direction of rotation,
and it is excited, e.g., by unbalance, thereby leading to a
significant resonance when the rotation speed is close to it.
The severity of the BW mode is not as significant as the
FW, as it is rotating in the opposite direction to the shaft and
excited by the asymmetric bearing stiffnesses.

The critical speeds of themodes 1–6with different impeller
loads were analyzed with respect to the studies presented
in Table 7, where the rules for changing the rotor length of
the BLM are introduced. The critical speeds of those modes
are presented in TABLE 10.

Figs. 23–24 depict the Campbell diagrams for the config-
urations of Studies I and II, which correspond to the shortest
and the longest rotor structure, respectively, also showing
the critical speeds for modes 3–6. The free-free modes of
Studies I and II are shown in Figs. 25–26, while the Ansys
model, showing the deformation for the first bending mode,
is presented in Fig. 27.

FIGURE 23. Campbell diagram of Study I.

FIGURE 24. Campbell diagram of Study II.

Fig. 28 shows the influence of increasing the impeller mass
in the 1st bending FWmode for Studies 0–II. In the sensitivity
study, the starting masses (at 0%) of the impellers in nodes 2
and 55 are 0.493 kg and 0.189 kg, respectively.
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FIGURE 25. Free-free modes of Study I (3D RoBeDyn model).

FIGURE 26. Free-free modes of Study II (3D RoBeDyn model).

FIGURE 27. Total deformation for the first bending mode at the operating
speed, Ansys model.

TABLE 10. Critical speed of the rotor in different studies.

The analysis shows an acceptable decrease in critical
speed, allowing the scaling of the motor structures to a greater
power. The increase in the shaft thickness by the scaling

FIGURE 28. Change in the frequency at the first bending FW mode in
relation to the increase in the impeller mass.

factor of 10% in both Studies I and II results in an SM
of 33.2% (mode 6) for the configuration of Study I and 16.7%
(mode 6) for Study II when the drive operates at 30 000 rpm
(500 Hz mechanical frequency). Furthermore, Fig. 28 shows
the sensitivity of the critical speed to the impeller mass, which
is linear and comparable with Fig. 15. The increase in the SM
is achieved with the chosen aluminum impellers, weighing
0.493 kg and 0.189 kg, respectively.

E. THERMAL FEASIBILITY STUDY (STEP C.10)
Cooling of the BLMs [19] is arranged so that the axially
flowing vapor, R1233zd(E), entering the motors from their
far ends and exiting from the middle of the compressor where
the axial AMB is located, i.e., between the motors, cools the
units while passing through. The temperature of the coolant
entering the compressor is 60 ◦C, and its properties [39] are
listed in Table 11.

TABLE 11. Properties of R1233zd(E) entering the motors.

The thermal analysis was based on the estimation of the
heat transfer coefficient [41], [47] depending on the contact
surface and the properties of the coolant. These coefficients
hc are obtained based on the ratio of the calculated Nusselt
number Nu and the thermal conductivity k of the coolant to
the hydraulic diameter dh by

hc =
Nu · k
dh

. (7)

The Nusselt numbers of the boundaries [47], i.e., the air
gap, the stator, the rotor, the axial AMB, the shaft end, the end
windings, the cooling water jacket, and the machine frame
were found based on a range of Reynolds numbers [41], [47]
used for high-speed motors.
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Thermal resistances for forced convection and thermal
contact resistances, with an insulator placed between the
parts, were included in the model.

The transient FEA of electromagnetics was coupled with
the 3D thermal analysis; motor losses presented in Fig. 19 at
30 000 rpm, acting as thermal loads, were passed to the
thermal model, along with winding losses, bearing in mind
their dependence on temperature, and the losses in the carbon
fiber sleeve. Friction losses were assigned to the rotor outer
and stator inner surfaces as additional heat sources.

The results of the analysis, comprising the temperatures
of the motor parts for all ten cases and the temperature
distributions of different motor parts for Case 9, are shown
in Figs. 29–30, respectively.

FIGURE 29. Temperature distribution of the SPM and IPM structures for
cases 1–10.

FIGURE 30. Temperature distribution of the simplified BLM, case 9.

The first scaling rule, represented by Cases 3 and 4, involv-
ing an increase in diameter by the scaling factor α1 = 10%
and a corresponding decrease in motor length, shows that the
temperature of the motor parts increases mainly as a result

of the increasing friction losses. However, with the same
cooling arrangement, the rotor temperature remains below
115 ◦C for both the SPM and IPM structures, and the winding
temperature stays within the permissible range, i.e., less than
130 ◦C, and the temperature of the insulation under 155 ◦C.
Increasing the motor length, pertaining to scaling rule II, with
the aim to achieve a higher power, does not significantly
increase the temperatures.

The third rule of scaling, involving upgraded stack materi-
als along with scaled dimensions, aims to increase the power
of the drivetrain. Cases 7 and 8 correspond to the SPM
topologies with 10JNEX900 and Vacoflux 50, respectively.
With such rotor arrangements, the main concern was the
permanent magnets, their temperatures rising past 140 ◦C
with silicon steel and past 200 ◦Cwith cobalt–iron.With such
temperatures, the motor design had to be analyzed again, but
the revised design showed that a power of 125–135 kW is
achievable with 10JNEX900. However, the SPM topology
with cobalt–iron was only able to provide 104 kW, and there-
fore, requires better cooling to achieve more than 140 kW per
motor, which can be observed in the electromagnetic study
before a temperature-related drop in performance. On the
other hand, the IPM structure with Vacoflux 50 can deliver
an excess of 140 kW. The permanent magnet material used in
the study was once laminated, high-density N42UH, with an
operating temperature up to 220 ◦C.

Case 9, representing a silicon steel IPM motor, provides
125 kW with a power density of 2.60 kW/kg with the tem-
perature of the magnets under 115 ◦C, whereas Case 10, rep-
resenting a cobalt–iron IPM motor offers likewise more than
140 kW and 2.99 kW/kg. Such IPMmotor structures could be
used to power a twin motor BDT of 250–280 kW, operating in
a 0.780–0.875MW heat pump with a COP of 3.125. It should
be borne in mind, however, that the COP tends to increase
with the operating power, and thus, a heat pumpwith a greater
power could possibly be achieved. The permanent magnets of
an IPM structure are protected by lamination from external
fields and the associated eddy currents, resulting in only 10%
losses in the magnets compared with an SPM structure.

F. THERMAL STRESS FEASIBILITY STUDY (STEP C.10)
To ensure long operating lifespans for the BLM, a thermal
stress analysis was carried out in 3D using the FEM. The
temperatures of the motor parts from the thermal analysis
were used as sources in the thermal stress analysis.

Rotor models, with their entire length, were analyzed to
take account of thermal expansion, and it was assumed that
the shrink fits are in compression in all conditions to ensure
the balance and rigidity of the machine. Thermal forces,
acting on the rotor, were calculated at a standstill and at the
rated speed, with an aim to study the thermal expansion of the
SPM and IPM structures under thermal loading.

The results of the thermal feasibility study for Cases 1–10
are shown in Figs. 31–32. Fig. 31 depicts nominal operation
when the machine is warm, and Fig. 32 a situation where the
machine operates at the nominal speed and is then stopped,
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FIGURE 31. Thermal stresses of the rotor parts of the SPM and IPM
motors at 30 000 rpm under thermal loading.

FIGURE 32. Thermal stresses of the rotor parts of the SPM and IPM
motors at a standstill under thermal loading.

remaining warm. Fig. 33 shows the thermal stress distribu-
tions of the SPM and IPM motor structures.

FIGURE 33. Von Mises stresses [MPa] of the SPM (scale 35) and IPM
(scale 34) structures of Cases 7 and 9, respectively.

The results of the thermal stress feasibility study show that
the thermal stresses of the structures with SuraNO20 and
10JNEX900 are within the permissible range of material
strength. However, the yield strength of the cobalt–iron steel,
although promising from the electromagnetic perspective,
was shown to have the smallest safety margin in comparison

TABLE 12. Main operating parameters and dimensions of the 30 000 Rpm
BLM for 0.5–0.78 MW heat pump.

with other silicon steels in the study when temperature and
thermal stresses were taken into account.

G. ASSESSMENT OF THE CHOSEN BLDT DESIGN FOR A
HEAT PUMP EXCEEDING 0.5 mW
The final dimensions of the BLM for a heat pump of at least
0.5 MW and above were achieved by analyses of the SPM
and IPM structures involving multiple branches of physics
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and engineering. Based on the dimensions obtained by the
preliminary optimization presented in Table 6, the scaling
principles, and the inner loop of the motor interdisciplinary
analysis and design (part C of Fig. 2), feasible dimensions
and parameters were obtained. The SPM motor depicted by
Case 3 and the IPM motor represented by Case 9 can be
applied to a heat pump with a power greater than 0.5 MW.
The designed dimensions and parameters of these two cases
are presented in Table 12.

As a side note, it is pointed out that Case 10 can provide a
higher power than Case 9. However, the mechanical strength
of silicon steel, its low core losses, and better thermal prop-
erties favor the material over cobalt–iron steel.

Concluding the results of the interdisciplinary analyses,
the BLDTwith a better performance in terms of rotor dynam-
ics and power of 160 kW, consisting of two identical 80 kW
BLM units, was decided to be manufactured with the inten-
tion to power the compressor of the heat pump prototype.

VII. CONCLUSION
Interdisciplinary design of a heat pump, including a centrifu-
gal compressor and a bearingless drivetrain, was presented.
The challenges in designing such a complicated system,
where the working fluid of the heat pump flows also through
the electrical motors, were elaborated on.

The heat pump process defined the boundary conditions
for the motor and compressor design. The power and speed
ranges were taken as targets for the motor design, whereas
temperature, pressure, mass flow rate, and the required pres-
sure rise governed the design of the compressor. A hermetic
solution for the system was designed; the most significant
interconnection between the heat pump process and the BDT
was the same fluid that acted both as the working fluid
in the process and as the cooling agent of the drive. This
fact emphasized the importance of choosing a working fluid
with good cooling properties and a low enough density that
allowed the friction losses to stay within an acceptable range.

The maximum speed needs had to be considered in the
design of the compressor. As the inputs from the process
simulation were defined, the compressor design followed the
path presented in the flowchart. The flow rates obtained in the
process design were iterated for the impeller design.

Within the internal drivetrain design loop, the motor design
had to be considered with respect to the rotor dynamics.
Aluminum impellers were chosen, and the motor length had
to be shortened in comparison with the preliminary design.
Steps were taken to increase the critical speed of the drive
to improve the mechanical performance and efficiency of the
compressor.

Furthermore, a design incorporating multiphysics with
iterations for a bearingless drivetrain of industrial size were
carried out adhering to themethodology involved, leading to a
feasible motor design for an HTHP. Multiobjective optimiza-
tion using a genetic algorithmwas employed to dimension the
motor geometry.

An investigation of PM motor structures was carried
out, starting from the assessment of structural feasibility.
A matching structure, employing undivided magnets and
being functional as an SPM structure, could not be used for
an IPM motor because of the stresses exceeding the flexural
strength of the magnets. Therefore, the magnets of the IPM
structures had to be divided in the circumferential direction.
The assessment of the feasibility of the structures with a
promising electromagnetic performance was continued; for
a drivetrain with two units of identical motors with a power
of 80 kW required (i.e., the basis for the design), a power
density of almost 1.95 kW/kg was achieved, using Sura
N020 as the stack material. Changing the stack material to
10JNEX900 resulted in a power density of 2.60 kW/kg and a
drivetrain power of 250 kW owing to the low core andmagnet
eddy current losses as well as the low saturation levels, which
allows an increased current when considering the IPM struc-
ture. Vacoflux 50 was likewise a useful material for scaling
the motor power, but the structural analysis showed an SPM
rotor not to be desirable in terms of stresses, the yield strength
of the steel approaching the limit.

The study of the rotor dynamics showed that the best design
is obtained when the motor is scaled according to the first
scaling rule, provided an increase in power density is not
desired. However, if a greater power is targeted, increasing
the motor length by 10% still leads to a feasible design;
a critical-speed-related safety margin of 16.7%was achieved.

Thermal investigations showed that themagnets, windings,
and winding insulations of both the SPM and IPM motors
with a power of 80 kW had permissible temperatures with the
designed cooling. However, the calculated thermal stresses
were in favor of the IPM structure. Should 10JNEX900 and
cobalt–iron steel be employed to increase power, the SPM
motor requires more from the cooling than its IPM variant,
mainly because of the eddy current losses in the magnets.
Should the SPM structure with Vacoflux 50 be used, better
cooling of the structure is required, the power decreasing
because of the high temperature in the magnets. The smallest
safety margin of the core strength was obtained for Vacoflux
50, i.e., the motor with cobalt–iron steel had a worse mechan-
ical performance compared with the structure with silicon
steel.

As a result of the design process, drive topologies were
established for an industrial heat pump with a power range
over 0.5 MW. The 160 kW drive, consisting of two 80 kW
BLM units, with the rotor length decreased according to
scaling rule I, is an obvious solution from electromagnetic,
mechanical, rotor dynamic, control, and thermal perspectives.
It can be considered an end result of the design, comprising a
series of interdisciplinary analyses, and it was decided to be
manufactured and used in the HTHP.When aiming for a drive
with a high power, according to scaling rule III, changing the
stack materials while increasing the length by 10% leads to a
feasible solution; however, the IPM topology, having smaller
eddy current losses, should be used instead of the SPM that
was decided to be used for the 160 kW drive.
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Abstract— Presently, most heat demands globally are covered 
by burning fossil fuels, e.g., by using coal, which results in harmful 
emissions. For example, when burning oil, carbon dioxide 
emissions alone are estimated to be 3.2 times the mass of fuel (oil) 
burned. Other harmful emissions include those associated with 
increased health risks, e.g., sulfur dioxide and indirect climate 
gases. With new regulations following political initiatives such as 
a decarbonized Europe, the use of fossils is under pressure. Heat 
pumps provide clean heat production with efficient use of 
electricity. With the deployment of high-speed kinetic 
compressors, more applications with heat pumps become viable. 
The high-speed kinetic turbo compressors have a higher efficiency 
and better reliability than reciprocating oil-lubricated 
compressors. Oil-free compressor technology enables the use of 
the most efficient and ultra-low global warming potential working 
fluids, which in most cases are sensitive or unsuitable for bearing 
lubricants. In this work, the technology alternatives for high-speed 
oil-free compressors are analyzed. Based on the working 
conditions of 500 kW residential heat pump modules, a case study 
comparison between bearingless technology and a surface 
permanent magnet motor having a rotor with two active magnetic 
bearings is presented. 

Keywords— Special Machines, Electromagnetic Actuators, 
bearingless motor, magnetic levitation, high-speed SPM motor, FEM 
modelling, actuators, heat pumps, rotor dynamics 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Even though renewable energy is increasingly being used for 
energy and heat production, energy efficiency is one of the key 
means to decrease greenhouse gas emissions and primary energy 
consumption. In the renewable world, it means less installed 
solar and wind energy capacity. Heat pumps are a very efficient 
way of generating high-temperature heat from low-temperature 

heat. For lower temperatures the market offers many alternative 
heat pump solutions. An efficient heat pump producing high-
temperature heat with relative high power needs high-speed 
compressors and electric machines. High-speed active magnetic 
bearing (AMB) rotors offer the required reliability at very high 
speeds and high temperatures. With bearingless motors, even 
smaller carbon footprints, lower costs, higher speeds, and better 
reliability can be achieved, leading to higher integration and 
efficiency. 

Oil-free compressor technology enables the use of the most 
efficient and ultra-low global warming potential (GWP) 
working fluids, which in most cases are sensitive or unsuitable 
to work with compressors that require lubricants. The most 
efficient working fluids and the optimized process are unlocked 
by using a kinetic compressor, which replaces piston-based 
compressors, which, in turn, makes the application of industrial 
high-temperature heat pump (HTHP) viable. 

The concept of heat pump has been known since the end of 
industrial revolution, and it is attributed to Lord Kelvin in 1852. 
However, the wider practical applications came much later. 
Moser and Schnitzer [1] provide a good review of the early 
industrial development and applications of heat pumps. The 
main industrial beneficiaries have been for instance evaporation 
processes, distillation, drying, food industry, chemical, 
petrochemical, pulp and paper, steel, and district heating. If we 
measure the development of heat pump technology in the 
number of scientific publications, then in the past two decades 
the technology has increased 4–5-fold compared with the 
previous developments. The oil-free compressors were 
introduced in low-temperature heat pumps for low-power 
domestic applications, with the concept work discussed, e.g., by 
Javed et al. [2]. For the HTHPs, the technical literature gives 
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only a handful of publications. Most of these publications focus 
on reviewing the key technologies and features that would be 
needed for the development and applications. The actual 
solutions and working devices are not presented. On the other 
hand, the energy- and market-oriented literature focuses on 
theoretical analysis of energy efficiency, CO2 reduction 
potential, and economic viability in different applications. In 
these publications, HTHPs are often considered a superior 
technology [3]. Arpagaus et al. [4] give a systematic market 
overview, technology state of the art, a review of refrigerants, 
and application potential for heat sink temperatures in the range 
of 90℃ to 160℃. For the implementation of highly efficient and 
stable HTHPs, the key technologies can be identified as 

• Compressor suitable for HTHP operations. 
Technologies such as piston compressors are in use but should 
be replaced by oil-free high-speed frictionless kinetic 
compressor units. The use of such technology is not yet 
described in the scientific literature and is only emerging now 
[5]. So far, high-speed oil-free compressors and the most 
efficient working fluids in HTHP industrial applications have 
not been taken advantage of. 

• Suitable working fluids with zero ozone depletion 
potential (OPD) and low GWP. 

• Circulation system that helps to reduce the condensing 
temperature and working pressure. With traditional compressors 
it is difficult to achieve high enough mass flow and high-
pressure ratio for higher powers. The solution here can be 
redirected again to suitable kinetic compressors. 

• Safe and efficient operation, reliability, maintenance-
free operation, monitoring, and diagnostics. Frictionless high-
speed compressors with integrated vibration and temperature 
sensors attain those goals. 

The above technological hurdles can be overcome by the use 
of high-speed oil-free compressor technology. High-speed oil-
free magnetically levitated rotors suitable for compressor and 
turbine applications have been studied, e.g., in [6–11]. The 
scalability of bearingless motors has been investigated, and the 
power levels have been increasing reaching 100 kW. 

Commercially available industrial heat pumps operate with 
heat sink temperatures up to 165℃ providing heat capacities 
between 30 kW and 20000 kW [4]. The available heat pumps 
with kinetic turbo compressors can only reach sink heat 
temperatures up to 95℃. For high temperatures and high lifts, 
the compressors must overcome high pressure ratios. To this 
end, optimization of the compressor for heat pump application 
is required. The potential of oil-free magnetic bearing-
suspended compressors (e.g., twin centrifugal compressor 
Turbocor TG310 from Danfoss, [12]) has been recognized in the 
IEA Newsletter, 2012 [13]. Turbocor has been optimized to 
work in related chiller applications (Danfoss 2018) [14]. 

This work presents a 160 kW bearingless motor applied to a 
residential heat pump application. A study of the competitive 
technology and a comparison with a more traditional AMB rotor 
is shown. The three rotor geometries to be compared are shown 
in Fig. 1. The first configuration has two bearingless units 
symmetrically on each side of the axial AMB disc. Two 
alternative configurations have separated radial magnetic 

bearings and an SPM electric motor unit. The difference 
between the two is the location of the axial AMB disc. The disc 
is either located outside the radial magnetic bearings (alternative 
1) or inside them (alternative 2). 

Fig. 1. Three alternative rotor configurations. (a) Twin bearingless rotor. (b) 
AMB-SPM motor alternative 1. (c) AMB-SPM motor alternative 2. 

II. ACTUATORS 

The actuators are designed in the FEM and optimized for 
performance and stress. For a comparison of the 
electromagnetic force, torque, and losses, the same mesh size 
constraints are imposed: shaft 4 mm, rotor yoke 2 mm, stator 
yoke 4 mm, stator teeth in SPM 2 mm, stator teeth in 
bearingless motor 4 mm, bandage and magnets 2 mm, and 
sliding mesh 360 points in three layers. Eddy currents are 
allowed in the bandage. The assumed skin depth is 0.5 mm with 
three layers in the shaft, magnets, and the bandage. The key 
rotor dimensions are given in Table I. The material properties 
are listed in Table II. 

The resistivity of the bandage is assumed 0.002 Ωm while 
the resistivity of the magnets (1 mm laminated) is computed 
according to the segmentation and magnet dimensions (0.0076 
Ωm for bearingless and 0.0172 Ωm for SPM rotors). The 
equivalent resistivity ρe of the laminated magnets is 
approximated as the scaled nonlaminated material resistivity ρ 
in the JMAG FEM where ρ = 1.8e-06 Ωm. 

𝜌 = 𝜌 (1) 

The n, m, and l are the number of segments, the stack length (or 
axial piece length), and the circumferential length of the magnet 
piece, respectively. 



A. Radial and axial AMBs 

When comparing the twin bearingless motor with the
traditional AMB rotor, the axial bearing design remains the 
same. The application process calculation gives the boundary 
conditions for the design of low- and high-pressure compressor 
wheels located at opposite rotor ends. The force imbalance 
resulting during the operation together with gravity define the 
radial and axial force loads in vertical rotor. To carry radial loads 
of the rotor an E-core radial AMB was selected for SPM-AMB 
rotors. Fig. 2 shows the E-core radial AMB and its flux density 
contour plot. A non-saturated design provides a relatively linear 
force at the expense of maximum force capacity. The E-core 
structure decreases the stator and rotor yoke thicknesses 
compared with the C-core structure. The main radial AMB 
parameters are shown in Table III. 

Fig. 2. E-core radial AMB. A flux density contour plot for the maximum 
control current on the y-axis electromagnets and the bias current present. 

TABLE III. Main radial AMB parameters. 
Parameter 
Airgap  0.8 mm  
Shaft diameter 45 mm  
Rotor lamination outer diameter 68 mm  
Stator outer (inner diameter) 150 (69.6 mm) 
Stator yoke thickness  80 mm  
Main tooth thickness  28 mm  
Flux barrier thickness 2 mm  
Current density for dc current  5 A/mm2  
Wire cross section  2 mm2  
Maximum amplifier current (bias | max control) 21A (7 A | 14 A) 
End-winding length per end (Stack length) 20 mm (37 mm) 
Number of turns  50  

B. SPM Motor 

The SPM motor is designed as 160 kW at 30000 r/min. 
However, the operational speed range starts from 17000 r/min. 
To minimize the losses, a 2-pole structure and a distributed 
winding are applied. The outer stator diameter is kept the same 
as the outer stator diameter of the competing bearingless motor. 
The composite bandage thickness is determined by structural 
analysis. Fig. 3 shows flux contour plots of the bearingless unit 
and the SPM motor in nominal conditions. The laminated 
magnet segmentation (two pieces per pole) ensures low eddy 
current losses and structural integrity. For robust construction, 
an iron pole is used between the magnet poles in both motors. 

Fig. 3. Flux contour plots. 2-pole PM motor at nominal motor current. 

TABLE IV. Key motor dimensions. 
Parameters Bearingless SPM motor 
STATOR 
Stator stack length lsFe [mm] 80 117 
Air gap length 𝝀 [mm] 1.5  2.5 
Stator lamination space factor kFe 0.98 0.98 
Stator core material  SURANO20 SURANO20 
Stator stack outer diameter Dse [mm] 299 300 
Stator yoke magnetic height hys [mm] 62.46 49 
Slot total height [mm] 35 43 
Slot cross-sectional surface [mm2] 734 427 
Number of stator slots Qs 6 18 
Number of slots per pole and phase q  0.5 3 
ROTOR 
Rotor outer diameter Dr [mm] 100 110 
Rotor inner diameter, Dri [mm] 50 63.2 
Rotor lamination stack length, lrFe [mm] 81 117 
Shaft dimeter Sd [mm] 50 63.2 
Rotor magnet tangential length [mm] 52.9  69.1 
Rotor magnet tangential length [deg] 69.7 85 
STATOR WINDING 
Winding connection: star connection 
Number of pole pairs p  2 1 
Number of slots per pole and phase q  0.5 3 
Winding fill factor kwp  0.609 0.65 
Effective coil-turns in half-slot zQ/2 pcs 7 
Stator coil-turns in series per phase Ns  14 5 
COOLING 
Cooling method  Water jacket  
Frame protection class  IP 155 
Rotor Cooling  fluid R1233zd(E) 

C. Bearingless motor 

The bearingless motor is designed to minimize the force 
error angle, force ripple, and torque ripple while minimizing 

Authors would like to thank Business Finland for funding the project: ”EMBER
High temperature high-efficiency oil-free heat pump, Decision number 
1745/31/2020. 

TABLE I.  Key dimensions (Ø diameter X times length) 

Feature 
Configurations 
Twin bearingless 
rotor 

AMB-SPM motor 
alternative 1  

AMB-SPM motor 
alternative 2 

Motor Ø100 X 81 mm Ø110 X 117 mm Ø110 X 117 mm 
Axial AMB disk Ø180 X 13 mm Ø180 X 13 mm Ø180 X 13 mm 
Radial AMB rotor - Ø68 X 37 mm Ø68 X 37 mm 

TABLE II. Mechanical material properties 

Part Elastic modulus 
[GPa] 

Poisson 
factor 

Density 
[kg/m3] 

Shaft 210 0,3 7850 
Laminate 185 0,33 7650 
Magnet 160 0,24 7500 
Carbon fiber sleeve 141 0,3  1790 
Compressor wheel 72 0,33 2810 



losses between 17000 r/min and 30000 r/min. The AMBs and 
bearingless motors use standard inverter frames with direct 
switching control through FPGA [16]. The double 3-phase 
motor is controlled with current injection to common levitation-
motoring windings [17]. Fig. 4 shows flux contour plots of the 
bearingless motor unit in nominal conditions. 

Cooling of the bearingless motors and SPM motor with 
AMBs is arranged by axially flowing vapor, R1233zd(E), 
entering from the rotor ends and exiting from the rotor in the 
axial AMB location. The temperature of the coolant entering 
the compressor is 60°C. Symmetricity of the twin bearingless 
rotor means that the cooling system can be made symmetric 
(e.g., coolant entering from the rotor ends and exiting from the 
middle). This simplifies cooling calculations as only one half of 
the rotor has to be used in the thermal analysis. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Bearingless motor unit, at nominal motor current and 20% of 
suspension current in the x direction. 

D. Performance comparisson 

The radial force capacity of the bearingless motor rotor is 
grater compared to AMB rotor (Figs. 5 and 6). The combined 
negative position stiffness of AMBs and UMP of the SPM rotor 
give similar overall UMP forces as for the bearingless rotor. 

The AMB losses are computed for the 7 A bias current 
present in all coils, nominal rotor speed, and rotating control 
current vector with 20% magnitude of the maximum control 
current at 1st harmonic of 17000 and 30000 r/min. Similarly, for 
the bearingless motor rotor the suspension currents are at 20% 
of its maximum values. 

Friction loss distribution have been computed for the 
working fluid R1233zd(E) used as a coolant. The major losses 
are because of friction (Fig. 7 and 8). The nominal torque and 
motoring current have been used at electrical loss computation. 
Additional sinusoidal suspension current vector with rotational 
frequency is considered. In Fig. 8, losses for the cases vary with 
mechanical speed Ω and suspension current amplitude is,a 
conditions: 
 case 1: Ω = 30000 r/min, is,a = 0.2imax 
 case 2: Ω = 30000 r/min, is,a = 0 
 case 1: Ω = 17000 r/min, is,a = 0.2imax 

 case 2: Ω = 17000 r/min, is,a = 0 
Table V lists key operational parameters for the studied cases. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Radial forces of a single AMB as a function of (a) control current and 
(b) position. 

 
Fig. 6. Mean forces of the single bearingless motor as a function of (a) 
suspension current. (b) mean UMP from the SPM motor and the bearingless 
motor. The pole harmonic amplitude is about half of mean force value. 
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Fig. 7. Friction loss and approximated profile of the dynamic viscosity and 
density of the coolant based on the inlet (60℃) and outlet (112.5℃) 
temperature and pressure. Temperature is distributed linearly; and rotational 
speed is 30000 r/min. (a) bearingless motor, (b) SPM motor with AMBs alt. 2. 
 

 
Fig. 8. Bar plots of overall loss distribution of (a) bearingless motor (values 
for two units) and (b) SPM motor with AMBs. 
 
TABLE V.  Key operational parameters. 

  Bearingless 
motor 

SPM motor 
and AMBs 

Rated speed  nN [rpm] 30000 30000 
Rated frequency  fs [Hz] 1000 500 
Rated line-to-line voltage  U [V] 400 690 
Rated phase voltage  Usph [V]  230 400 
Rated motor current Irmss [A] 89.19* 149 
Rated electric power  PN [kW] 80* 162 
Rated torque  TN [Nm] 25.4* 51.65 
Torque ripple  Tr[%] 10  
Winding resistance per phase Rs [Ω] 0.004 0.0081 
Magnet remanence at 100 °C 
Arnold L20 (N42UH) 

BR,22 [T] 1.18 1.18 

Maximum current density in 
nominal working condition  

[A/mm2] 5 5 

Maximum suspension current [A] 89.19* 20* 
Rotor mass ms [kg] 23.4* 20.7* 
Static UMP when the rotor is 
shifted 0.9 mm radially 

UMP [N] 453* 251 

Levitation force required to 
overcome gravity  

[N] 230 203 

Maximum radial force [N] 800* 422* 

*The value is related to one motor unit of 80 kW or one AMB 

III. ASSEMBLY MANUFACTURABILITY, ROTOR DYNAMICS, 
AND STRESS 

The three different geometries have notable differences in 
manufacturability. Because of the symmetricity of the twin 
bearingless design, same components can be used on either end 
of the rotor, and the stator can be constructed as two identical 
halves that combine in the middle of the rotor. In AMB-SPM 
designs there are more components and the order of assembly is 
more limited. For example, in the AMB-SPM alternative 1, the 
axial AMB disk has to be removable so that the radial AMB can 
be installed between the SPM and the axial AMB disk. 
Symmetricity of the twin bearingless rotor also means that the 
cooling system can be made symmetric (e.g., coolant entering 
from the rotor ends and exiting from the middle). This simplifies 
cooling calculations as only one half of the rotor has to be used 
in the thermal analysis.  

To compare the structural properties of the designs, stress 
calculations of the bearingless and SPM units were conducted. 
A 90° segment of each was subjected to a rotational speed of 
30 000 rpm at operating temperatures (80°C for the carbon 
bandage and 110°C for the other components). An interference 
fit of 0.2 mm was applied on contacts with the carbon bandage. 
The SPM are divided into two sectors to relieve stresses. 
Although the SPM motor has larger magnets and a larger outer 
diameter, the thicker carbon bandage keeps the stresses 
comparable with the stresses of the bearingless unit. As can be 
seen from TABLE VI, the stresses of each component are well 
below the material limit. The safety factor for each component 
is over 1.8. 

The dynamics of the rotors were modeled using beam 
elements and mass disks. For rotor dynamics the stiffness of the 
radial bearings was estimated to be 1 MN/m. A comparison of 
the different configurations and their dynamic responses is 
shown in Table VII and in the Cambell diagrams in Fig. 9. The 
twin bearingless rotor is heavier than the AMB-SPM 
alternatives, but it has higher natural frequencies and critical 
speeds. The difference between the twin bearingless 
configuration and the AMB-SPM design can be partly explained 
by the shape of the rotors ― the twin bearingless rotor is shorter 
and thicker in the middle, whereas the AMB-SPM rotors are 
longer and narrower, making them more vulnerable to bending. 
The difference in dynamics between the AMB-SPM alternatives 
can be explained by the increased bearing span of alternative 2. 

In the Campbell diagrams in Fig. 9, the development of 
natural frequencies is detected as the rotational speed increases. 
It is noteworthy that the natural frequencies of modes 5 and 6 in 
the AMB-SPM motor alternative 1 deviate more than in the 
other designs, which indicates that this design experiences 
gyroscopic effects. It has to be noted that the AMB-SPM rotor 
geometries are not fully optimized, and it might be possible to 
package the components closer to each other, which would, in 
turn, reduce the overall length of the shaft and increase natural 
frequencies. The SPM motor with 2-pole rotor requires much 
space for large end windings of distributed winding. The 
bearingless rotor has 4-poles and concentric short windings. 
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Fig. 9. Campbell diagrams. (a) Twin bearingless rotor. (b) AMB-SPM motor 
alternative 1. (c) AMB-SPM motor alternative 2. 
 

 

 

IV. CONTROL 

From the perspective of control, software and hardware 
implementation, the most important differences are the 
complexity of the control system and the hardware between the 
SPM-AMB motor and bearingless system. Compared with the 
twin-bearingless motor, the PM motor equipped with two 
AMBs requires more sensors and one more power electronic 
inverter (if 3-phase inverters are used). However, separated 
motoring and suspension parts decrease the control complexity 
of the SPM-AMB motor compared with the twin bearingless 
motor, especially because there is no electromagnetic coupling 
between these two parts. However, UMP from the SPM motor 
will affect AMB position control in case of eccentric assembly. 
For twin bearingless rotor the controller requires more complex 
inner control loop and decoupling of inner control system [18]. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Instead of trying to compromise on the use of oil and 
working fluid with piston compressors and oil lubricants, the 
HTHP can be optimized for maximum efficiency at a high 
temperature with a kinetic high-speed oil-free compressor. In 
such compressors, the pressure lift is proportional to the fluid 
density and the square of the peripheral impeller speed. With 
bearingless technology, the compressor footprint can be smaller 
and the rotor length shorter compared with oil-free compressors 
with separate magnetic bearings. The speeds can potentially be 
higher without crossing the rotor bending modes, thus enabling 
higher pressure lifts by the impeller. However, the iron losses 
and eddy current losses are greater in the motor. Still, smaller 
rotor surfaces in shorter rotors results in lower friction losses 
and lower overall losses. The smaller component count results 
in a potentially lower cost and higher reliability. Optimization 
of the compressor and the other components for the HTHP 
application provide optimal performance of the heat pump. 

When comparing the bearingless twin compressor with the 
SPM motor with AMBs compressor alternatives, the bearingless 
rotor, despite its shorter frame, provides 89% higher force 
capacity because of higher actuator surface areas (despite larger 
airgaps). Admittedly, the inner control loops are more complex 
and electromagnetic model is more coupled. Overall, there are 
demanding specifications for HTHP application (namely: high 
flow & high pressure, zero OPD & low GWP and safe, efficient 
& oil free operation), but twin bearingless compressor could be 

 

 

 

TABLE VI.  Structural stresses at 30 000 rpm. 

Component 
Max Stresses 
bearingless unit SPM motor  Material limit 

Shaft 20 MPa 34 MPa 500 MPa 

Lamination 222 MPa 161 MPa 400 MPa 

Magnet 40 MPa 33 MPa 80 MPa (Tension) 
285 MPa (Flexural) 

Carbon bandage 594 MPa 535 MPa >1500 MPa 

 

TABLE VII. Key values of different rotor configurations 

Characteristics 
Configurations 
Twin bearingless 
rotor 

AMB-SPM motor 
alternative 1  

AMB-SPM motor 
alternative 2 

Rotor mass 24 kg 21 kg 21 kg 

Rotor length 597 mm 664 mm 664 mm 

Free mode 1 633,5 Hz 590 Hz 556 Hz 

Free mode 2 1064 Hz 1057 Hz 1066 Hz 

Free mode 3 2210 Hz 1829 Hz 1871 Hz 

Critical speed of 
the 1st bending 
mode 

35 000 rpm (bw) 
39 000 rpm (fw) 

27 000 rpm (bw) 
32 500 rpm (fw) 

32 000 rpm (bw) 
35 000 rpm (fw) 

 



the optimal motor technology for heat pump to provide clean 
heat. 
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